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I. lOTRODaCTIOH 
A« Statement of the Froblon 
A perusal of the literature oonoernlng tho use of chlorine 
for water treatment Indloates the desirability of invostigat-
ing the efficacy of chlorine as a bactericidal agent in water. 
There is a paucity of data in tho literature in regard 
to the resistance of nerobors of the coll-dysentery group to 
chlorine* It has long been held that £• coll is an ideal 
index organism as an Indicfition of water pollution. The 
theory is that E. coll is more resistant than any ot bhe 
Orais-negative, non-aporulating short rods comprising the coli-
dysentery group. If the preceding statement is true, it 
would follow that a water treated so as to destroy K. coll 
would also be free of viable pathogens, such as the typhoid 
bacillus. However, instancoE have been reported which indi­
cate that certain non-sporing strains of enteric pathogens 
may bo more rosistcnt to chlorine than are strains of 
Escherichia. 
There has also been a tendency on tho part of a minority 
of water works opera torn to regard those members of the coli» 
aerogoneo group which produce only small smoiints (less than 
10^) of from lactose at 370c. to be non-significant as an 
indication of faecal pollution. However, there have been 
many instances of so-called "late lactose fermenting" strains 
of coll-aerogonos bactorla* It seems to be a questionable 
policy to consider a water supply adequately treatod des­
pite the appearance of sniall amounts of gas in Inctoso. It 
is possible that cells which have been subjected to chlorin-
ation, IT not killed, laay suffer a severe sot back in their 
metabolic activities, thus resulting in delayed ges production. 
The use of 37®C« as the incubation temperature for the 
detection of coli-aei'o^enec strains way not dioclose all 
ouch organicins present* As will bo shown later, the occur-
ronce in surface waters of coliform oi-i^anlsms which oro 
typical In all rocpocts except tluit they ^row niuch bettor 
at oO°C«, is not uncominon* 
Instances are cited in the literature that strains of 
Aorobactcg- and •'Intermediato" are occasionally found in hxunan 
faeces, hence it would seem unjustifiable to consider only 
nomboro of tlio V.P. -, citrate - group of coli-aoroeonoe 
bacteria as indicative of faecal pollution* The relative 
resistance of strains of V.i'. +, citrate +; and V.P. -, 
citrate + coli-aerogenes strains has not been adequately 
studied; the ^eat bulk of the 7/ork beint concerned with 
V.P. citrate - strains# 
ikmonfe; persons eneaged in vmter supply maintenance there 
is a tendency to disregard "atypical" (as judged from E.K.D. 
plates) colonies* Such a practice can easily result in over­
looking; members of the coli-aerogenes group tt»t do not 
necessarily give a "text book" reaction on E*M*B*, and so 
produce a false sense of security as to the quality of a 
water « 
It has becorse alznoot axiomatic among some water plant 
operators that a residual chlorine of 0*2-0*3 p.p»ia» means 
a Safe drlnklni^ water# i-uch Implicit faith in a residual 
chlorlno of 0«2-0«3 p.p.m* Is not substantiated by tho 
literature* In the first place, the question of tho notliod 
of chlorine determination ts of threat Importance* Tlio most 
common test for determining residual chlorine Is the ortho-
tolldlne method* However, the ortho-tolldlne method mrnsuros 
not only the chlorlno which Ic available for rapid bactcrl-
cldal aotion but all the chlorlno present which Is able to 
react with ortho-tolldlne In an acid modiun, to give an 
orange-yellow to yellow-green color* Furtheinaot'e, the fact 
tl»t Iron, nitrites and other interfering substuncea may 
give false high readings should not be disregarded* 
Plant operators, relying on 0*2-0*3 p.p*ra* residual 
chlorine as a safety factor, may fall to rocognize that 
there are other factors of importance in ohlorination of 
v/ator. AJTong those factors may bo mentioned: 
reoction of tho water* 
The reaction of tlie water lo of importance* for 
most waters used for hxunan consumption the reaction is 
in the range of pH 6*5-B*5* Charlton and Levlne (1935), 
in subjectlns ^ores of Bj. met lens to tho action of 
cliloramine T. and calcium hypochlorite concluded that 
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In the range pH 6.0-8.8 the killing time was reduced 
by increasing the acidity* 
Weber (1940) showed that with increasing pH a 
decrease In death rates of B. metiena spores, usin^i 
chlorine (and chloramino), occurred. Otiier investi­
gators have also demonstrated the irportance of the 
reaction upon tlie gez^Icidal efficiency of chlorine* 
2* The effect of arjaonln» 
The presence of ansmonia may have a marked effect 
on the rate of death* By reactint, with the clilorine, 
even snail amounts of ammonia present will form 
chloramlnop cmd thus induce a delayed bactericidal 
action of the clilorine* 
3* The temperature of the water* 
The temperature of the water is of ^oat sic-
niflcance* All other conditions bein^ equal, increas­
ing the temperature of the reaction increases the 
rate of death of mlcro-ort,ani8W8 * The factor is 
of special importance in those areas liavitio vdde 
temperature variations* Since the germicidal action 
of chlorine ia a chemicnl roaction, it is evident 
that the rate of reaction wo'old ba quite different 
at, say, 2^0* than at 229Q* 
4* The turbidity of the water. 
Chlorine efficiency usually varies Inversely 
with the degree of turbidity. The rotaj'dlno effect 
of turbid waters on chlorine sterilization Is prob­
ably due to a combination of mechanical protection 
of tlie bacteria by the suspended matter plus an 
actual combination and adsorption of chlorine to 
the suppcaided particles. 
types of ovg&rlsins present* 
The types of organisms present in tho vrater liavo 
an important bearing on tlie plate count and lactose 
broth fermentation results. Tl^ presonce of sporo 
forming organisms capable of producing iicis ri>ori 
lactose is of special significance in fulse pre-
aximptivo tests. 
From tho above brief statement it nay be seen tliat the 
offlcloncy of ohlorimtion depends upon sovoral factors wliich 
usually aro not considered by plant operators. 
The present work was undertaken with the following 
objectiveo t 
1. To study the oharactoristics of some cultures of 
Grara-nogntive sliorb rods isolated from ruw and 
chlorinated surface watore. 
2. To evaluate tho probable sitjnifloanco of tho so-
called "alow lactose fermentortjanlsm which ai'o 
Gram-negative, non-sporulatin^j short rods. 
3. To ascertain tho rofllstnnoo of memborc of the 
coll-dyoentery group to chlorination. 
B. Definitions of Bacterial 
Terminology Employed 
!• Coli-aerogenes group. 
Tho term "coli-aerogenes group" includes strains of 
the genera Escherichiaj, Aorobacter, and intermediate (or 
Citrobacter)• 
2* Coli-dysentery RToup. 
The term "coli-dysentery group" comprises the Oram-
no.oative non-sporo formln^, short rods tsentioned In (1) 
above and members of the following Ebertholla. 
Shigella, Salmonella< and Proteus* For convenience, 
members of the genus Alcaligenes are also included in the 
terni "coli-dysentery group." 
3* Kon-colon forms « 
The term "non-colon forms" includes members of the 
genus Pseudomonas, spore formers, cocci and all other 
typos not mentioned above* 
4* Coliform* 
The term "coliform" is used synonymously with tho coli-
dyomtery group. While tlio term "colifona" has of late 
been advocated for tho coli-aerogenes group, the present 
writer wishes to use that term, in this dissertation, in 
the broader meaning expressed above. 
C* Review of tho Sanitary Significance 
of the Coli-aerogenes^ Group in Water 
The sanitary slgnificflnce of tho presence of metnbers 
of the ooli-aerogenes group in water (and also food, dairy 
and other products) is a controversial subject* Tho liter-
ature stows no perfect method for distinguishing between 
faecal and non-faecal types« There is no tost or combination 
of tests which differentiates between the two types, despite 
the largo amount of research carried out with that end in 
mind* However, all types of coli-aerogenes strains occur 
in faeces with their order of frequency in decreasing array, 
as follows! strains of Escherichia^, strains of Aerobactor^, 
and strains of intermediate^. In interpreting tho data, 
it is important to remombor that tl» typos of organism 
isolated depend, to a largo extent, on tho mothods used* 
Unfortunately, the literature indlcntes tliat few investigators 
tiave employed identical mothods* Hence, in many instances, 
the data of the several investigators aro hardly comparable* 
This is especially true of tho earlier Invostltiotors* 
Booker (1891), in a study of the stools of infants siU'fer«> 
ing from summer diarrhea, found B* proteus vulgaris, strepto­
cocci, B* coll and B. lactis aerogaies to be most common in 
the stools * 
1* In discussing any reference or citation the terminology 
used therein will be retained* 
2* Escherichia—y*P* -, citrate -* 
3* AoroDacter—'V.P. +, citrate +* 
4* Intermediate—V*P* -, citrate +* 
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Hoiiston (1898), in a study of both polluted and unpolluted 
soils, concluded that coli, or Its closely related forms, is 
rarely, or never, found in virgin soils while they are present 
in other soils, especially those previously polluted by 
aniicals or man. 
Horrocks (1901) was xxnabln to distinguish coll strains 
from typhoid stools from coli strains from normal faeces* 
Eijioran (1904) suggested that coli strains from 
faeces of cold-bloodod anirals could be differentiated from 
faecal coli strains of warm-blooded animals on the basis 
of crowth in glucoso peptone broth at 460c. Ho maintained 
that strains of B» coli from cold-blooded anitrals were unable 
to produce gas under such conditions, \idiereas strains from 
warm-blooded animals grew luxuriantly with gas production. 
Corroborating the work of Eijkman, Christian (1905), 
Neuman (1906), Thoman (1907), Dulir (1907), and Nowack (1907), 
agreed that the Eljkman test wns of tirent value in differ­
entiating faecal 8ti*ains isolated from the intectinal tract 
of vmrm-blooded animalo from other coli-aorogenes strains. 
It i£ interesting to note that Dulir concluded that true 
Dacterium coli strains must be able to t^row, form acid and 
gas from mannitol, and roduce neutral red broth at <I6°C. 
On the other hand, Konrich (1910) and Hehowerth (1912) 
(cited by Leiter (1929)) concluded that the EiJIonan tost was 
of doubtful value. Hehewerth found that only 38.8 per cent 
of Bacillus coli strains from human faeces were able to 
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produco gas In the Eijkman modlum at 46^0• 
Salus and Hirri (1923) fully confirmed Eijkican's results 
and concluded that the method of Eijkman was one of the most 
important ways of detecting true Bact. coll in water* 
Leiter (1929) advocated the use of tho Eijkman test at 
46°C« as a means of detecting 3. coli forms and of inhibiting 
"other orgnnisms ordinarily present in water." He found that 
bacteria "answering the description of Bacillus coli" isolated 
from tho intoctinos of cold-bloodod aniaials failed to give a 
typical reaction in Eijki&an'a medium at 4G°C* Loiter also 
discussed the close corrolotion botv;oon a positive Eijkman 
test and tho production of indole and the utilization of 
citric and uric acids* 
Orown and Skinner (1950) concluded that the Eijkman test 
at 46^0* was of little value since many Eachorlohia strains 
wore found to bo inhibited imder the conditions of tho tost* 
Also, they found Aorobactor and intermedloto strains which 
gave a positive Eijkman tost* In hxunan faocos tho authors 
found B* coli but never B* aorotienes strains* 
Ferry and Hajna (1933) felt tluxt tlx) "fundamental obser­
vation of Eijkman that Bacillus coli will grow in glucose 
broth at 460C* was sound*" The failure of certain workors to 
confirm Eijkmon's data, the authors attributed to failure in 
regulation of temperature and medium* The authors modified 
Eijkman's medium by reducing the glucose concentration to 0.3 
per cent and buffering with 0*4 per cent K2HP04* With such a 
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nodified mediim Porry and Ilajna found ~Dacll3ua coll and 
related typec were alvmyo viable after 96 and 118 hours and 
longer at 46®C, incubation*" They concluded "—that the 
ability to ferment glucose at 46®C. la a fundamental 
character of Daclllus coll«" They defined B. coll aa 
"—those members of tlie coli-aerogenes group characteristic 
of fecea from warm->blooded aninala vdilch invariably ferment 
glucose at 460c* in a suitable medium and are xmable to 
utilize citrate carbon*" 
The work of Levlno, Epstein and Vaugjn (1934) only 
partially confimed the observations of Perry ard Hajna (1933) • 
Levino £t al» found tlmt with standard EiJIonan broth warmed to 
450c•-460c# prior to use and maintained at that temperature 
for 48 hours, 64.5 per cent of 31 Eacherichla atrains produced 
gas* Undor aimilar conditlona none of 64 Intormodiate and 181 
Aerobacter strains produced gas* On the other hand, when the 
medium waa inoculated at room temperature at^ placed in an 
incubntor at 450C«-460C* (the tempes'ature of the medliun rose 
to 43®C.-4400•), all Eacherichla. 77.9 per cent of the inter­
media to, and 4»4 per cent of the Aerobacter atralna produced 
gas in 48 hours* 
Skinner and Brown (1934) and Dodgaon (1937) concluded 
that 460c* was too high a temperature for the Eijkman teat, 
alnce at that temperature many E* coll atrains failed to ^^row* 
Such obaervntions confirm the results of Lovine et al* (1934) 
v/ho found th&t 450c*-460c. permitted but 64*5 per cent of 31 
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Eacherlohla strains to produce gas from standard Eljknan broth 
Payne (1938) concluded that tho modified Eijkman broth of 
Perry and Hajna (1933) was \insatlsfactory In that it inhibited 
sono strains of coll and failed to eliminate certain non-
colon forms* 
Cleg^ and Sherwood (1939) concluded that temperatures 
above 44°C» were Inlndoal to the growth of E. coll. They 
stated "—it is now generally accepted that wherever 
Escherichia coll is, there will be faecal pollution also*** 
Thus, it can be seen that tho value of the ElJkman test 
is still debatable* Perry and Hajna (1933), with their modi­
fication of the Eijkman test appear to have shown the way to a 
possible solution of the chaos connected with tho Eijkman test 
MacConltey (1905) was of the opinion that there Was no way 
of differentlatlnii bacteria of htunan origin from those of anl-
rnal dejecta, or bacteria from normal human faoces and from 
faeces of persons suffering from inteetlnal diseases* 
Konrlch (1910) found that as one sampled further from 
cultivated soil tlie frequency of B. coll decreased* 
Clemesha (1912) found aerogones strains to bo rui-e in 
human faeces* In bovine faeces Bact* (Jactis) aoroijenes was 
found in about 10 per c«nt of tho cases, and at times, B* 
cloacae was very common in such faeces* Clemesha felt that 
the presence of B* coll in v/ater would Indicate recent faeco:! 
pollution. On tho other hand, he felt that since aerogenes 
forms were rare in faeces and comtnon in soil, the presence of 
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siioh strains would indicato recoiit flood conditions or r^ote 
faocal pollution. Clonosha stated tliat i%cConkoy*c groups I 
and rv (the dulcltcl non-ferriontors) survive fairly v/ell in 
water, whereas groups II and III (which foi^nont dulcitol) die 
off ra/;idly. Hence, by inforenco, if nombora of croup II and 
III are found in a water, accordinr: to Cloneoha, such findings 
would constitute evidonoe of recent pollution. 
Rogers, Clark, and Evans (1914) found that 149 of 150 
strains isolated fron bovine faoces wore in the genus 
Escherichia* 
Levino (1916a) concludod tliat tliore is a higher dogree 
of correlation betv/oon tho so-arco of the organisins and sucrose 
for.ueutation tlian botv/een tho aource and sucrose-dxilcitol 
fon.iontation. He also pointed out tliat non-faocal strains 
are cimractorisod by being V.P, +, LI.R. - and Imvinr a hi^h 
gas ratio. 
Levino (101Gb} foiand, in a study of 15G coll-aorogenos 
organiorns from sov/age and faeces of man and various anirials, 
tliat all strains femented glucoso, galactose, nannitol, nal-
toso, and lactose, v/itli acid and gas production, v/hilo none 
liquefied gelatin or' furciontod inulin. lie found tlmt quonti-
tative acid pi-oduction in a nurabor of carbohydrate media v/as 
not a "reliable" indox for difforontlatijig coli-aerogenea 
organisms as to their sotirce (i-^. from aniiml or man) and 
concludod similarly in regard to distinfc-uishinc: Ilac^onlcey 
types. V.P. + strains from aowage and also V.?. + bovine 
strains fonnented salicin with gas production more frequently 
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tban did strains from other faecal sovirces. Motility was 
found to Iiave some minor Importance in that only 32 per cent 
of human and 20 per cent of V.p. - strains from sewa^^e were 
inotile in contrnet to 93.7, 80, 77.3, and 100 per cent in pig, 
cow, sheep, and horse atrains, respectively. Sucrose was 
fermented by 100 per cent of the V.P. + strains from sewage 
while 95 and 79 per cent, respectively, ol* horse and sheep 
straixis femontod sucrose. The proportion of other strains 
fermenting sucrose were as follows: bovine, 50 per cent; 
porcine, 32.3 per cent, V.p, - sowo^^e strains, 26.G per cent; 
and hxunan strains only 12 per cent. However, Levine points 
out that in an analysis of 2,601 strains, isolated from human 
faeces, studied by himself md seven other investigators, the 
average per cent of sucrose fermenters found by the various 
investigators was 35.5. 
Johnson and Levine (1917) studied 356 coll-aerogenes 
strains isolated from soils. Thqy concluded that "coli-llke" 
baoteria were more nbundant in cultivate^ than in fallow 
ground. Thoy found the predominant "coll-llke" foms, in 
soil, to bo aerogenes-cloacae types. 
Rogers, Clark and- Lub.'; (1918) found tlv. t of 177 coll-
aerogones strains isolated from human faeces 46 (27 per cent) 
« 
were of tlie aerogeneo-oloacae, V.P. + ond a hl^h gas 
ratio. 'Ihis is in marked contrast to the results obtained by 
Hogers, Clark and Evans (1914) in a study of 150 coli-aerogenes 
from bovine faeces wherein they fovtnd all but one strain to be 
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of tho coll typo, 
Rogers (1918) found thot aorogenos strains aro abla to 
survive in water much longer than coli strains* Ho states 
"—that Water near tlie source of pollution should contain a 
greater proportion of B« coli to D, aerogenes than after tho 
prooessos of solf-purification Imvo had an opportunity to act." 
Wins low and Cohon (1918) studied water suspensions of B» 
coli and B« aerogenes and confirmod tha work of Rogers (1918)^ 
namely, that B. aarogoiies in water tends to die off more slowly 
than does B. coli» Such a conclusion agrees with the findings 
of Clomoslia (1912). 
Vtinslow and Cohen (191Qb) studied 255 coli-aorogones 
forms from polluted non-polluted, and storod waters# Thoy 
concluded that "—under tho conditions of our work at Now 
Havon, no correlation between source and typo of organism was 
discovered." The authors considered significant the fact that 
three-quarters of tho B. coli types wore 1 solatea from unpol­
luted waters* They concluded that if ti:ieir work should be 
confirmod by other worlcers then "-—differentiation between 
tho B* coli and B. aerogenes — would have but little sani­
tary Bignificance." 
Levino (1920) in a repoi-t on a study of vftter for the 
AnDricon Kxpeditionary Force in Franco during tho first World 
War felt that B* aerogenes as well as B* coll. should be absent 
from ground waters, since such waters aro ossontlally filtered 
supplies and should be free of soil wasMngs. In stored or 
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troatod wators, ho stated, Bact. ajror.enos —on accovint ol its 
:::oro probablo non-xaecal ori.-in, greater Ion ,'ovity in water, and 
apparently groator resictanco to treatment" should not bo regarded 
equally important or as objectionable as is tlie presence of 
coli in eqvial nurabors* 
Lovine (1921) conaidered the colon group desirable as an 
index of pollxition. He recognised, hov/evor, tliat tlie cpecies 
comprising tho group are not all of oq\ial sanitary significance# 
Lovine concluded tiiat Baot« coli Is usually preaont in large 
nvnabora in faeces——whoroaa—-Bact» aoronenoc rare in such 
objecticnablo mtter but prodoninatoa on tlio presumably hartiloaa 
soil aiid grains." He tiieroforo ooii^lcioiod tlio presence or 
aoro,jono3 foin^s to bo leus objoctionablo tlian coli foma* In 
regard to the presence of Bact> aerogenes in a v/ator supply, 
Lovine states timt tlieir prtisonce "—may indicate aoroly ro:!ote 
pollution or uoil contanination v/hi^h is not ac objectionable 
and certainly not ao dangoi^us as ^aowa'^o pollution*," 
Koaor (1924) concludod, in regard to tlie M.R, +, V.P. 
oitra»e + foK.a of soli origin, timt "tlieir oresouco in soil 
and api:>aront aboonoe from faooal apecinona constitutoo ovidonco 
that not all of tho raothyl red positive colon /.I'oup ori-auiana 
encounterod in nattire are of faocal origin#" 
Bardaloy (10S6) connidored as significant of pollution 
only those or;janl;5i:\3 -v;'uich aro of typical norpholocy and 
stainint: reaction, ^ iroduco acid and gas in lactose, fall to 
liquefy gelatin, clot milk, and givo a positive uotixyl red and 
negative Vogoa and i'roskauer reaction." Such a definition, of 
course, automatically oxcludea any Aorobactor strains V7hich 
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may bo of faecal origin* 
Eoser (1926) concluded that there is a better correlation 
between the source of coli-aerogenes forms with the citrate 
reaction and cellobiose fermentation^ than between the source 
and the V*P. reactions. 
Ruchoft ^  (1931-a) concluded ttat the method of 
preliminary enrichment in lactose broth and the subsequent 
plating of those tubes showing gas on presents a false 
picture of the cmicontration of types of organisms present due 
to overgrowth of one species by another. 
Burke-Oaffney (1932) studied coli-aerogenes strains from 
waters of tropical Africa* fie concluded that M*R*-i>^ citrate-f 
forms are typical of soil and represent perhaps a remote soil 
pollution. Kany such strains were also indol positive suggest­
ing "—the existence of a transition pliase of B. coll." A 
number of strains of European origin were also studied* The 
author concluded that in European waters a lactose positive, 
indol positive test was a good evidence ol recent faecal 
pollution. In the tropics, however, a lactose positive, indol 
positive test should be confirmed by the M.R., citrate and 
sucrose reactions. Such procedio^o in the tropics is necessary 
because of large numbers of intermecliate and aerogenes strains 
in the soil "—derived from sources othei> than recently 
excreted faeces." » 
The author found but 2.0 per cent of 278 strains iso­
lated from human faeces were citrate positive. 
t 
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Hay (1932), in & study of the Bacillus na. cosus capaulatus 
group, found B. muoosus capstilatua to occur normally In human 
faeces* She therefore concluded that "the discovery in the 
environment of carbinol positive, indol-negative strains vdiich 
grow in citrate broth is not an indication of freedom from 
faecal contamination*** 
Grey (1932) studied stored water and stored faeces* He 
disagreed with Ourke-Gaffney (1932) in that Gray was tunable to 
distinguish between faecal and non-faecal coll strains on the 
basis of citrate utillBatlon* Gray agreed with Hay (1932) 
that B* aerogenes is not necessarily a typical soil organism, 
but was as normal in faeces as B* coll* although in smaller 
numbers* He found B* aerofienes survived storage in both water^nd 
faeces longer tlian did J|* coll* 
Bardsley (1934) concluded that the presence of coli-
aerogenes strains In water was evidwice of flaecal pollution 
at some time or other* She found virgin soils to be free of 
coli-aerogenes forms* The presence of aerogeneo and inter­
mediate types on land and in water suppllea, Bardsley felt 
' "—may be due to faecal pollution, although the presence of 
these bacteria in the absence of B* coll would seem to suggest 
i 
that the pollution had not been recent*" { 
t , 
Bigger (1934) considered only members of Types IV (typl- i 
cal coll) and Types II and VII (atypical coll) as significant 
faecal ^ pollution* 
i i * • I 
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Chaliners (1934) considered those strains which ore V.P. -
and K*R» 4- and citrate - as of faecal origin* The V.P* * 
M.R. - citrate + strains he considered of non-faecal origin 
while the so-called "Intermediate" strains Chaliners felt are 
"probably" of non-faecal origin* 
Malcolm (1935) concluded ttat idille aerogenes and cloacae 
strains were very conanon In soil and on grains, they are also 
"normal Inhabitants of the Intestines*" Ualcolm therefore 
thought that the aerogenes-cloacae group should not be dis­
regarded as of no sanitary significance* 
Carpenter and Pulton (1937) studied the sanitary signifi­
cance of citrate utilizing strains from human faeces* Of 466 
samples of faeces, 232 (49*8 per cent) contained citrate 
utilizing coll-aerogenes forms* Of these 232 samples, Aero-
bacter strains were Isolated In 215 oases, and Intermediate 
strains In 62 cases. In fact, while Escherichia strains were 
isolated in 421 of the samples, in 45 samples only Aerobacter 
or Intermediate (or combinations of the two types) strains 
wore found* From the work of Carpenter and Fulton, it is 
apparent that tho Aerobacter-intermediate group Is of sanitary 
signlficanoe since such organisms are commonly foxind in hximan 
faeces * 
Parr (1930), like Carpenter and Pulton (1937), found that 
citrate utilising organisms are present In many samples of 
faeces* Me discussed the possibilities of over-growth of one 
type of coll-aerogenos forms by others* Parr thought that 
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Escherichia forms are most prevalent In the htinan Intestine^ 
aerogenes strains next In frequency^ and Intermediate strains 
last* He felt that becatse of the variations in the intestinal 
flora of individuals it is hard to evaluate the true signifi­
cance of typeSf but all types should be considered of sanitary 
significance, to a greater or lesser degree* 
Perry (1938) concluded that only _E* coll is of any sanitary 
significance In the shell fish industry* 
Raghavachari and Iyer (1938-a) studied the longevity of 
ooli-aerogenes strains stored under "natural conditions" In 
India* They found, contrary to Clemetiha (1912), that B* 
vesiculoaus, which is M*R* +, V.P. citrate +, and Indol +, 
was quite resistant to stomge and sxmllght* It «as concluded 
that some aerogenes foras are of faecal origin, hence should be 
regarded as of sanitary slgnifloanco* 
IZalcolm (1938) concluded that the presence of any type of 
coli-aerogenes bacteria in eoll or water is indicative of faecal 
pollution* 
Parr (1939) stated that ""—-all collform bacteria must be 
thought of as possibly faecal in origin*" 
In a private communication to Parr, Butterfleld, cited by 
Parr, stated that he attached equal sanitary slgnificQnce to 
each type of coll-aerogenes organism found in water since all 
are found in faeces and all react in a similar fashion to 
natural and artificial purification processes* Parr concluded 
that coll-aerogenes forms do not occur in water except "-—from 
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contaminfition with soli washings and faecal material from man 
and animal. When the pollution is from feces, those bacteria 
siirvlve for somo time but generally with a shift from cltrate-
negatlvo to oltrate-positive predominance•" Par considered 
thct since tl» so-called "atypical" slow lactose ferment­
ing) ooH-aQrogenos forms appear ofton In tho faeces of 
patients suffering fron; gastro-Intestinal disturbances, such 
forms should merit special attention as "Indicators of dangerous 
pollution." 
Tho Ministry of Hoalth, London, (1939) regnrdea fnecal 
coll typos as Indicative of recent wator pollution, vdiereas 
monbors of tho I*A.C* (intermediate-aerogenes cloacae) group, 
tlio Ministry folt, were Indicators either of less recent 
pollution, the result of soil washings, or were duo to the 
greater resistance of the I.A.C. giroup to chlorlxiatlon* The 
Ministry did not consider the I«A.C. group of equal sanitary 
significance with £• coll forms. It was stated "the presence 
of 1«A«C. In a treated wator suggests olthor inadequate troat-
mont or tho aocoss of undesirable material to tlio wator aft or 
troatwcnt." 
Griffin and Stunrt (1940) concluded that Aorobactor and 
intormodloto strains arc nonnolly of soil origin isonco of 
llttlo sanitary significanoe. Esohericlila stmlns, tho authors 
concluded, were "normal to feces," 0ioni}era of this genus 
should be considered Indicative of faecal pollution. 
In siaamarlzlng tiio literature on tho sanitary significance 
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of tho coli-aorogsnos group in water, the Tollowing facts 
are apparent: 
!• The typo of organism isolated depends on 
the method of isolation* 
2. A study of looal conditions is of impor­
tance in tho interpretation of tests for the 
presence of coli-aorogonos forms. 
3» Tho relative resistance of coli-aerogenos 
organisms to natural tavi artificial purification 
processes sliould bo conoidored in connection with 
tho sanitary oignificanco of the group# 
4* Tho literaturo indicatos tliat tho V.P. +, 
citrate +, and V.P. - citrato + bacteria arc raoro 
or less normal inhabitants of tho human intestinal 
tract, but that V,p, -, citrate - forms are by far 
tho most comn'.on* 
Bearing tlie above points in mind, it is evident from the 
review of the literature that V.P. -, citrate - ooli-aerogenes 
strains ai*o the predominant forms in human faeces, hence they 
should be allotted tho greatest degree of sanitary significance. 
However, tho Aerobacter and intermediate groups are found 
frequently enough in human faeces that they should not be 
conoidored of no sonitary significance* 
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II. SOURCE AND ISOLATION OF CULTURES 
A. Source 
Cultures were received from two cities bordering on 
Lake Michigan and three eastern cities. A large majority 
of tlie cultures received were sent in from the Lake Michi­
gan area. 
There wore received n total of 238 cultures roprenent-
iaig 12G water samples (both chlorinated and raw). A study 
of 220 of these culturos represontini; 111 water aamplos 
was undertaken. 
Table 1 shows the distribution of the wtiter samples and 
cultures according to the water temperature at time of sampl­
ing* The water samplec fall into two groups. In the winter 
group the water temperature was in the range of approximately 
0®C« and 5®C., and the temperature of the aummor group was 
between 12^0. and 22^C« 
It can bo seen from Table 1 that 61 (55 per cent) of tho 
water samplea were of winter origin while 20 (45 per cent) 
were summer samples. Of the cultures received, 90 (41 per cent) 
wore of v/inter origin and 120 (59 per cent) of summer origin. 
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Table I9 Diatiibutton of Water Sanplea and Cultw 
Treatment 
Winter» Leaa t lan 5OC. Sunmert 12^0 
Water Samples Cultures ' Water Sauries 
No^ Uo. No. 
Ohlorine 21 34 a9 32 20 40 
Ohlorine 
27 44 29 32 7 14 
0 0 0 0 9 18 
Special^ 4 7 5 6 0 0 
Saw 9 15 27 30 14 28 
Total 61 
• 
100 90 100 50 100 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Per cent baaed on total auiraer aan^lea and oulturea* 
Per oent baaed on total winter aaoqplea and oultorea* 
Speolalt 6 pounda OI2 per million gallona, 6 pounds ^ 
gallona. ooagulated with 7 p»p«m* alum, aettled;^additional CI2 adde< 
reaidual Ola carbon bed 0«4 p*p»m. Residual 01^ after filtration, 
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.button of VTateil^ Sanples and Cultures Submitted 
38 t lan 5°C• Sumner, 12^0 ••22O0» Al L 
9B Cultures Water Sauries Cultures Water Samples Cultures 
{i Eo. ff' No. 4. No. < Wo. 
)4 29 32 20 40 51 39 a 37 80 36 
29 32 7 14 21 16 34 31 50 23 
0 0 0 9 18 28 22 9 7 28 13 
7 5 6 0 0 0 0 4 4 5 2 
L5 27 . 30 14 28 30 23 23 21 57 26 
30 90 100 50 100 
I I  1 1 ^  
130 100 111 100 220 100 
plea and oultaves. 
pies and cultures* 
gallons, 6 pounds (I1H4}2S0|. per million 
alum, settled; jadditlon^ CI2 added, 
•m» Residual 01^ after filtration, 0*05 p«p*m« 
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B« Methods of Isolation 
Since the laboratories seaadlng cultures to Ames were 
asked to make no particular attempt at purification other 
than selecting well isolated colonies^ the first step in 
the present work was to purify the cultures* 
All but 9 of the cultures received were on agar slopes^ 
the 9 exceptions being on plates* The cultures, on 
receipt, were Inoculated into standard lactose broth contain­
ing 1*0 per cent Andrade*s indicator, and the tubes incubated 
at 37^C* for 24 hours* At the end of 24 hours, regardless 
of whether or not gas or acid was produced, in the lactose 
broth, all lactose broth cultures were streaked onto Levine*s 
Eosin Methylene Blue agar and the plates incubated at 
Well isolated colonies were then picked back into lactose 
and the process repeated imtil it was felt that purity of the 
strains had been achieved* If growth did not take place on 
£*M*B*, the cultures were plated on Endo's agar* All types 
of colonies were picked from both E*M*B* and Endows regardless 
of whether or not the appearance of the colonies was typical 
of the colon group* 
Gram stains of all cultures obtained in the above manner 
were made from 24-hoiir agar slant cultures* 
A total of 415 culturos was obtained in tho manner 
described above* Of those cultures, 357 strains were studied* 
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Tabls 2 shows the distribution of those 357 culttires on the 
basis of season of isolation, water treatment, lactose 
fermentation. Gran stain, and spore formation* 
Table 2 shows that a total of 266 (74*5 per cent) of the 
ptirified oultures was Gram-negative, non-spore forming rods 
fermenting lactose* Sixty-one (17.1 per cent) cultures were 
Gram-negative non-spore ibrming rods not fermenting lactose. 
The remainder oT the oultures consisted of spore forming rods 
and cocci* 
Attention is directed at this point to the methods of 
water treatment* Specific information was available for 93 
semples of treated water* Of these, 49 were treated with 
chlorine alone, 35 with assnonium sulphate anu chlorine, and 
9 with ammonium sulphate and chlorine, supplemented by rechlo-
rlnation* It is usually assumed that a resiUunl of 0*5 p*p*m* 
chlorine for a period of not loss than 30 minutes (all acunples 
had a contact period of not less than 30 minutes) or that 
0*2 p*p*m* residual chlorine with a contact period of not less 
than 2 hours constitutes adequate chlorination, as measured 
by our present methods* Table 3 gives the residual chlorine 
and period of contact in waters from which cultures were 
submited for identification* In Table 3 it will be noted that 
34 (70 per cent) of the 49 samples treated with chlorine alone 
would have been considered sufficiently chlorinated at the 
time of sampling, whereas, of the 44 sas.ples treated with 
chlorine and ammonia, all but one would have been considered 
••26« 
Table 2» Distribution of Cultures Xso] 
Season of Isolation, and 
Season of 
Isolation I Winter (Less tiian 5^C.) 
Oram Stain 
-
• 
Spores - • Ml 
Laotose^ • - • - • + 
Water 
Treatoent Number an 
CI2 
15 
(4.2) 
1 
(0.3) 
0 0 0 1^ 
(0.3) 
*, 
0 
(0. 
(NH4)2S0^ 
4 OI2 (4*8) 
16 
(4.5) 
0 0 0 l2 • 
(0.3) 
3 
(0.8) (0, 
OI2 • 
(NH4)230^ 
• OI2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Special (0.8) 
2 
(0.6) 
0 0 0 0 0 
Raw 
•
 
CM 21 
(5.9) 
0 0 0 0 0 
Total t
o
 
CM 
•
 
r-
i 40 
(11.3) 
0 0 0 2 
(0.6) 
3 
(0.8) c 
No. ( ) • per oent to nearest 0.1 
1. Laotose * * acid and gas; - • no gas. 
2. Indicates gram 4 ooooi. 
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itiltures Isolated with Hespeot to Water Treatoent, 
tlation, aitd Fvimij Charaoteristioa 
Stunmer (12^C.. - 220c.) 
n ** 
• 1 • - • 
• 1 • - • •f - • -
Number and i*er Cent Strains 
*, 
0 3 
(0.8) 
66 
(24.6) 
7 
(2.0) 
0 0 0 0 2 
(0.6) 
5 
(1.4) 
(0?8) 
2 
(0.6) 
' 
, 37 ^ 
(10.4) 
8 
(2.2) 
0 0 0 0 0 6 
(1.7) 
0 0 , 54 ^  
(15.1) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
(la) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 45 
(12.6) 
6 
(1.7) 
0 0 0 
(0.3) 
0 2 
(0.6) 
3 
(0.6) 
5 
(1.4) 
224 
(62.7) 
21 
(5.9) 
0 0 0 
(0.3) 
2 
(0.6) 
17 
(4.9) 
iTi 
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Table 3* Residual Chlorine and Period of Contact 
in Waters from v^ioh Cultures were Submitted 
for Identification 
p.p.m. 
Residual 
Chlorine 
Less 
than 
0.20 
0»20 
to 
0.39 
0.40 
to 
0.59 
0.60 
or 
more Total 
Contact 
Period in 
hours Number of Samples No. 
Less 
than 
1 
(1)^ (5) 
1 
(10) 
1 
18 19.2 
1 to 2 
(3) 15) (1) 
13 2 
24 25.7 
2 to 4 
1 
(1) 
1 
(2 )  
1 
6 6.9 
4 to 6 
(7) 
6 
(7) 
10 
30 32.1 
6 
or 
more 
(1) (1) 
1 
(5) 
6 1 
15 16.1 
No. 
Total » 
^2 
5 27 55 6 93 
5.4 29 59 6.5 100.0 
1. Fisures in ( ) = treated vdth chlorine only; others 
treated with (NHk), Sc^ and Cl^ 
2. Per cent to nearest O.I 
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adequately treated* It may alao bo noted th&t there were 66 
(71 per cent) of the samples which showed more than 0*4 p.p.m* 
residual chlorine; 89 (95 per coit) of the samples showed more 
than 0*2 p*p«m« Attention is particularly called to the fact 
that 29 (31 per ccnt) of the 93 samples had residuals of over 
0«4 p«p«m* with a contact period of over 4 hours* 
From the data of Table 3^ it may be considered that the 
organisms isolated from the clilorinated waters constitute a 
group obtained from water supplies wiiich have been well 
chlorinated, according to our present standards and chemical 
methods of evaluation of offcctivo chlorination* 
Tor the present, only those members of the coli-aerogenes 
group isolated from chlorinated waters will be discussed* 
The 195 strains of the coli-aero£;eneo ^roup Isolated 
wore allocated bo the followini^ generals 
Aerobacter - those strains givln^i a positive 
Votes-Proskauer reaction and utilizing citric acid 
as a sole carbon source* 
2* Escherichia - those & trains negative to both the 
Voges-Proskauer test and citrate utillzaclon* 
S* "Intermediate** group - those etralne giving a 
negative Vogeu-Proskauer roHctlon but able to 
utilize citrate as a sole carbon source* The 
distribution of these coli-aerogenes strains with 
1* The use of the terms "Escherichia," "Aerobacter," and 
"Intermediate" are for convenience in referring; to 
members of the coli-aerogenes group* 
regard to trontraont and season of itjolation ia 
shovm in Tablo 4« 
It is noted from Table 4 that the KsclierioMa group con­
tains but 26 (15 per oent) of the total ooli-aerogenos 
organisru isolated from chlorinated waters, whereas, the 
Aerobacter group comprises 07 (45 per cent) and the "inter­
mediate" group contains 81 (42 per cent) of the strains 
isolated. From the preceding figures, one mi^t laako the 
following conjoctureo concerning tlio propondorance of tlio 
so-called "soil foms" of the coli-aeroganfjs group (JL-fl.*# 
the Aorobncbor and "intemodiate" groups); namely, 
1* It might bo reasoned that strains of Escherichia 
die off mare rapidly in natural waters tljan do aonbers 
of the Aerobncter and "intormediato" groups* 
8* There is the possibility ttiat the moabors of the 
genua Eschoricl\ia are more sensitive to chlorine tlian 
are the members of the other two groups. 
3. It is possible that the large majority of Aero-
bactci' and "intormodinte" forms may bo duo to soil 
washings entering the water supply. 
Table 4* Distribution ot Strains Isolated from Chlorinated 
v/aters in the Coli-aerogenes Sub-groups 
Coli-
aerogenes 
sub-group 
Escherichia 
27 Strains 
Aerobe 
87 Stx 
icter 
'ains 
Intermediate 
81 Strains 
Total 
3 
Season Winter Summer Winter Sumer Winter Summer 
Water 
Treatment Number of Strains No. 
CI2 3 4 10 48 2 29 96 49.3 
CI2 * 
{^JH4)2S04 3 5 6 10 8 12 44 22.6 
0 11 0 13 0 28 52 26.6 
Special^ 1 0 0 0 2 0 3 1.5 
No. 
Total 
% 
7 20 16 71 12 69 195 
3.6 
1 0
 
1 H 3.2 36.4 6.3 35.2 100.0 
1. All per cents based on 195 cultiares 
2. Special CI2 + SO4; coagulated vdth alum; re-chlorinated and filtered. 
3. Season: '^'Jinter, less than 5^ C., Suuitaer 12° - 22° C. 
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iii. experimeotal 
Til© following observations^ were nsado on »iio 195 
coli-asrogones strains isolated from chlorinated waters 
(and also on the other 162 strains mentioned xindor II D): 
A* I4orphology and Staining 
1* Chape and sige. 
All strains were short rods ranging from almost oooooid 
to 0.5 X 1«5 microns* 
The Graa renction. 
Oram stains were iwido usinij 24-hour nutrient agar culturos 
at 30®C. Tho following technique was used: 
(Lm Fix in the unual jnannor. 
b. Aniline Gentian Violet for 90 seconds. 
o. Lugol'a solxition for 60 seconds. 
da W-ash in 95 per cent ethyl alcohol. 
e. Wash in distilled vmtor. 
f. Counter stain with snfranin. 
All strains were Gx'am-negative. 
1. As controls for each reaction, strains known to bo 
positive, and other strains known to be negative for 
the given reaction, were used. 
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3* Spore production* 
The Gram stains were observed to check on the possibility 
of spore production. In addition, spore stains were made 
using 7-day old nutrient agar slant cultures (30®C«) using 
the Ibllowing technique t 
a* ^'Ix in the usual maimer* 
b* Flood the dried smear with malachite green and 
heat to steaming for 3U seconds. 
o* Wash In water. 
d. Stain with aafranln solution for 30 seconds. 
No spores were detected in any of the 195 cultures from 
chlorinated waters. 
4* Kotlllty. 
Motility Was observed by stabbing semi-solid nutrient 
agar from 24 hour (30®C.) nutrient agar cultures* 
B* The Utilisation of Carbon Compounds 
1* Acid and Kas production from carbohydrates and alcohols. 
Crowth and acid and gas production in the following liquid 
carbohydrate media wore determined at both 30®C* and 370C. 
a. Honosaccharlds - Glucose. 
b. Dissaccharids 
(1) Reducing sugars - lactose, oellobiose* 
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(8) Kon-reduclng sugars - sucrose. 
c* Qlucosides 
(1) Salloln 
(2) Aesculin 
(3) Alpha methyl gluooslde. 
d* Alcohols 
(1) Trlhydrlc - glycerol 
(2) Pentahydrlc - adonltol 
(3) Rexahydrlc - mannitol, duloltol 
(4) Hydroxy derivative of hexyhydrobenEene -
Inositol* 
e* Polysaccharids 
(1) Starch 
(2) Inulin 
(3) Pectin* 
In addition to the above^ slants of Russell's Double Sugar 
(Difco) were inoculated by stabbin^^ and streaking to observe 
acid end gas production* 
The liquid carbohydrate media were composed of 0*5 per 
cent Difco Bacto Peptone^ 0*3 per cent Difco Beef Extract, 
and 0*5 per cent of the carbohydrate in question* Ten o*o* 
of Andrado's indicator were added per liter of medium* 
Growth and gas production in the following presumptive 
test media were also detormlnodt brilliant green bile (2 per 
cent) lactose, brilliant green bile (5 per cent) lactose, 
crystal violet lactose, gentian violet lactose, neutral red 
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lactoso, HacConkey*s broth, formato-ricinoleate broth and 
methyleno-bluo brom-cresol ptirple lactose broth. Tho compo­
sitions of the preaumptivo tost media are given in Table 12. 
Inoculation of all carbohydrate media was in duplicate 
from 24-hour nutrient agar slants. A straight needle was 
used* One tube of each medium was incubated at 3CPC* and 
one at 37^C» Observations were made at 24 and 48 hours. 
2^ Tho methyl red ronetion. 
The methyl rod tost was performed in tho usual manner 
after incubating; tho inoculated tubes of Difco m.R.-V.P. 
mediun for 5 days at 30®C« 
3* Tho Voges Proskauer reaction. 
Tho jroduction of acetyl-methyl carbinol was determined 
by tho use of Barritt's alpha-napthol method modifiod in that 
0.3 per cent creatine was added to the KOII* Tho production 
of A.H.C. was doterminod after 6, 24, ond 48 hours at 30^0., 
and after 24 and 48 hours nt 370c. 
4» Availability of citric acid as a sole source of carbon. 
Citrate utilization was detorminod by inoculating lightly 
from a 24-hour nutrient agar slnnt into Koser's (Difco) citrate 
medium and incubating for at least 5 days et SQOC. Growth, 
Indicated by distinct turbidity, was considered a positive test. 
5. Availability of pectin as a^ carbon souroe. 
Using the technique of Durkey (1928), tho cultures were 
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tested for pectin utilization. Incubation was at 30°C* and, 
with a duplicate set, at 37^C*, with observations being made 
daily for 8 days* 
No strains utilized pectin nor were any able to break 
down carrot tissue. 
C* Availability of Uric Acid as a 
Sole Source of Nitrogen 
The utilization of uric acid as a sole soiree of nitrogen 
Was determined by inoculating lightly from a 24-hour agar slant 
into a medium of the following compositions 
K a C l  • • • • • • • • •  5 * 0  g r a m a  
mgs04 0.2 " 
cacl2 0.1 " 
kghpo^ 1.0 " 
Glycerol (24 cc.) . . 30.0 " 
Uric Acid 0.5 " 
k2hfo4 1.0 " 
Distilled water 
(Nli^ free) . . 1,000 cc. 
Incubation was for 5 days at SO'^C. A positive test was 
Indicated by the production of turbidity. 
D* H2S Production 
The production of H2S was determined by the use of the 
medium of Vaughn and Levine which has the following compo­
sition} 
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Dlfoo proteose peptone • • • 20*0 grains 
k2hfo4 1.0 ** 
Ferric citrate ••••••• 0.5 ** 
Dlfco agar ••••••••• 15*0 " 
h2o 1,000.0 00. 
The medluia was stabbed both In the center and along the 
Inside wall of the ttibe, usln^^ a 24-hour nutrient agar slant 
culture* Incubation was at 37°C* with dally observations 
over a 5 day period. 
B. Production of Indol 
The test for the production of Indol was tsade by Inoculat­
ing Bacto Tryptophane broth and Incubatlnt^ at 37^C. for 48 hours* 
Upon the addition of 0.2 - 0*4 cc. of Kovac^s reagent, a red 
ring appeared If the test were positive* 
P* Nitrate Reduction 
The reduction of nitrates to nitrites was observed in a 
broth of the following compositiont 
Peptone (KO2 free) •••••*1*0 gram 
NaCl . 0*6 " 
003 0*2 " 
H2O distilled (NO2 free) • 1,000*0 cc. 
After being Inoculated lightly the tubes were Incubated 
at 37^C* fbr 2 days and tested for the production of a red 
color upon the addition of 1 cc. of sulphanlllc acid and 1 cc. 
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of naphthyl-amlne-acetnto. 
0* Liquefaction of Gelatin 
Gelatin liquefaction was determined by making a stab 
from a 24-hour nutrient agar slant culture into 15 per cent 
nutrient gelatin. The cultures were incubated at 20°C« for 
30 days. 
fi. Changes in Litmus Milk 
Acidification and coagulation of litmus milk were deter­
mined by inoculating tubes of litmus milk and incubating for 
14 days at 37®C. 
I. Cultxiral Characters 
1. Nutrient agar slants. 
The type of growth and pigment production, if any, on 
nutrient agar slants after 48 hours at 37^C. were recorded. 
2. Chromogenesis on potato slants. 
Cultures were streaked on potato slants and incubated 
at 37^C. for 14 days. The type of gxx>wth and pigment pro­
duction, if any, were recorded. 
3. Colony Characters. 
a. E.M.B. agar 
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A modliun loopful of a 24-hovir broth culture 
was washed off into 10 cc« of sterile tap water 
and a loopful of the resulting suspension was 
placed onto tlxe surface of each of 2 plates of 
Levine's Eosino Metliylene Blue agar. The loop­
ful wan then smeared over the surface of the agar 
using a sterile glass rod bent at an angle of 
120°* One plate was incubated at 30^0• and one 
at 37®C. for 24-96 hours. Colony charactoristics 
were recorded. 
b. Endo a^r. 
The technique using Endo agar was that 
employed with agar. 
J. Gas Formation at 46^0• 
Tho inooulatod media were placed in an incubator hold 
at 46^0. and growth and acid ami gao production observed. 
Tlie roeulta of tho above toots are siumnarized in Table 
i 
5 • £lnco all strains are Oram-negative, non-sporlng, short 
rods fermenting lactose with acid and gas production^ the 
Qrnm reaction, morphology, size, spore formation and tho 
lactose reaction are not given in Table 5. Also all strains 
fermented glucose and mannitol (but one strain produced 
acid only in those 2 carbohydrates). All strains but one 
1. Unless otherwise stated in tho text, results are 
at 300C. for 48 hours. 
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reduood nitrates to nitrites; all strains failed to ferment 
Inulln or pectin; no strains were chromogenic on potato 
slants or on agar slants; all strains produced acid in 
litinus milk and coagulated the milk; and finally all strains 
prod\2ced aoid in the slant and acid and gas in !lussell*8 
Double Sugar agar* The foregoing characters are, therefore, 
not considered in Table 5* 
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Table 5* Charaoterlstios of 195 Straliu 
Bacteria Isolated ttm Chlorln 
Character No* Pos* Pos, 
V. P. 92 47 
M« R* ; 106 54 
Citrate 163 84 
Vlrio Acid 35 18 
HjjS 23 12 
Indol 30 15 
Motility 178 91 
Ce^obftose 164 84 
Alpha-Hethyl 
Qlucoside 162 83 
Sucrose 148 76 
Bulcitol 30 15 
Salicin 163 84 
Aesculin 82 42 
Adonitol 15 8 
Inositol 12 6 
Olycerol 63 32 
Starch^ 9 6 
Gelatin 9 5 
Colon 
k.k.b. 
Typical 
Saoberiohid 
no* 
54 
% 
28 
Typical 
Aerobacter 
ho. 
XOi 52 
3* One strain failed to grot 
Qai 
Lactose 
No* Pos* ^ ?os. N 
0 • 0 
4* 139 strains tested* 
!• 37 strains not tested 
2, Per oent to nearest whole number. 

iraoteristlos of 195 Strains of Soli-Aerogenes 
lerla Isolated frcm Chlorinated Waters 
Colony Charaoteristios on 
and Sndo Plates^ 
£ndo^ 
n;>ioal 
3oheridhid 
"^pioal 
Aerobaoter Atypical 
Typloed 
Bsoherlohia 
Typical 
Aerobaoter Atypical 
fo« % I7o. % No« i No* ss No* i No* 
4 28 loa 52 39 20 43 22 83 43 68 35 
One strain failed to grow on Bndo*8 agar* 
Gas Production at 46^C*^ 
Lactose Glucose Uannl bol 
ro. Fos* ?os* No* Pos* Fos* No* Fos* Fos* 
0 • a 0 0 8 6 
139 strains teieited» 
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IV. IJITER-REI/.TION OF SEA£ON OF ISOLATIOK, PRi.EU^'PTIVE 
TEST?,, AKD OA:* PRODUCTlOK AT VARIOUS TBMPBRATtJR£S 
A« Reletion of Gas Production In Original Lnotose 
Broth Presumptive Test to Typo of Coll-Aerogenes 
Organisms Isolated from Chlorinated Waters 
Tb« 195 ooll-aerogenes strains isolated from cultures 
obtained from chlorinatea water supplies present an vinusual 
picture regarding their utilization of lactose in the original 
presumptive test tho test made by the laboratories 
sending in tho cultures)* The distribution of the 195 strains 
with rospect to the cmount of i^as produced in tho proaumptive 
test lactose broth from which they were originally isolated 
la shown in Table 6« 
It will be noted thnt 120 {Gl«5 per cent) of the strains 
were obtained from presumptive tests in whloh generally less 
than 5 per cent gas was prouuced in 48 hours at 57°C« These 
slow gas formers were not restricted to the Aerobacter and 
"intermediate" forms; in fact, they were proportionally as 
common in tubes from whloh Escherichia were eventually iso­
lated as they were in tubes from which Aerobacter strains 
were isolated, as may be seen from the fact that 60 (69 per 
cent) of tho and 18 (6? per cent) of the 27 
Escherichia strains were obtained from lactose broth pre­
sumptive tests in which less than 10 per cent gas was produced 
in 48 hours at 37^C« On the other hand, only 42 (52 per cent) 
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Table 6« Relation of Gas Production in Original 
Lactoso Broth Presumptive Teat to Type of Coll-
Aerogenes Group Organisms Isolated rrom 
Chlorinated Y/aters 
% Gas in Pre-
auinptive Test* 
48 hro. at 37®C. 
Lose 
than 
5 10 
15 
to 
25 30+ 
No 
Record 
or 
Quest­
ionable Total 
Per _ 
Conir 
Escherichia 18 2 2 1 4 27 13.8 
Aorobacter 60 5 6 5 11 87 44.6 
" Intermediate'* 42 2 3 12 22 81 41.6 
Total 120 9 13 16 37 195 
Per centl 61.5 4.6 6.7 8.2 10.0 100.0 
1* Per cent to nearest 0,1. 
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of the 81 Intermediate strains showed a similar reaction in 
the primary lactose presumptive test tubes slow lactose 
fermentation)* It is evident^ from the data, that there is a 
serious hasard of losing coli-aerot^enes organisms if lactose 
broth tests in which only a bubble of is produced in 48 
hours at 37^C« are considered negative* The importance of 
following through any suggestion of the presence of gas 
former^ if the maximum coli-aerogenes index is to be really 
determinec^ is indicated* 
A comparison of the amoimt of gas produced in lactose 
presiunptive broth In relation to the type of coli-aerogenes 
organisms isolated from raw water is of interest* Table 7 
shows the types of organisms isolated from raw samples accord­
ing to the results in lactose presumptive broth* 
It can be seen from Tables 6 and 7 that 120 (61*5 per 
cent) of the ooli-aerogenos strains isolated from chlorinated 
water showed leas than 10 per cent gas in the 48-hour, 37^C* 
lactose presumptive test broth* Itowever, only 0 (20*4 per 
cent) of the strains isolated from raw water showed less than 
10 per cent gas under oimllar conditions* Even if the strains 
for which records are not available are discarded, it Is found 
that 120 (76 per cent) of the chlorinated strains as compared 
with 42*8 per cent (9 strains) of the strains isolated from 
lactose presumptive test broth representing raw water samples, 
showed less than 10 per cent gas in 48 hours at 37°C* in the 
presxunptlve lactose broth test* 
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Table 7. Rolation of Gas Production in Original Lactoso 
Broth Prosuinptive Tost to Typo of Coli-Aerogcnes 
Group Organisms Isolated from Raw Waters. 
Doli-
aorogone c 
Sub-group 
per Gont 
in Pre 
(48 h 
6aa P 
surapti 
ours S' 
roduc 
ve Te 
7OG.) 
bi on 
Bt 
Total Percent 
Less 
Than 
5 10 10-25 30+ 
Ko 
Rooord 
Esoherlchia 2 0 0 0 6 8 18«2 
:Aorobacter 4 3 1 2 3 
• 
13 39.5 
" Inter modlfittf ' 3 2 1 3 14 23 52.3 
Total 9 5 2 5 23 44 100.0 
For Cont^ 20.4 11*4 4.5 11.4 52.3 
!• For crait to nearest wholo number* 
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Apparently there xnay be a difference in the manner in 
which strains isolated from raw and from chlorimted waters 
attack lactose* The thoitght suggests itself that perhaps 
the effect of chlorination on coli-aerogenes organisms^ if 
the chlorine does not kill, in some way effects a change in 
the enzyme system of the colls such as to either bring about 
a slowing up of their speed of lactose utilisation or actual 
destruction of such ability* 
It might also be that slow lactose fennenters are more 
chlorine resistant tlian those strains fementlntj lactose 
normally* 
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B. Correlation of Typo of Coll-Awogenes Organisroa 
Isolated with Reported Appearance on 
from Original Prestunptlve Tests 
One of the problems of water works operators is the 
detection of so-called "typical" coH-aorogenos colonies 
on E«M.B. from positive presumptive lactose broth tubes* 
All too frequently workers will discard colonies that do 
not conform to the '%oxt-bool^ descriptions as not being 
col1-aerozones strains* 
In Table 8 is shown the distribution of the 195 
menibers of the coli-aerogenes group isolated from cultxu^es 
representing chlorinated water samples on the basis of 
whether or not the individuals submitting the original 
cxiltiires considered them to be typical or questionable on 
£*M.B« plates* It will be noted from Table 8 that of the 
195 cultures, only 32 (16*4 per cent) came from £*K*B* 
plates considered to contain typical members of the coli-
aorogenes group* In this connection^ it is interesting 
to note that only 1 (3*7 per cent) of the Escherichia 
strains and 10 (11*5 per cent) of the Aerobacter cultures 
in contrast to 21 (26*0 per cent) of the intermediate 
strains came from plates (from positive presumptive tubes 
from chlorinated water samples) reported as containing 
typical coli-aerogenos organisms* 
It is evident then, from the above data concerning 
gas production in the original lactose presumptive broth 
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Tnble 8. Correlation of Type of Coll-Aerogenea Group 
Organisms Isolated with Reported Appearance on 
from Presumptive Teats from Chlorinated Waters 
Coli-aerogenes 
Sub-group on 
Basis of Final 
Allooatlon 
Reported appeari 
from pTdsumpI 
ince on E.M.B. 
cive test 
Coli-aerojjCnea 
Oroup Questionable To bal 
No. 
Per­
cent^ Mo. 
Per, 
Centl No. 
o
 
Escherichia 1 3.7 26 96.3 27 13.8 
Aerobacter 10 11.5 77 88.5 87 44.6 
"Intermediate** 21 26.0 60 74.0 81 41.6 
Total 32 16.4 163 83.6 105 100.0 
1* Per cent to nearest 0*1 
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tests^ and tho colony appearance on E.M.B., that tho cultoares 
submitted for investigation are atypical, as a group, both 
as to gas production and appearance of the colonies on 
plates* 
Thus it can be aeon that dependence on the production 
of gasl in lactose broth at 37®C. for 48 hovirs, and dependence 
on the appearance of "typical" colonies on E.M.B. plates from 
presumptive tests, can result in losses of coli-aerogenes 
organisms and, consequently, a false low coll index. 
C» Relation of Season of Isolation end Temperature 
of Incubation to Oas Production In Lactose by 
Coll-aerogenes Strains Isolated from 
Chlorinated Waters. 
Of the 195 strains, 35 (10 per cent) wore isolated from 
Water at less than and tho remaining 160 (02 per cent) 
fltrains from water between 120C» and 22OC. 
In tho course of the study it appeared that the season 
of isolation w^s definitely associated with some of the 
characteristics of the isolated coll-aerogenes strains. 
Tlie temperature of incubation appeared to have a particu­
larly marked effect upon tlao activity of the bacteria as 
may be seen from Table 9 where t»io relation of temperature 
of Incubation to rate of gas production Is shown. The 
numbers of winter and summer strains with respect to 
volume of gas produced from standard lactose broth at 
30®C. did not differ markedly as my be seen from the fact 
1. 10 per cent or more. 
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Tnblo 9« Rolatlon of Season of Isolation and 
Temperature of Incubation to Gas Production 
from Lactose Broth by Organisms Isolated 
from Chlorimted Water 
Gas at 370C. 4 3 Hours Total 
0 
Less 
than 
5 
10 or 
more No. Per Gent 
c3 
o 
o 
to SB 
aj§ 
OS 
o<o 
0 
( 3) 
13 
0 
0 
( 1) 
1 
( 4) 
14 
( 11) 
9 
Less 
tigm 
0 
1 
0 
0 
( 3) 
0 
( 3) 
1 
( 9) 
1 
10 
or 
more 
{ 1) 0 
20. 
(27) 
78 
(28) 
145 
( 80) 
90 
T
o
t
a
l Ko. 
( 4) 
67 
0 
20 
(31) 1 (35) 
73 1 160 
T
o
t
a
l 
Per 
Cent* 
(11) 
42 
0 
13 
(89) 1 
45 1 
(100) 
100 
1. Per cent to noaroot wholo number# 
Number in ( ) • Winter; others. Summer. 
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that 28 (60 per cent) of tho 35 winter strains and 145 
(90 per cent) of tho 160 stuomer strains produced 10 per 
cent or more gas at 30°C» If, however, these same cultxires 
are compared on the basis of gas producing properties at 
37®C., a very marked difference is observed. It will be 
noted, from Table 9, that 31 (09 per cent) of tho winter 
strains produced 10 per cent or more gas from standard 
lactose broth at 37^0.,, whereas only 73 (45 per cent) of 
the siumner str^^ins produced 10 per cent or more gas from 
standard lactose broth at 37^0. Among the remaining 87 
(55 per cent) of the siuoner strains are included, 20 (13 
per cent) which produced loos than 5 per cent gas, and 67 
(42 per cent of all suooner strains isolated) which formed 
no gas at all from lactose brotli at 37°C* in 48 hours (gas 
was produced in 96 hours in most instances, wtiereas in a 
few cases no gas was produced at 37°C. even on prolonged 
incubation). 
If the 104 strains which produced 10 per cent or more 
gas at 37°Q. are considerod, it will bo noted from Table 9 
that there was no groat difference between tlie suntner and 
winter strains with respect to gas production at 30®C. 
Twenty-seven (87 per ocnt) of the winter strains produced 
10 per cent or more gas at 30®C., while 72 (99 per cent) 
of the 73 summer strains produced 10 per cent or more gas 
at SO°C. 
On the other hand,, considering the cultures vhich 
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produced 10 per cent or more gas at SQOC., only 1 (4 per 
cent) of the 28 winter strains formed less than 10 per cent 
gas at 37°C», while among the sucaaor strains, which formed 
10 per cent gas at 37°C., 73 or 51 per cent produced less 
than 10 per cent gas in 40 hours* Such a striking corre­
lation between season of Isolation and effect of temperat\ire 
of Incubation on gas production from lactose broth stiggests 
tho possibility that the slow lactose fermenters, being 
much more prevalent in txie summer, may bo associated with 
soil washings. 
Table 10 shows in a more simple manner the relation 
between season of isolation and effect of Incubation temper­
ature on gas production from lactose broth* In Table 10 
the strains are divided into 4 groups* 
A* Those which produced 10 per cent or more gas 
at both 30®C. and 37®C. 
B* Those which produced gas poorly at both 30^C* 
and 37®C. 
C* Thoee which produced gas poorly at 37°C*, but 
10 per cent or more gas in 48 hours at 30®C* 
D* Tliose which produced gao poorly at 30®C. but 
10 per cent or more at 37®C* In 46 lusurs* 
Attention is particularly called to group C* It Is 
evident that this group accounts for a large proportion of 
questionable presumptive tests encountered with the standard 
technique* The sanitary significance of these aberrant 
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Table 10. Season of Isolation and Rate of 6as 
Production froa Standnrd Lactooo Broth by 
Coll-aerogenes Strains Isolated from 
Chlorinated V/ators. 
Type 
Axoount of 
Gas 
48 Hours 
Isolate< 
Sum 
i During 
nor 
Isolated During 
Inter 
No* Of 
Strains 
Per_ 
Cent® Strains 
Por 
Cont 
A 
37°C. Ooad^ 
30°C» Cood 
76 47 27 77 
B 37°C, Poor2 
SQOc. Poor 12 
8 4 11 
C 
37°C. Poor 
SO^'G. Good 
71 44 1 3 
D 
37®C. Oood 
300C, Poor 1 
1 3 9 
Total IGO 100 35 100 
!• Good « 10 per cent or moro. 
2* Poor a less than 10 per cent* 
5* Por cent to nearest v/hole nutaber* 
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lactose fermentors has been, and still is^ in great dispute* 
The writer feels that such forms should not be entirely 
disregarded from tho sanitary view-point. This is especially 
portinont vben one considers that in the coli-dysentery group 
there appears to be an inverse correlation between rate of 
lactose fermentation and degree of pathogenicity. Parr (1939) 
stated that if it were true that in tho coli-dysentery group 
a relationship exists between lactose fermentation and 
virulence, then "—it would seem that the atypical strains 
encountered in water analysis should have more significance 
as indicators of dangerous pollution from feces or urino 
than more typical strains." 
Griffin and Stiiart (1940) coined the word "pseudomicro-
aerogenic" for those members of the coli-aerogenes group 
which produce no gas at 37^0but normal amounts at 20^C« 
Thoso "pseudomicroaerogenic" strains are probably analagous, 
in their fermentation of lactose, to the members of group C 
in Table 0 
It will bo noted from Table 10 that Oroup B contains 
but 16 strains, and Group D but 4 strains, hence these two 
groups will be combined with Groups A and C in the following 
manner. 
1* Since gas production at 37*^0. is good both in 
the A and D groups they will be combined to form 
group I. 
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2. Since gas production Is poor at 37°C*^ but 
almost invariably is good at 30°C. in groups B 
and they will be combined to form group II• 
The per cent distribution of the cultures among the two 
groups is jpresontod in Table 11 • It is seen from Table 11 
that, while the number of strains in groups I and II are 
approximately equal in the summer, group I strains are 
strongly predominant in the winter. It would appear tliat 
the rate of lactose fermentation was somewhat correlated 
with season of isolation. The ratio of group I to group 
II strains isolated in the winter was approximately 7:1, 
whereas in the eussner the rate was approximately 1:1* If, 
t 
then, good fermentation of lactose at 37^C. is taken as 
typical of those coli-aerogoios forme of intestinal origin, 
the above evidence might bo indicative of the greater 
prevalence of soil types of coli-aerogenes strains in the 
summer than in the winter time. 
D« Observations with Presumptive Tost Media 
Since some investigators feel that the slow lactose 
fermmters are of little sanitary significance, curiosity 
arose as to whether or not such forms could be eliminated 
by the use of various presumptive teat media. 
In Table 12 is given the compositions of the various 
media used in the presumptive tests. Standard lactose broth 
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Table 11» Distribution of 195 Coli-Aoro£iene a Strains 
from Chlorinated V<ater viith r eopect to Season 
of Isolation and Rate of Lactose Fermentation 
at 30°C. and 
Group 
Wii Iter Siuoner Total 
No. No. $ No. % 
r. 37OC. Good 
SOOq. Good^ 
30 85.7 77 48.1 107 54.9 
[I. 37®C. Poor 
SO®C. aood2 5 
14.3 83 61.9 88 46.1 
Total 35 100.0 160 100.0 105 100.0 
1* About 4 per oent of strains were slow at 30^0* 
2, About 18 per oent of strains were slow at SO°C. as 
well as at 
Note: For cent to nearest 0.1 
Table 12* Constituent 
Oonstituenta Laotose 
Fuohsin 
Lactose 
ll.B.-
B.O.P. 
B.O. 2.0^ 
Bile 
B.O.- 5.0^ 
Bile 
laotose 0.5^ 0.5 0.47 1.0 1.0 
Bear Extract 0.3 0.3 0.5 
Peptone 0.5 0.5 0.78 1.0 1.0 
Na Formate 0.5 
Na Ricinoleate 
K2HPO4 0.17 
KH2PO4 0.03 
KOI 
Ox gall 2.0 5.0 
Basic Fuchsin 0.0015 
Erythrosin 0.00064 • 
Methylene Blue 
Brom Oresol Purple 
0.0064 
0.001 
•H 
Brilliant Oreen 0.00133 0.01 
Oentiaii Violet 
Orystal Violet 
Litmus 
Neutral Red 
And. Indicator 1.0 
Agar • 
• 
1* Figures indicate concentration of constituents in per cent* 

I 
•56* 
sns'tltueiits of Presumptive Culture Media 
Media 
l.a. 5.0^ 
Bile , laotoie 
Crystal 
riolet 
jaotose MaoOonkey's 
Neutral Red 
Lactose 
i 
Forsiate 
Ricin. 
Filtered 
Lactose 
1»0 l.tt 0.5 1.0 0.6 0.5 0.5 
> • , f. 0*3 
1.0 lib 0.5 2.0 3.0 0.5 0.5 
.-•f 
0.5 
0.1 
0.5 
0.1 
0.8 
5.0 1.0 0.5 
• 
• 
; 
0.01 
0.004 • 
i p.000143 
0.075 
0.008 
1.0 1.0 
-* 0.5 
sent. 
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and riltered lactose will not be considered at this tine. 
About 7 to 8 cc« quantities of the various media were 
dispensed into 16 nsa. Durham tubes which wore then plugged, 
autoclaved at 15 pounds for 15 minutes and quickly cooled* 
Two hxmdred and thirty-five strains (Including those from 
both raw and chlorinated waters} were inoculated lightly 
from 24-hour (30^C.) agar slants, using a straight needle, 
into the various presumptive test media, and incubated at 
37®C« for 48 hours. Records of gas production were made 
at both 24 and 48 hours, but only the 48-hour period will 
be considered* 
For the present, the discussion will bo restricted to 
the results observed with cultures from the ohlorinated 
waters* There were 191 such strains investigated* Of this 
number 90 produced less than 10 per cent gas from the stand­
ard lactose broth in 40 hours at 37°C* Table 13 shows the 
results obtained with the 191 culttiros (Including both 
winter and siunmer serlos)* Of the 90 slow lactose ferment­
ing strains, 25 (28 per cent) produced 10 per cent or more 
gas In fuchsln lactose broth and 41 to 49 strains (46 to 54 
per cent) produced a goodly amount of gas in the following 
media} Lauter-Domlnlck medium, gentian violet lactose bile, 
brilliant green (2 per cent), crystal violet lactose broth 
and McConkey's broth* With brilliant green bile (5 per cent), 
neutral-red lactose, and formate-rlclnoleate broth, 60, 68, 
and 76 per cent respectively of the slow lactose broth 
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Table 15• G&s in Presumptivo Media by Gultm^es from 
Chlorinated Waters* 
Oas in Lactose Broth 
370c. 4^^ 
Less than 10^ 
•
-
'
"
 ••
 
•' 
h
 
nore 
No. of Strains 90 101 
Gas in other Dresumptivo 
Test Media 48 hr. 10^ ca ' more Less t? lan 10^ 
Medium No. No. 
Fuchsin Lactose Broth 25 28 18 18 
Methylene Blue, Brom 
Crosol Purple Lactoso 43 48 15 15 
Gentian Violet Lactoso B. 41 46 10 10 
Brilliant Green Bile 2m0% 46 51 5 5 
Crystal Violet Lactose 48 53 10 10 
MacConkey'8 Broth. 49 54 10 10 
Brillicint Green Bile 5^' 54 60 7 7 
Neutral Red 61 68 4 4 
Formato Recinoleate Broth 68 76 3 3 
1. Per cont bo the nearost wltole nvunbor. 
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fermenfcera produced large voltunea of gas. In the formate-
ricinoloate broth the fermentation tubes were. In the 
majority of cases, often completely filled with ^^as in 48 
hotirs at 37®C« 
It is interesting to note, therefore, that these newer 
{jresunptive test media tended to accelerate gas production 
in the slow lactose fermenting group* 
Of the 100 strains which produced 10 per oent or more 
gas in lactose broth, the fuchsin medium and the Lauter-
Doninick medium inhibited 18 and 15 per cent while in the 
brilliant green bile (2«0 per oent) and brilliant green 
bile (5,0 per cent), neutral red and formate ricinoleate 
broth less than 10 per oent wore inhibited as is shown in 
Table 13. 
The above data (Table 13) on presumptive test media 
pose tlfi question as to what recoxirse to take concerning 
the slow lactose fermenting organisms* If study indicates 
the desirability of eliminating these slow lactose fer-
menters as being of no sanitary significance, then recourse 
to a higher temperature of incubation (possibly 43^0*) may 
bo taken* llowever, if it is desired to detect the maximum 
Incidence of coli-aerogenee organisms, it appeare from 
these data, thut either the temperatwe of incubation of 
the presiunptive lactose broth tubee should be lowered to 
approximately 30^0*, or that some of the more recently 
suggested presumptive test media, such as brilliant green. 
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neutral red, or fbrmate rlclnoleate broth at 37®C» may 
well bo considered# It would appear that, from the view­
point of the health of a given conraunlty, the latter 
stiS4,ostlon, namely, tho apprehension of the maxlaium 
number of coli-aerosenes organisms la moat desirable* 
This 1B especially true in view of the controversy regard­
ing the relative significance of slow lactose ferraontlng 
Orani-negatlve, non-apore forming short rods cocipnrcd with 
so-called "typical" quick fermenting Ornm-nogative, non-
oporo forming short rodu. 
It might be pointed out, in this comiectlon, that of 
five lactose fermentlnt, spore forming bacteria cmployad aa 
controls, none fo:med gas In 2 per cent or 5 per cent 
brilliant green bile or In the formate rlclnoleate medium* 
It Is also perhaps not Inappropriate at thl^ time to 
mention a peculiar phenomenon in formate rlclnoleate broth 
with certain stialna later classified as belonging to the • 
Fi'oteua group. Of 20 such at rains studied, 18 formed very 
largo quantities of gas in 48 hours at 370C» but the gas 
production was peculiar in two respects, namely; 
1* The tube did not show evidence of frothing 
as often happens In the ease of members of tho 
coll-aerogenoE group growing In formate-
rlclnoleate medliun* 
a* Due to tho foot that bhe modiiun was apparently 
unchanged except for gas in the fennentation tube 
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It was o&sy to measure tho canotmt of gas, bu 
with Eietnbors of the coli-aerogenee group tho 
formate rlcinoloato broth becaiio so turbid 
that It Was often difficult to observe 
clearly tho anount of produced* 
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V. SYSTEI^ATIC REIATIOIISKIPS AKOTTG THE STRAIIIS 
OP TIE COLI-AEROOEI.'ES GROUP ISOLATED PROM 
CHLORINATED WATERS 
A* Revlow of tho Literature 
1, SuKKeated nethoda for claaslfIcation» 
The group of organisms ooxnpriaing the ooli-dysentery 
baotoria presents a great complexity of taxonomlc problems. 
Opinions are so diverse in regard to this group that it 
might well bo said tho systems of olasfiifiontion are nearly 
as numerous as the investigators. The ooli-dysontory group 
contains a large niunber of types of bacteria with Inter-
grading characters. Tlio organisms vary from A. acrogeneg 
which produces much acid and gas from many different 
carbohydrntoc to tho genua Aloallgenos whose moiribors pro­
duce no acid or gas in any carbohydrate. Similarly, 
there are included in tho group auch marked intestinal 
pathogens as the Eberth<J.la ard Shigella forms to those 
such as A. aerogeneo which has little or no pathogenicity 
in the intoctlno. 
Tho members of tho coli-dysentory grovg? are all Gram-
negative, non-spore-forming rode commonly occurring In the 
intestinal tract of man and animals. 
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The following report will bo concerned mainly with 
the coli-aerogenes group. The third edition of Standard 
Methods of Yiinter Analysis (1917) defines the B. coli group 
as follows: "—all non-spore-forming bacilli which ferment 
laotoso with gna production and grow aerobically on stand­
ard solid media." The preceding definition has been some-
tufiiat changed in following editions. Tli© eighth edition 
(1936) of Standard Methods of Water Analysis dofir.e6 the 
coli-aerogeneo group as "—all aerobic and facultative 
anaerobic Oram-negatlvo, non-spore-forming bacilli which 
ferment lactose with gas formation." 
Kalcolm (1938) defined the coli-aorogenes group aa 
those bucteria liavlng the following characters in comr.on; 
"Oram-negatlve, non-sporing, aerobic but facultative 
anaerobic, fermenting glucose and lactose, growing well at 
37®C«, and saprophytic but potentially pathogenic." 
There are apparently two imin groups among taxonomists. 
One group consists of the so-called "lumpers," those 
who believe in a minimum n\unber of groups, as contrasted to 
the so-called "splitters" who believe that, for clarity, a 
moxliaura number of taxonomlc groups should be OEtobllshed. 
If too few characters are chosen as bases for olassi-
ficatlon, the resulting scheme of clasclflcation might 
easily Include In the same group organisms which are related 
perhaps but superficially. On the other hand, the use of a 
large number of characters (each character considered of 
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eq\ial taxonomlc Importance V would result In an abs\u*dly 
large nvunber of varieties* For example, were 16 chnractore 
16 
usecl^ tuen the number of possible varieties would be 2 
or 65,536. 
It would perhaps be best to choose a conservative 
path between the "limpers" and the "splitters." 
Kot only should the number of characters used be 
considered but the characters themselves are of great 
significance. At present the majority of workers with 
the coli-aerogenes organisms use the indol, methyl red, 
citrate and Voges-Proskauer reactions as bases for 
olassification. 
Escherich (1885-1886) made one of the earliest classi* 
ficatlono of the coli-aero£enes ^ ^roup idjen he charactorized 
Dacterliun coli"Cominune as bein^ a bacillus of poor motility 
in contrast to the non-motile, shorter and more plump 
Bacteriiim lactis aero^;enes» Escherich alco pointed out 
that Bact. lactis aeroKones coagulated milk more itipidly 
than did Bact. coli-ooamune. 
•In 1892 Achard and Henault dlfferenti«ted colon organisms 
as follows; After growing an organism on a given substrate, 
another form was grown on the same substrate. If growth of 
the latter organism occurred^ it was then assiuned that the 
two organisms were of different t^pes. In this manner the 
authors differentiated 5 typos which also differed with 
respect to their lactose, milk, and indol reactions. In 
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regard to the work of Achard and Konault, it is apropoa to 
aontion that Powora and Lovino (1937) aviggostod ohat anit-
biosia be tiaoful Tor intor-sroup dirforontiaticn of tiio 
ooli-aorosonoa organisna# Sinilarly, Coblonts (UuB) concluded 
"The iniaibitory substancoa produced by noiabex's of tho colon-
aerogenea srcup in old broth oultiires my soinro as a basis for 
dlfforontiation of tho various menbora of tho group." 
Theobald Smith (1805) divided oollaoospixmia into tv/o 
typoo, alpha and bota, on tho basis of growth in cucrose 
bouillon. Tho alpim foma ijroducod sao in tiio mcdivxj v/hilo 
tho bota forsaa producod noitlior acid nor gaa. 
Rofik (109G) divided the "coll-bucille" into 5 typoa on 
tho baaia of lactoao and ^I'^coao fuxcaontaticni;, nil!: coaQulution, 
and Indol production. Ilia 5 typoa are as foliov/s: 
: Lactose Qlucooe Milk 
: fen.iontod foxtnontod coafTulation Indol 
A ; + + + «• 
B : + + + 
0 : + + • 
D: + 
E : - - -
MacConlcey (1905, 1909) made one of tlao firot elaborate 
claasificaticna cf tho ooli-aorogonea group baaod on phyaio-
locical cimractora. Tiio feiQiontation of sucroso and dulcitol 
was used to establish 4 prir.ary i^jrcups^, nanoly: 
1. Those 4 primary groups constitute tho 1905 olasaification. 
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Sucrose Dulcltol 
fermentation fermentation 
Group I - -
Group II - + 
Group III 
Group IV + -
The 4 main groups were subdivided by MaoConkey on the 
basis of the V»P« reaction^ fermentation of adonitol^ 
Inositol and inulin, motility, indol production and gelatin 
liquefaction* By such a schome MacConkey could theoretically 
difforontir.te 128 varioties* lie himself isolated 36 of these 
types. 
Corgey and Deehon (1900) proposed a classlfIcotion 
employing 8 characters} the fermentation of sucrose, dulcl­
tol and adonitol, gelatin liquefaction, indol production, 
the V.P. test, and R^tility. With the 8 characters employed 
by Bergey and Doehan there are 256 varieties theoretically 
possible* 
Jackson (1911) elaborated I4acConlcey*a scheme of clasal-
ficntlon by including the raffinoso, mannitol and nitrate 
reactions• Jackson employed as primary characters the 
fermontation of rnffinoao and mannitol. 
Clcmccha (1912) made a very extensive survey of the 
surface waters of tropical India* Illn method of clnsslfication 
of intestinal bacteria differs markedly from that of MaoConkey, 
Bergey, and Deehan, etc* The latter depend on physiological 
tests, Yihereas Clemesha maintained that a system of clasel-
fication based on survival in water exposed to sunlight was 
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loglcal* Clomesha's view-point is succinctly stated as 
follows* "The Tact that one variety of faecal or^^anisms 
will live 6 months at the bottom of a lake is worth some­
thing to an analyst^ but of what use is the nere fact that 
such an organism liquefies gelatin?" 
Kligler (1914) subdivided the ooli-dysentery group on 
the basis of sucrose, dulcitolj salicin, indol, gelatin, 
and glycerol reactions* His scheme follows belows 
Figure I 
Kligler's ClassifiCRtion (1914) of the Colon 
Group Organism 
Dextrose 
Lactose -f 
Salloln 
Sucrose 
* Salicin 
+ Glycerol -
- Gelatin + 
+ Indol B. coDsnunior B. coll commune B* acidi 
^laobt^ 
Indol + Indol + Indol + 
D« aerogenes B« cloaoae 
Figure I (Continued) 
Dextrose + 
Lactose -
+ Dulcltol 
+ Salloln 
* Indol 
+ Gelatin -
B» proteus B» suipestifer 
"" Tchiorea aula) Paracolon 0* B» enterlditis 
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Rogers and associates (1914 - 1918) brought forth a 
scries of important papers on the classification of the 
colon group in ohich they especially stressed the COgtl^ 
ratio* The authors felt that the titration of acid pro­
duced in a carbohydrate medium tras not a reliable index of 
the amoimt of acid produced due to the possibility of 
reversion* 
Bogers, Clark and Davis (1914), in a study of coli-
aerogenes organisms isolated from milk, observedt 
**1* The gas ratio and volume under \iniform 
conditions are constant* 
"2* —on the baais of the gas ratio and 
volume the collection of cultures under obser­
vation vras divided into two distinct groups, 
one of which was probably a mixture of two or 
more varieties, while the other, giving a CO2 to 
Hg ratio of approximately 111, was distinct and 
homogenous* 
"3* —the fermentation of carbohydrates and 
alcohols is closely reloted with the gus ratio, 
indicating that this marks the lines of natural 
relationship within the group*" 
In the low ratio group, the authors included half of 
the £* conmiunior strains, all of the 0* cowrounls strains, 
and a large portion of the JB* acidl lactis strains, while 
in the high ratio group were included B* lactis aeroKenes* 
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Slmllarly, Rogersj, Clerk and Evans (1914) reported 
that of ISO aombors of tho coli-aerocjenos group isolated from 
bovino faocos, 149 fell into the low ratio (CO2 to Hg) classi­
fication* Tho ratios varied from 0*96 to 1«20* The 149 
cultures fell into 2 groups on tho basis of their reactions 
in carbohydrate media* The authors suggested that the 
nombers of the low-ratio group be termed Bacillus coli* 
They further sug^^osted that those members of the low-ratio 
group which ferment sucrose and raffinose be given the 
varietal name Bacillus ooli conanunlort those strains not 
fermentin^i sucroae or raffinose tho authors termed Bacillus 
coli coEanunis * 
Clark and Lubs (1915) showed thnt there is a marked 
correlation between the gas ratio and hydro^jen ion concen­
tration* The low-rntio ^ roup produced a hitihor hydrosen 
ion concentration in buffered glucose peptone medium than 
did the high-ratio group* Using methyl rod as an indic tor, 
the low rntio-gl*oup gave a red (acid reactior.) coloration^ 
whereas the high-ratio group gave a yellow (alkaline) 
reaction* The authors recommended 30®C« for 5 days for 
beet results* 
Levine (1916-a) studied the characters of 167 members 
of tho coli-aerogenos group obtained from animal and human 
faecec^ aowage, and from the collection of the American 
Museum of Natural History* Tlie characters studied were 
morpholoiiy, Oram reoction, growth in milk, liquefaction 
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of gelatin, the V.P» reaction, the msthyl red reaction, and 
acid and gas production in a number of carbohydrates. 
Levine drew several conclusions, among which were: 
I. There was a perfect inverse correlation between 
the V.P* reaction and tho methyl red reaction* 
II. The production of acetyl-methyl-oarbinol 
correlated highly with salicin and glycerin 
fermentations• 
III. Sucrose fermentation correlated bettor with 
tho source than doea the fermentation of sucrose and 
dulcitol* and tho source. 
Johnson (1916), Lovine (1916-b) and Johnson and Levine 
(1917) again brought out the importance of tho almost per­
fect inverse correlation between the methyl red and Voges-
Froskauor reactions. 
Levine (1918), in a statistical study of 333 organisms 
isolated from soil, sewage and htunan and animal faeces, ' 
stated that, "To treat all oharaoters as of equal taxonoiric 
significance loads to an infinite number of unstable 
varieties; a condition to be avoided." Levine stiidied 
the correlation'among tho following oharaoters; the V.P. 
test, Id.H. test, indol production, motility, gelatin lique­
faction and ofts formation from sucrose, raffinose, dulcitol, 
glycerol, salicin, dextrin, inulin and corn starch. The 
fermentation of lactose, maltose, galactose, and mannitol 
was also observed, but since all cultures produced gas in 
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those media thoy tsrero not considered. Levino recognized 
2 isain fc,roups on the basis of the U»R« - V»p. reactions* 
Those 2 groups were further subdivided on tho basis of 
glycerol, starch, motility, gelatin, sucrose, and salicin 
reactions. 
Rogers, Clark and Lubs (1918) observed 177 strains of 
tho ooli-aorogenos group isolated from hiunan faeces* Of 
these 177 cultiu>es, 131 had an average CO2 to ratio of 
1.06. The 46 remaining cultures showed ^as ratios varying 
from 1*5 to 2•7* The authors foimd a perfect correlation 
between the methyl-red reaction and the gas ratios. The 
authors t^ave a scheme of classification of the colon-dysentery 
group in idiich they recognised 7 sub-groups, as followst 
(1) Dysenteric group, (2) Typhoid group, (3) Faratyphoid-
onteriditis group, (4) coli group, (5) aerogenes 
group, (6) B. oloacae group, (7) Proteus group. The 
criteria for such groupixig were fermentation reactions, 
the V.P. test, indol production, the gas ratio, gelatin 
liquefaction, serological and pathogenic properties. 
Koser (1918) found that A. aeroneneo was able to grow 
well in a medium containing uric acid as the sole nitrogen 
source, whereas E. coli was unable to multiply sufficiently 
to produce visible turbidity in such a medium. 
Koser ond Kettger (1919) studied the utilization of 
nitrogenous substances of known chemical comj^osition by 
bacteria. They confirmed the fact ecu*lier noted by Koser 
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(1918) that E. coll Is tumble to utilize uric acid aa a 
solo nitrogen source, whereas A* aerogenes can do so. 
Castellani and Chalmers (1919) placed the or£^anisms 
which are today comconly considered as being in the coli-
aorot^enos £,roup into 3 tribea. In the tribe Encapsulateae 
wore included the species Encapsulatus acidi lacbici and 
Encapsulatus loctis aerof;Gnea« The former was termed 
inositol i)ositive and the latter Inositol nognbivo. 
In the tribe Ebertheao was placed tho genus Eschor-
ichia containing 18 spccies with primry subdivision on 
the basis of tho indol reaction. Sucrose and dulcitol 
conatit\itod tho basis of sccondiiry and tertiary subdivision, 
respoctivoly, with tlio forrcentation of other carbohydrates, 
Rotility, and agglutinabion tests forming the basis of cub-
division into spocies* They placed into tho bribe Proteae 
the genus Cloaca, containing two species; namely. Cloaca 
cloacae, which was sucrose posibive, and Cloaca levans, 
which was aucrose negative* 
Chen and Rebbger (1D2U) sbudied 640 ooli-aorogenes 
organisms of which 467 were isolabed from soil and 173 
from human and animal faeces. The aubliors concluded bhab 
gelatin liquefaction, indol production, and motiliby wero 
of lib bio bsxonoaic value in the colon group. They pointed 
out bhe iroporbanco of the M.R. - V.P. reacbions and bhe uric 
acid best as means for difforenbiabing Escherichia from Aero-
bacber sbrains. The authors stated that adonitol fermentation 
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was or little value in distiniiuishing betwoon faec&l and 
non-faocal strains of 2» aerogones» 
Levine (1921) mado an oxhaustive analysis of tho coli-
aerofienes group# He defined the group as non-oporing. 
Gram-negative baoilli vd:iich ferment lactoso with the pro­
duction of acid awi gas and which are capable of growing 
aerobically." Le'Ano felt tltet gelatin liquefaction was 
variable and inconvenient due to the time element concernod. 
In Mc rcoumo* on the evidence for the establishment of two 
subdivisions in tho colon group, Levine stated "The gas 
ratio, Voges-Proskauer, metliyl rod, and uric acid tests 
arc strikingly corrolatod." 
"i'ho colon group includes two distinct subdivisions 
which are chnractoristically of different sources• These 
have been dosignatoi tho coli and aerogenes scctlotis*" 
Tho coli section "pi-odoiainaues in fccoo and sowago," while 
tho aerogonoD section "prcdoralntitos in coll anu on grains." 
Hackio (1921), cittjd l>y Malcolm (1938), considered 
"--the foi'mentation of sucroso and othcj* cai'bohydrates" 
to be of lous significance tlmn the inositol and indol 
reactions ao criteria in clasaifying tho ooli-aei'ogoneo 
group. Mackie included all t,lucose formentino saprophytic 
straina, regardless of their oth«ir fermentation powers. 
He corrolated incoitol foimontation with non-motility, 
encapsulation, production of large, opaque, thick clitny 
colonies, and the fermentation of lacbo£:e, adonitol, sucrose. 
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raffinoae and salicin. liackle rocotiniEed 4 sub-^^oups 
among tho glucose fermentlnti members of the coli-dysentery 
group as follows: 
"A. Gas producing-, IndolG-formintj, non-inosltol-
fenaentlng and non-liquofylnt^, 
coll. 
"B. Qas-producino* non-indole-formint,, non-inosltol-
fermentin^, and non-liquefyli\;. No nnraed apoclos 
belong- to tJils sub-£;roup if elow-liquofyin^ types, 
e«5«, B» oloaca<> are excluded* 
•'C. Oas-producinii, Inooltol-fermenting, non-
llquofylng, B. lactis aeroKones• 
"!)• ITon-gas-producinij in all the sugars fermented 
and non-liquefying, ii* ooli anaoroKonos»" 
Koser (1923) dononatrated that Aerobaofcer sti'ains could 
use tho eodium, potassium, or amir.onitm salts of citric acid 
as a sole source of carbon, whereas tlio Escherichia strains 
were tmable to do eo. 
Ber^ey (1923) defined the tribe Bactoreae as "Oram-
negativo rods generally ^ ^rowin^ well on artificial media, 
£ionorally attack carboliydrateo, formino acid and tjas 
composed of CO2 and 11^• When motile, tho flagella are 
poritrichous." The genera Escheriohia and Aerobgctor are 
distinguished from each other on the basis of acetyl-methyl-
carbinol production* 
In 1924, Koser demonstrated that "typical" Bact* aerogones 
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strains were V.P. -f and M.R* grew well in a medium with 
citrate as a sole carbon source, and in a medium with uric 
add as a sole nitro^^en source* On the other hand, typical 
coli strains were imable to tise either the citrate or uric 
acid media, and were V.P. - and M.R. +. Koser also showed 
the existence of certain soil strains which were consistently 
M«R. + and V.P. - resemble coli) but were able to 
utilise citrate. 
The K.R. +, V.P. - and citrate utiliaing ^ roup of 
Koaer (1924) apparently is identical ^ o the present day 
"intermediato" group. 
The 1925 edition of Ber^^ey did not chant^c the classi­
fication of the ijenora of the tribe Bactereae. 
Koser (1926) concluded that while A. aerogenea strains 
wore able to ferment oellobiose, E. coll strains could not 
do so. Among intermediate typee (l.*o,*» V.P. - M.R. and 
citrate •»•} Isolated from soil, Koser Toimd 24 of 29 strains 
produced acid and ^as from cellobioBo; 3 strains produced 
acid only; and 2 strains produced neither acid nor gas. Of 
10 strains from soil ^ Ich were V.P. -, M.R. +, citrate -
(coll types) 11 fermonted celLobiose with acid and tifts 
production and 17 were \mablo to do so. Koser folt that 
if strains are V.P. - H.R. +^and citrate +, they should 
not be allocated to the coll grou|> if they ferment cello-
blose, but rather, they should be termed "intermediate" 
forms. 
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Bnrdsley (1926), contrary to the laajority of investi­
gators, considcarcd the Kooor (citric acid utilization) test 
of little itnportanco in differentiating coli anU aerogenes 
forms since the tost, she stated, "—was found to give 
imporfect correlation with other reactions." She considered 
those organisms typical of the B. coll group which "—are 
of typical morphology and staining reaction, produce acid 
and gas in lactose, fail to liquefy gelatin, clot tnllk, 
and give a positive methyl red and a negative Voges and 
Proskauer ronotlon." Bardsley felt that ttie failure of 
an otherwise "typical" B. coll strain to produce indol 
should not exclude it from that group. 
Yieldin (1026) made a detailed stu(^ of the taxonomy 
of tlie colon-typhoid group, giving the following key for 
the genera of the group: 
"a* Fermenting glucose with the production of acid 
or acid and gas. 
b« Acid and gas formed from lactose. 
0. Gas formed from lactose. 
d. Acetyl-nethyl carbinol not produced 
from glucose; reversion of reaction in 
0*5 per cent glucose-phosphate, peptone 
solution negotivo or very slow; gener­
ally not able to utilize uric acid as 
the sole source of nitrogen nor citric 
acid as the sole source of carbon — 
Genus 1. Escherichia. 
dd# Acetyl-methyl carbinol produced 
from glucose; reversion of reaction in 
0,5 per cent glucose-phoophate-peptone 
relatively rapid; generally able to use 
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uric acid as tl» sole source of nitro­
gen or citric acid as the sole source 
of carbon-—Genus 2, Acrobacter* 
cc« Gas not formed from lactose* 
d* Gas forned from sucrose—Genua 3» 
Proteus. 
dd* Gas not fbrmod from sucrose— 
Gems 4» SalBonella» 
bb. Acid but not gas formed from glucose. 
0* Motile—Genua 5. Eberthella* 
cc. Non-motile—Genus 6* Shigella. 
aa. Neither acid nor gas produced from glucose— 
Genus 7. Alcalip;onee»" 
Burke-Oaffney (1932) studied 2,500 coli-aerogenes strains 
isolated from faecal and non-faecal sources. Of these 2,500 
strains, 1,923 were isolated froa East African and the 
reminder from European sources. The author concludedi 
"1. 'Intermediate' forms are more oosanon in the 
tropics than in temperate cliicate. 
"2. The methyl rod and citrate test corrolato 
closely with the source of the or^unlcn. 
"3. 'Intermedia to' strains may be coll strains 
which are undergoinc changes duo to environ­
mental conditions)." 
Workman and Gillen (1932) sxiggosted the creation of a 
new genus, namely "0 Itrobccter'* for those Gram-negative, 
non-sporulating rodo fermenting lactose and glycerol, methyl 
red positive, V.P. negative, citrate positive, and producing 
trimethylene-glycol from glycerol. 
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Levlne, Vau^n, Epstoin and Anderson (1932) studlod 
401 coli-aerogenes stra'nc Isolnfcod from egi^s* Of the 401 
strains, 43 were V,P» - M«R« + and citrate +• All of these 
43 strains produced HgS» Of 155 Escherichia strains, only 
1 produced II2S, and none of 203 strains of Aerobacter was 
HgS positive. 
Hay (1032) defined the tern mcosixs capaulatus as 
"—a ^roup of organisms whose main dlstintsulshing feature, 
apart from encapsulation, is tlie power of fermenting inositol; 
a* aero^eneg possess all the essential properties of 
the group." Miss Ilay maintained that "-—the critical test 
in the separation of B. inucosus capsulgtua from non­
capsulated B* coll is inositol fernentation and not saccharose 
fermentation which is a property shared with ]>. cloacae^ 
coll communior, nor adonitol fer­
mentation which Wns a featvire of 6 of 27 strains of B« 
aoldi lacticij nor carbinol fermentation which la given by 
B« cloacae. Of these rer.ctlons. Inositol fermentation alone 
is exclusive to B. wucosus capsulatus." 
Levlne, Epstein and Vaughn (1934) found that with a 
temperature of 45®C. - 460G. In the Incubator, all 31 strains 
of Escherichia produced ijas from standard lactose broth. 
Under similar conditions, none of 54 Citrobacter strains 
produced gas, and but 3.9 per cent of 181 Aorobacter strains 
formed gas. V/lth a temporatui'c of 45.S®C. - 46®C. In the 
medium, only 38.7 per cent of the Escherichia strains were 
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able to produce gas from standard lactose broth, and none 
of the Aerobacter or Cltrobacter strains were able to do so. 
Chalmors (1934) grouped the coll-aerogenes bacteria as 
follows t 
Gram Lactose 
Stain Ferat. V.P» M»R« Citrate 
Group 1 - + - + 
Group 2 - + + - + 
Oroup 3 Reactions not typical of Groups 1 or 2. 
Oroup 1 strains were considered by Chalmers t<J bo typified 
by B« coli coicmunis} Group 2 strains by B. lactis aerogones} 
while Oroup 3 strains he considered ftc "probably" Cltrobacter 
strains. 
* 
Parr (1936) created the mnemonic "Imvic" by which he 
referred to (I) Indol production, (M) Methyl red reaction, 
(V) Voges-Proskauor reaction and (C) the utilization of 
citrate. These 4 character is tics tiro those which Parr used 
for classification of the coli-aerogenes strains into niain 
groups. The 4 characters give 16 possible combinations as 
follows: 
Methyl Vogos 
Ho. Indol Red Proskauer Citrate 
1. + 
2. • + -
3» >m - -
4. + 
5. mm • + -
6. - (Mi mm + 
7. + + «• 
8. + + mm 
9. •« + mm 
10. + mm •f 
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(Continued from Page 79) 
Hetbyl Vogea 
Ho. Indol Red Proskauer Citrate 
+ - - + 
- + + -
+ + + + 
+ - + + 
- + + + 
The first 3 Parr called the E. coli sectionj nionbers 
4, 5, and 6, he termed the A. aerogenes section; the remain­
ing ten ho termed the "intermediate" section containing one 
or mpre reaction comraon to the E. coli group. The temper­
ature of the Imvic tests was not stated. 
Tittoler and Sandholzer (1936) found the cellobiose 
fermentation correlated perfectly with the M.R. - V.P. 
and citrate reactions, and with the fermentation of alpha-
metliyl-glucoside. All Aerobacter strains were fo\uid to 
ferment cellobiose while none of the Escherichia strains 
wore able to do so. It was also found that 90 per ccnt of 
the Intermodiate strains produced acid and gas from cello­
biose. The authors concluded that cellobiose fermentation 
may serve to distinguish between true Escherichia and Aero-
bacter strains, as well as to differentiate types or spocies 
within the intermediate group. 
Btuart, Griffin, and Baker (1938), in studying a large 
numbei' of coli-aerogones cultures, isolated from human and 
bovine faeces, cow barn dust and milk, used the Imvic 
differential tests to which they added cellobiose. Since 
11. 
12. 
2^  
14. 
15. 
16. 
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cellobloso may be attacked with only acid production, with 
acid and gns, or not at all, the addition of celloblose 
nakes 48 typos possible* Stuart and his co-workers found 
21 types aiRong the 3,247 culturos they studied* The authors 
point out tiie importance of both time and temperature of 
incubation in connection with the Imvlc and celloblose 
reactions* Tlie 21 types found fell into 3 major groups, 
oach group containing 6 closely related types; in addition 
theiB were two irregular types and one type intermediate 
between two of the tiacee iiToupa* Tl o main groups are 
tennod Aorobactor, 'tTntormediate*" and EscheriLchia. 
Mitchell and Lovlne (1938) studio the utilisation of 
nucleic acid end its degradation products by members of the 
colon 4^roup* They found excellent oorrelatlcm between the 
Imvlc and HgS reactions and the utilization of nuolelo acid 
and dei'lvatives of nucleic acid* The authors divided the 
colon group according to Uio followini^ diohotomous keyt 
Figure 2 
Colon Group 
V*P* + 
Yeast nucleic acid + 
V.P* - ' 
Yeost nucleic acid 
Uric acid + 
Allantoin 
I^dontoln + 
Uric acid -
Allantoin -
Hydantoln -
Aerobacter 
Clt&ato + 
Uracil -
Urea + 
Citrkte -
Uracil + 
Urea 
•• 
Indol + 
/ hgs + 
Indol » 
Citrobacter Eschex'iohla 
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Levinc and Mltcholl felt that their data adds strength 
to tho evidence for allocating "intermediate" strains to a 
genus "Citrobacter*" They stated that if tho e,onus Citro-
bacter is retained, it should be defined as follows: "Oram-
nof^tive short rods; dc not produce spores; ferment lactose 
with acid and i:,as; do not produce acetylmethylcarbinol (V.P. 
negative); utiliso citric acid as e solo eoxirce of carbon; 
Gonorally produce HgS in appropriate media; utilise urea as 
a ^ sole source of nitrogen but not yeast nucleic acid, uracil, 
uric acid, allantoin or hydantoin; and ferment cellobioso but 
generally with no gas production." 
I^lcolm (1938) made an intensive study of 1,636 coli-
aerogenes bacteria isolated from milk and bovine faecet. He 
felt that tho culfcuroa investigatod by him represented a 
larj.i0 number of closoly intergrading typos such tlint Inclusion 
of those types into one genua was Justifiable. However, to 
facilitate identification, ^ Icolm subdivided tho group Into 
8 typeo on tho basis of Indol, VogOE-Proskauer, Koser (citrate) 
and Inositol reactions a a followst 
Sub-group of types^ : V.P. t Koser { Inositol : Indole 
1. B. coll 1 . 1 : + 
2m Tntermediate i - } 4 t » t 
3» Intermediate t - t + t - 1 -
4. Intermediate t - { + : + t + 
5. B. Friedlanderi t «• 1 + 1 i • 
6. cloacae : + : + 1 -
7. 1^. oxytocus t + t + J + t '¥ 
8. 15. aerogehes : + t •f t + t — 
1. Adapted from Itlalcolm - Table III. (1938) 
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Parr (1939) rovlewed tho literature of tho coli-
dysentery group from the early beglnnin£;s up to the 
present* Ho concluded aa follows regarding the coll-
aerogenes group: "The coliform group is a large one 
ESado up of closely related, highly intergr«dlng, and some­
what unstable bncterta viiiich form a fairly wide gamut or 
continuum extending from the lactoco-negativo paracoln 
foms at one extreme to tJie Mi^hly reactive A. aerogenes 
at tho other." Parr felt tluvt all members of tho coli-
aerogenes group should bo ploCod within one genus com­
prising 5 species to include tho species "called E. coll 
j the two now designated as A« aerofaones 
and A* cloacae; and one of the six now listed tmder 
Klebalcllaj presumably K. pnetunonlae*" 
The office of the llinistry of Health (London, 1939) 
differentiated the members of the coll-aorogones group 
on the basis of the M*R* - V.P. and citrate reactions, 
Indol production, gelatin liquefaction and gas production 
In t^cConkey's medium at 44®C» Tho authors auggected 10 
sub-groups. Including two Bacteri\im coll type:., two 
Intei'mociiate types, two Bacteriiun aroKones typos. Bacterium 
cloacae, two Irregular types, and one group including 
strains whose characteristics are "reactions variable*" 
Tho various sub-groups proposed by the Ministry of Health 
are presented in the following table. 
Differentiation cf the Colifona Group^ 
Type M.R. V.P, 
Growth 
in 
Citrate Indole 
Gas in 
llacGonkey 
at UUP C. 
Gelatin 
Liquefac-
tiaa? days 
Probable 
Habitat 
Bact. ooli 
Type I faecal + • + 
Human and ani-> 
mal intestine 
Bact. coli 
Type li -
- - - -
Doubtful; prob 
ably,not pri-|arjly inteat-
Intenaedja te 
Type I • + mm Mainly soil 
Intermediate 
Type II + - + + «•) - l^ainly soil 
Type I • + + • *m • 
Mainly vege­
tation 
gnoj.^flflTQssnfia 
-
+ * •t-
-
-
Ma^ly vege­
tation 
Bact. cloacae 
- + + - - + 
Mainly vege­
tation 
Irregular 
Type I — + 
Hiuaan and ani­
mal intestine 
Irregular 
Type H + - •• + Doubtful 
Irregular 
Other Types Reactions variable Doubtful 
L .  
1. This table adapted fiom llinistry of Health Heport No. 71, (revised) 
1939. Table 10, page 30. 
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Bergoy at (1939) elevated the Oram-negative non-
aporlng rods to the status of a family, giving to ther. the 
name Enterobaoteriaceae« The family is defined as follows: 
"Gram-negative rods widely distributed in nature • ilany 
animal parasites end some plant parasites causing blights 
and soft rots* Orow well on artificial media* All species 
attack carbohydrates forming acid or acid and visible gas 
(II2 present)* All produce nitrites from nitrates* When 
motile the flagella are poritriohous*" 
It will be noted that the genus AlcallKenes ic elimi­
nated, by definition, from the family* 
Tribe I* Eschericheae is divided into three genera 
on the basis of the H*R*-V*P* reactions and citric acid 
utilization* The M*R* -, V*P* - citrate variable forms are 
allocated to the genus Escherichia; the M.R* -, V*P* +, 
citric acid + forms constitute the genus Aorobactor; and 
the genus Klebsiella contains organisms having the follow­
ing characterlntics* "Uethyl red tost usually positive* 
Voges-Froskauer test usually negative* Citric acid 
usually (?) used as sole source of carbon* Capsulated 
forms from respiratory and other mucous membrane reslons*" 
Griffin and Stviart (1940), in a statistical study of 
a large number of coli-aerogenes strains, concluded that 
"—the Indol and Voges-Proakauer teats are eufficient to 
classify any strain as to the section of the collform group 
to which it belongs*" They questioned the taxonomic value 
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of distinguishing between A« aero^eneo and A» cloacae* 
Stuart et al« (1940) on the basis of antigenic studies 
with tho coli-aerogenos group, and on the basis of previous 
work by Stuart and co-workers, concluded that the members 
of the coll-aerogenos group be placed in one genus, probably 
Escherichia. The genus Escherichia, they recommended, is to 
contain the species aerogenes, freundll, and coli> 
In sumnation, it appears that in the classification of 
tho coll-aerogenes ^roup of organisms confusion exists as 
to what criteria to use* The temperature and time of 
incubntion of different tests may vary with tho investigator* 
The evidence from the above review of lltoratvire would indi­
cate that for primary differentiation of ooli-aerogenes 
strains tlio Imvlc reactions, celloblose fermentation, and 
perhaps, the fermentation of MacConkey's broth at 44^0* arc 
of primary importance* Inositol and adonitol may be of 
supplementary value, as is uric acid utilissation* 
The schemes of cln&slficatlon promulgated by l/AcConkey 
(1900), The Amei'lcon Public Health Association (1936), 
l^lcolm (1938), Stuart et al* (1930), and tho British 
Committee (1939) treat the coll-aerogenes group of bacteria 
from tho sanitary viow-point* Hence, the positions of the 
coll-aerogenes bacteria Isolated from chlorinated waters 
will be considered as to their grouping in the 6 schemes 
of classification mentioned above* 
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2* Variation among tho coli-aerogenea bacteria » 
The problems of bacterial variations, of mutations, 
of life cycles, and of whnt constitutes a "pure" strain 
are of ^reat theoretical as well as practical importance. 
These problems have existed since the beginning of bacter­
iology. 
It is unnecessary to review the literature concerned 
with varieties, life cycles, dissociation, etc., for Hadley 
(1927; 1931; and 1939) has published outstanding reviews 
of such literature. In these reviovrs, Hadley diiscusses the 
ovldonce against the Golm-Koch rigidKcnomoiphlam concept and 
presents evidence in favor of pleomorphism, variation, 
dissociation, and life cycles. 
Hadley (1939) states concerning bacteria, "Indeed, 
one of the puzzling things about bactcria has been that 
their variants appear so commonly, tlrnt they depart so 
widely from the conanon typo, and they so often arise 
without apparent provocation; also, curiously enough, 
that some of the variants possess a biological importance 
greater than tho forms from v/hich tlioy arose." 
In other words, Hadley poses tho question as to tho 
criteria bacteriologists arc to use for the description of 
the "normal" cell. Shall the normal coll, for example, of 
Escherichia coll be considered a cell from a 4-hour agar 
slant culture grown at 37°C., or shall it be considered 
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normal yhen grown at 20®C« In peptone broth for two weeks? 
It must be remembered that In any given culture there are 
present both living and dead cells* Ordinary staining 
methods, as for example the Gram stain, do not differentiate 
between livinG cells and dead cells and latter cells may 
well give a false microscopic picture* 
Of course, ono of the classical examples of variation 
is £• coli Mutabile* Again, it is here that man decides 
wliich is the "normal" form and which the "irregular*" The 
normal form, of course, becomes the lactose fermonter, but 
why should the ability to ferment a given carbohydrate 
classify an organism as normal, vdiereas not being able to 
ferment that carbohydrate plsces the organism In an abnormal 
category? It is evident from the literature (and especially 
tho literature of the past two decades) that the criteria 
Tised to classify bactorla are not as rigid as man would 
like them to be* Cell morphology varies under various 
conditions, spore forming bacteria may not form sporee, 
capsiile forming colls may or may not encapsvilato, fermen­
tation reactions may vary ovor a wide range, tlio arrangement 
of colls will vary; staining reactions are variable; not 
only may a given species lose the ability to ferment a given 
carbohydrate, but it may acquire tho ability to ferment a 
carbohydrate previously never used; toxigeniclty and 
virulence are highly variable, antigenic properties of a 
given speclea are not constant* In fact it might well be 
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said that a given species or strain is Identified by a set 
of morj^ological and biochemical criteria only under very 
specific and narrow conditions. If these conditions are 
changed, then the organism may appear to be markedly 
different than It did under other conditions* 
At the present time there is much discussion in regard 
to "atypical" or "aberrant" lactose fermenting members of 
the coli-aerogenes group* The evidence presented in the 
literature is convincing that such organisms are to be found, 
normally. In faeces ar^ polluted water* These "atypical" 
lactose fermenting coll-aerogenes strains range from 
anaerogenous Escherichia strains to those coli-aerogones 
strains which produce gas from lactose at 20®C* but not at 
37®C. 
The presence of these aberrant (or slow) lactose fer­
menting strains raises the question of the validity of the 
advocation by Standard Methods of Water Analysis (1936) of 
Incubating lactose tubes at 370c. for 46 hours, and the 
consideration of no gas production under such conditions as 
being a negative test for the presence of coll-aerogenes 
strains of bacteria* 
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B* Classlfioation of the Coll-aorogenes Strains 
Isolated from Chlorinated Waters 
!• Selection of characters for sub-division* 
All strains but one reduced nitrates, all strains but 
one produced acid and gas from glucose (this one strain 
prodiiced acid)^ and all strains but one produced acid and 
gas in nuinnltol» All strains failed to produce acid or gas 
In inulin and all strains, of course, produced acid and gas 
from lactose* Hence, the 5 above criteria will not be con­
sidered in this study* Starcli fermentotion and gelatin 
liquefaction «rere fovmd to be unreliable and will therefore 
not bo considered. 
The characters to be studied arei the V.P. reaction, 
the methyl-red reaction, the utilisation of lU'ic acid, the 
utilisation of citrate, HgS production, indol production, 
motility, acid and gas production from sucrose, glycerol, 
dulcitol, cellobiose, alpha-methyl-glucoside, salicin, 
aesculln, inositol an.i adonltol* 
The distribution of the 195 strains with respect to 
their reactions to the above 16 characters (and with respect 
to season of isolation and rate of lactose fermentation) is 
presented in Table 14* It is seen that the Group I (good 
gas at 37®C») strains present differences depending on the 
season isolated* It is noted that there are proportionately 
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Table Distribution of 195 Coll-abrogenes St 
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considerably more positive reactions to uric acid« ^2^# 
indol and glycerol among the winter Group I strains than 
among the summer strains* On the other hand^ there ere 
proportionately more positive reactions in cellobiose, 
alpha-methyl-glucoslde and sallcin In the summer than in 
the winter Group I strains* In so far as the remaining 
reactions are concerned, there are no significant differ­
ences • 
Of interest is the fact that the production of acid 
and gas from inositol and adonitol occurred cnly in Group 
1, never in Group II which contains thoso strains producing 
gas poorly or not at all at S7®C. 
Since there are but 5 strains in the winter Group II, 
statistically, the group is too small for cotrparlson with 
the summer strains of Group XI• 
A consideration of only the suramer strains reveals 
several points of difference betvieen Groups I and II• 
Inspection of Table 14 reveals that in addition to 
differing on the rate ol' lactose fermmtation, those two 
groups d-'ffer noticeably in other characters* Group I 
has a much larger proportion of ijositive strains for uric 
acid, dulcitol and glyoerol* Group II contains a larger 
proportion of sucrose positive strains than does Group I* 
The question of differences between the sumiror and 
v,/inter strains (regardless of lactose fermentations) is of 
Interest. It will be noted, from Table 14, that the winter 
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strains have a nuch larger proportion of poaitlvo reactions 
to uric acid, HgS, Indol and i^lycerol, than the susaner strains* 
There are proportionately more sallcin positive strains in 
the winter than the sumner* The fermentation of cellobiose 
and alpha-methyl-glucoside is more frequent in the summer 
tlian in the winter. Prom the greater frequency of cellobiose 
(and alpha-methyl-glucosido) fermentation in the summer, and 
bearing in mind that soil forma (Aerabacter, for example) 
readily produce acid and gas XTom cellobiose, one right 
infer, coupled with the lower incidence of indol positive 
forms in tho ounanor, that soil farms are more numerous dur­
ing the summer months* 
2* Statistical olassification* 
a* Introduction* Levlne (1921) stated "where we are 
dealing with a niuaber of characters each of which is asevused 
to bo of equal taxonomic significance, it would certainly 
be desirable and advontagoous to subdivide on thut character 
which gives tho greatest cmount of Information as to the 
manner in which tho resulting oub-groups react with respect 
to other characters* It is under such oirciunstonces that 
the principle of correlation of characters may bo legitimately, 
conveniently, and advantageously employed*" It was with the 
above thought in mind that a correlation stxidy was made, 
according to the method of Levlne (1921)* 
i 
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The oethod consists in the tabulation of all strains 
with respect to their reactions to any group of characters. 
For example, given the two characters X and Y, "a" strains 
will bo positive to both X and Y; "b" strains positive for 
X but negative for Y; "o" strains negative for X but posi­
tive for Y; and "d" strains negative for both X and Y* The 
distribution of all cultures thon would appear as followss 
Using IfUle's formula, the correlation coefficient (which 
exprooses the degree of association) may be calculated by the 
formula 
ad-bc 
ad-fbc 
(1) 
If "ad" equals "be" then the equation becomes o m ©, 
ad-fbo 
which signifies that no correlation exists between the two 
oliaraoters* If "b" or "c" equals zero then tlie eqmtion 
becomes ad«o _ ad n wliich Indicates a perfect positive 
ad4o ad 
correlation. With "a" or "d" equal to zero, the equation 
becomes -be g, which indicates a perfect negative corre-
+bc ' 
lation. It should be roted tl^ta perfect positive correlation. 
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using tho above formula, really exists only if both "b" and 
"c" are zero; and, similarly, a perfect negative correlation 
exists only if both "a" and "d" are zero. To avoid coef­
ficients of +1 or -1 when only one group ("a," "b," "c," or 
"d") ia zero, the following formula given by Yule should be 
used: 
a(a-fb-»c-*d)-(a-Hi) (a-fb) 
~^(a+c) (b+d) (a+b) (c+d) 
A preliminary survey of the distribution of positive and 
negative results with ony given fair of characters showed 
that frequently a zero occurred in only one position (i.«jB«, 
tho "a," "b," "c," or "d" position of Yule's formula 1). 
It was therefore decided to use formula 2 of Yule through­
out this study* 
In order to select a value which moy bo considered as 
significont of correlation, a series of theoretical combin­
ations was dovisod and correlation coefficients calculated by 
both formulae 1 and 2 as illustrated in Table 15. It is 
obvious from the thooretical distribution in Table 15, with a 
distribution of pO that no correlation exists, and that 
50 IsO 
with distribution of a I^*9^ a perfect correlation 1«00|0 
exists* In between those 2 extremes some distribution might 
be selected as probably significant of correlation* It is 
felt that the 25 25 75 
75 25 
distribution iray bo considered such a 
point* In such a distribution, when Y is positive the chances 
Table 15. Correlation Coefficients Calculated 
from Tlifioretical Distiibutions 
DistributL on 
+ - • • 
+ + • • • 
100 0 90 10 80 20 75 25 70 30 60 40 50 50 
0 100 10 90 20 80 25 75 30 70 40 60 50 50 
Correlation Coefficients 
• •  
* 1.00 + .978 + .882 .800 + .690 + .385 0 
+ 1.00 + .80 + .60 + ^50 + .40 + .20 0 
i 
0 
1 
to 
Upper row of coefficients calculated by formula 1 (Yule), ad-bc 
ad-fbc 
Lower row of coefficients calculated by fortaula 2 (Yule). a(a-fb4c-»d)"{a4c) (a4b) 
rettotoy 
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aro 1 in 4 that X will be positive, similarly, when Y is 
negative the chances are 1 in 4 that X will be negative* 
It is felt that such dis tribution is probably beyond mere 
clmnoe* The correlation coefficient calculated by formula 
1, for such a distribution Is + •800 and for foramla 2 the 
coefficient becomes ;¥ *50• Therefore in this study any 
coefficient above + *50 will bo considered as probably 
significant and any coefficient above *70 will be considered 
highly significant* It is xmderstood, of course, as previously 
mentioned, that in this study all coefficients will be cal­
culated by formula S* 
Except where subdivision is made on a pre-determined 
character, that character will bo employed vfaich shows the 
hi^est degree of correlation with the greatest number of 
other characters* 
It is coomon practice to subdivide the coli-aerogenes 
group on the basis of tlio Vogea-Proskauer reaction* This 
fact is well known, and has often been shown by other 
investigators to be a valid basis (statistically) for sub­
division, therefore the use of the V*P* reaction warrants 
but little discussion* Table 16 consists of a subdivision 
of the 195 strains on the basis of the V*P* reaction* The 
number and per cent of positive strains to 15 characters is 
shown for both the V*P* positive and negative strains* It 
is evident that the use of the V*P. reaction to subdivide the 
coli-aerogenes strains results in two strongly differentiated 
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Table 16• Subdivision of the Coli-aerogenes Group on 
the V.p. Reaction. 
Character 
V.P. + (92 strains} 7.P.- (103 strains) 
No« Positive % Positivo No. Positive % Positive 
Kothyl Rod 6 6.5 100 97.2 
Citrate 87 94.6 76 73.7 
TTrio Acid 28 30.4 7 6.8 
nss 0 0.0 23 22.4 
Indol 6 6.5 24 23.3 
Motility 80 87.0 98 95.2 
Cellobloae 92 100.0 72 69.8 
a-metljyl 
i.-luco8lde 89 96.7 73 70.8 
Inositol 11 12.1 1 1.0 
Adonitol 13 14.2 2 1.9 
Aesoulin 78 84.8 4 3.9 
Suoi^ose 88 95.7 60 57.2 
Dulcltol 7 7.6 23 22.4 
Glycerol 13 14.1 50 48.5 
Salioln 92 100.0 71 68.9 
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^roups. It nay be seen^ fron Tablo 16, that the two groups 
differ markedly on the basis of the uric acid, ^ 2'^, 
indol, inositol, adonitol, aesculin, dulcitol, and glycerol 
reactions, and also differ quite noticeably on the citrate 
cellobiose, alpha-metliyl-glucoside, sucrose, and salicin 
reoctions. There is no important difference between the two 
groups on the basis of motility# 
The V*p» •¥ group is tormed the Aerobacter section, while 
tlie V»p» - ^ roup is called the Escheilohia section* 
b« Charaotftilsties of the v.P> + fj'oup* Referring to 
Table 16, it is noted that there are 6 strains which ore 
*•>, and 5 strains which are oitrnto -• These 11 strains 
will be di&oussed more in detail in a later section* 
It is evident from Table 16, that since all strains are 
HgS -, cellobiose and salicin 4-, those 5 characters need 
not be considered* 
It is also evident that nearly all strains are M*R* 
citrate +, alpha-methyl-glucoside -f, and sucrose Uence 
these cliaracters neod not be oonsidered in a correlation study* 
There then reimin to be correlated the following characters: 
uric acid, indol, motility, inoioitol, adonitol, aesculin, 
dulcitol, and glycerol* 
Tablo 17a presents the distribution of the 92 V*P* -f 
strains in regard to the 8 characters being correlated, while 
Table 17b presents the correlation coefficients calculated 
from tlie data of Table 17a* 
Table 17a* Correlation of Character's 
Among Stains from Chlorin­
ated Waters 
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It is noted fx«m Table 17b that motility, adonitol, 
and glycerol each show a hi^ degree of correlation with 
(+ or - 0.5 or higher) 5 of the 8 characters under con­
sideration* The other characters correlate with less than 
5 characters, ranging from none to four. 
The avorage^ coefficients for all characters for 
motility, adonitol, and glycerol are, respectively, .650, 
•720, and •738* There is apparently little to choose from 
among the above 3 characters* However, since glycerol has 
the highest average coefficient, and since, according to 
t}ie literature, glycerol exhibits a very high inverse corre­
lation with gelatin liquefaction, glycerol will be retained 
for primary subdivision of tiie Aerobacter group* 
Table 18 presents the distribution of the 13 glycerol 
positivo strains and the 79 glycerol negative strains with 
respect to the following reactionst uric acid, indol, motility, 
inositol, adonitol, aesculin, and dulcitol* It is evident 
from the data of Table 16 that on the basis of glycerol 
fermentation the V*P. + group may bo divided into two well 
defined groups, differing markedly in all but one (aesculin) 
of the 7 characters under discussion* 
(1) Characteristics of the V*P« +, j^lycerol + strains* 
It is evident, from the data of Table IB that the only 
cliaracters worth considering among the 13 V*P* +, glycerol + 
strains are dulcitol and indol, since the 13 strains are 
1* Based only on coefficients of .500 or more* 
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Table 18* Nvunber am Per cent Positive Reactions to 
Seven Characters Among the Olyoerol and 
the Qlycerol - Strains of the V.P*- Section. 
Characters 
%.P.+ Glycerol + 13 
Strains 
^.P.+ Olycei'ol - 79 
Strains 
Ko. Positive % Positive No* Positive % Positive 
Uric Acid 18 92 16 20 
Indol 6 46 0 0 
Motility S 23 77 97 
Inositol n 85 0 0 
Adonitol 11 85 2 2.5 
Aesciilln 11 85 67 85 
Dulcltol 5 30 2 2.5 
1* 1 strain is 1 strain is citrate- > 
2. 5 strains are 4 strains are citrate- . 
•"lOS" 
nearly all positive or negative for the other characters* 
Table 19 presents the distribution of the 13 strains 
with respect to their dulcitol and indol reactions. 
Table 19* Correlation of Dulcitol and 
Indol among 13 Glycerol + Strains* 
Character 
Indol 
+ 
Dulcitol 
+ 4 1 
- 2 6 
The coefficient of correlation calculated from the data 
of Table 19 is -f.SlQ, a value ¥ftiich is conaidored significant* 
Tlierefore the glycerol strains nay be subdivided fiirther 
into two groups on the indol and dulcitol reoctions* Since 
indol production has been used as a distinguishing character 
of A. oxytoouo. indol will bo retained to subdivide the 
Glycerol + strains * 
(2) Charactoristics of the V,P. glycerol - strains* 
It is obvious from the data of Table 18 (page 1D2) that the 
only characters which mi^^t be considered are uric acid and 
aeaculin* Tlie distribution of the 79 glycerol-* strains with 
respect to the two preceding characters is presented in Table 
20* 
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Tablo 20« Correlation of Uric Acid and 
Aoaculin Amonis 79 Glycerol - Strains. 
Aesculin 
Character + 
Uric acid 
+ 10 6 
-
57 6 
Tho correlation coofficient calculatad from tho data 
of Table 20 is -.290, a non-aignificnnt valuo, hence the 
Glycerol - strains inny be considered to bo subdivided as 
far as is loi^ically possible. 
(5)• Classification of the V.P. + strains^. An 
organism was described as Bacillus oxytocus pernioioua 
(Wyssokowitsch) in Fluggo, Die Mikroorganismen, in 1606. 
Little data were given other tlran that tho or^nlsm was 
pathogenic for rabbits, coa^^ulated milk with acid production, 
and the growth on gelatin colonies was described, ^ince in 
tlio present study of the abovo 3 characters only the milk 
reaction was studied, there is little material for comparison. 
Hov/ever, with respect to the milk reaction tho indol positive 
stmine are similar bo the above description. 
Migula reduced the trinomial of B. oxytocus pernicious 
1* A summary table proaqnting the cl^ractoristics of tho 
various statistical sub-groups is given on page 
at the end of discussion. 
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to B. oxytocua« 
Tho indol + strains are similar to JIacConkoy's variety 
65 B. oxytocus pornicious in that all strains ferment 
adonitol and inositol, all are non-motile (except one strain) 
and all are indol +• The strains differ from B. oxytocus 
pomicious in that none liquefies (gelatin or ferments inulin. 
Malcolm (1938) classified the V.P. +, citrate +, indol 
and inositol + coli-aerogonos strains as B. oxytocus types. 
Including in that category sane strains which did not ferment 
inulin, or were motile, or failed to liquefy gelatin. 
V.'hile Jordan (1926) and liuchoft £t al. considered the 
typo of organisms being described as indol + Aorobacter 
aerogenes strains. It is felt, the writer, that on tho 
basis of correla tod characters (see above) there is valid 
Justification for assigning species status to such strains. 
Hence the indol + group of tho glycerol + stroins are termed 
Aerobector oxytocun. (Wyssokowitsch). Migula. 
Tho organism known today as Aerobacter aerogene s is 
commonly accepted as tho organism described by Escherich 
(1085, 1886) as BakteriiAm lactis aerosonss. Unfortunately 
but few data are given which can bo used for comparntive 
purposes. Escherich described Baktei'ium lactis aoronenes 
as coagulating milk and producing acid and g&s from cl^icose, 
lactot'o, and sucrose. Uorphologicnlly the organism wns 
described as a short, fairly plump rod. Tho bacteria were 
first thought by Escherich to be sporo formers, but he later 
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admitted this was erroneous. Gelatin was found not to be 
liquefied by Bakterium lactis aerogenes^ the cells were 
non-motile, and Gram negative* They grew well on agar and 
potato. Migula (1900) changed the name to Bacteritan aeroaenes. 
The members of the indol negative sub-group of the 
glycerol positive strains are similar to Bacterium aoroKenos» 
with respect to the above characters* Since gelatin is not 
being considered, it is felt that the almost perfect negative 
correlation between gelatin liquefaction and ^s production 
in glycerol allows one to substitute glycerol fermentation 
for gelatin liquefaction. Hence, the glycerol positive 
strains rray be thought of as being gelatin negative end raay 
therefore be considered clmilar to Dakterium lactis 
aoroj:;enes of Escherich* 
MacConkey placed D* lactis aoro^enes in his group IV 
of sucrose dulcitol - forms calling it variety 103* In 
addition, variety 103 is gelatin and indol - and inulin 
non-motile, and inositol and adonitol positive* These 
reactions are comrion to the indol - group luider discussion 
(remembering that glycerol fermontation is used in place of 
gelatin), except that the indol - strains are inulin negative* 
Irlalcolm (1938) considered B* aeroKenes to have the 
following clxai^cterst V.P* +, citrate +, inositol +, indol -, 
usually non-motile, usually adonitol sucrose +, usually 
dulcitol usually Inulin -, and umially gelatin The 
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procedlng characters are also those of t2ae glycerol +, Indol -
group under discussion* 
According to Bergoy et al. (1939) Aerobncter aeroRenes 
Is Voges-Proskauer -f, methyl red citrate +, uric acid 
HgS - and produces acid and ^ as from celloblose, alpha-methyl 
glucoside. Inositol, aesculin, sallcin and starch. In respect 
to the foregoin^ii criteria the glycerol + section Is identical 
with the description of Bergey ^  al. 
In view of the foregoing, it is evident that the indol 
negative section of the tjlycerol positive group xd.ll bo 
termed Aerobncter norot,oneg (Eschorich) Migula. 
The organism known today as Aerohnc tor cloacae was first 
described by Jordan in 1890. His description is meager, 
including as properties of what Jordan termed Bacillus cloacae 
the ability to liquefy gelatin, the coagulation of milk with 
a strong acid reaction, the reduction of nitrates to nitrites, 
and tho production of turbidity in broth. These characters 
are also those of the section of tho Aerobacter group which 
glycerol negative. (Herein it i£ again pointed out that 
according to Kliglor (1914) and Levine (1918) gelatin lique­
faction and glycerol fermentation are inversely correlated, 
hence tMs group may be considered, since they are glycerol 
negative, as being probably gelatin positive. 
Cliester in 1007 first placed Bncillus cloacae in tho 
genus Bacterium. 
K!acConkey placed B. cloacae in hlc group IV of sucrose +, 
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dulcitol - straiM • Seventy-aevon of tho 79 Glycerol 
nogabivo strains aro in !/acConkoy grot?) IV (2 strains 
Ijoinc aucroat; negative* MacConkey firrther doacribos B» 
cloacae strains as liquefying gelatin, not producing indol, 
not fermenting inositol or adonitol, but fermenting inulin 
and being mtile. 
Tho glycerol negative group corresponds to MacConkey*s 
description in all recpocts excexjt the fermmtation of 
inulin* 
Levine (1Q21) considered Bact. cloacae to be V.P. +, 
K.R. uric acid +, glycerol and starch motile and able 
to liquefy gelatin# The glycerol negative group agrees in 
all oharacterR with Levine's description of Bact* cloacae, 
except for 2 strains which are starch + and 2 non-motile 
strains* 
Klalcolm (1938) considet-od ]J* oloacae to iiovo UiO follow­
ing cliaracterot V.P* +, citrate +, inositol -, indol almoot 
invariably motile, sucrose +, rarely forments adonitol, 
occasionally fermmts dulcitol, rarely fermoats inulin, and 
in about 67 per cent of his strnlnn gelatin was liquefied* 
Tho glycerol negative group corresponds closely with 
K!alcolra's description in all recpecto, with the exception 
of 4 citrate - and two sucrose - sti'aina* 
Bergey et ^ * describe Aerobacter cloacae as liquefying 
gelatin slowly (sometimes losing the liquefying power), 
producing indol and IlgS, being V.P. +, M.R. -, and citrate -f. 
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foraientlng collobiose, alpha-methyl glucoclde, salicin, and 
usually sucroEQ, rarely attacking; inulln, aesoulin, dulcitol, 
glycerol, or starch, and, finally uric acid positive. 
The glycerol negative strains corroepond in all criteria 
to the dopcription of Aerobacter cloacae by Sergey ^  al» 
(1939)• The utiliaation of uric acid, ia, however, character­
istic of but IG strains herein studied. 
Dergey jat al* (1939) In their description of A. cloacae 
referred to Kosor (1913) regnrdino the utilization of uric 
ncid. Tlie orit,lnRl article by Koser (1910) diacuosos the 
\itili«Rtion of uric acid by n. coll and B. aeroEonos and 
makes no ruention of cloacao strains, rince tKo original 
article of Koser does not discuss the utilization of uric 
acid by B. cloacne strains, it Is felt tl« t tlie glycerol 
negative strains, despite t^ie llact that but 16 strains are 
uric acid +, way be called strains of Aerobacter cloacce 
(Jordan) Chester. 
A few words concerning strains wVtlch nro anomnloua 
witli respect to their M.R., V.P., and citrate reactions are 
apropos. The general oonsenmiB of opinion Is that ruch 
forms, while rare, do occur. Most investigators consider 
tliflt such strains, apart from their anoirialouo reactions in 
one oj' two cljaractera, sl;ould bo viewed as Malcolm stated 
(1930). "There appoars to be no reason why such anoiaaloua 
cultures should not be included in the sub-groxip v/ith which, 
apart from their atypical ronctions, they have the most 
characters In common." The foregoing quotation coincides 
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wlth the view-point held by the present writer. 
c* Characterlatics of tbs V>P» - strains* It is noted, 
from Table 16 (page 98) that of the V.p. - strains, all but 
3 are methyl red +, all but 5 are motile, and only 1, 2, and 
4 strains, respectively, ferment inositol, adonitol, and 
nosculin vrith the production of acid and gas* Hence, the 
foregoing 5 characters need not be further considerod, leav­
ing 10 cliaracters to bo correlated* 
The distribution of the 103 strains witt\ respect to 10 
characters is presented in Table 21a while 21b presents the 
corresponding correlation coefficients* 
It is seen, from Table 21b, tliat cellobioae correlates 
to a liigh degree with the greatest number (6) of characters, 
henoe cellobioae will be used for the primary subdivision of 
the V.P* - group* 
(1)• Chnracteristics of the V*P* ^  oellobiose + strains* 
Table 22 presents the number of positive reactions to 9 
oliaractei's for both the coUobiose -f, 68 well as the cellobiose 
negative, stiwins* For the present, only the cellobiose + 
• trains will bo considered* It is obvious tliat oinoe all 
strains are indol all but one stitiin, alpha-methyl gluco-
side +, and all but 4 strains, llgS the preceding 3 
characters need no longer bo considered for corz'elotion 
purposes * 
The distribution of the 72 strains with respect to the 
6 remaining cliaracters is given in Table 23a while Table 23b 
gives the corresponding correlation coefficients. 
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Tabld 21a• Corrdlation of Characters 
Among 103 - Strains from 
Chlorinated Waters 
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Table 22. Niunber and Per cent Positive Reactions Among 
the Cellobioso Positive and Cellobioso Negative 
Strains to Nine Characters 
Cellobioso Positive 
1 72 Strains 
Celloblose Negative 
31 Strains 
Character No. Positive % Positive No. Positive % Positive 
Citrate 1 68 80.7 18 58 
Uric Acid i 1 6 8.3 1 3.2 
H2S 4 5 *6 19 61.5 
Indol 0 0.0 24 77.5 
a-methyl 
glucoslde 1 ; 71 98.6 2 6.5 
fjiicrose 1 53 73.6 7 22.6 
Dwlcitol 1 IS 20.8 8 25.8 
Glycerol | 21 29.2 29 9S.7 
Calioin 62 86.2 0 28.7 
Tablo 23a4 Conflation at CtHrac tore Among 72 V«P»> 
Cellobiose-f Strains from Clilorinated Ylator8« 
C
it
ra
te
 
U
ri
c 
A
ci
d 
Su
cr
os
e H 
a O 
G
ly
ce
ro
l 
d 
0} 
+ - + - + -* •f - • - + -
Citrate t. 58 14 
5 53 
1 13 
39 19 
14 0 
15 43 
0 14 
21 37 
0 14 
50 8 
12 2 
+ 
Uric Aoid . 5 1 53 13 
6 
66 
4 2 
49 17 
2 4 
13 53 
4 2 
17 49 
6 0 
56 10 
•f 
Sucrose 39 14 19 0 
4 49 
2 17 
53 
19 
0 53 
15 -4 
2 51 
19 0 
45 8 
1? 2 
Dulcitol t 15 0 43 14 
2 13 
4 53 
0 15 
53 4 
15 
57 
15 0 
6 51 
13 2 
49 8 
Glycerol 21 0 37 14 
4 17 
2 49 
2 19 
51 0 
15 6 
0 51 
21 
51 
17 4 
45 6 
•f 
Salioin 50 12 8 2 
6 56 
0 10 
45 17 
8 2 
13 49 
. 2 8 
17 45 
4 6 
62 
10 

Table 23b« Correlation Coefficients for each pair 
of Characters In Table 23a. 
Ci
tr
at
e 
Ur
ic
 A
ci
d 
Su
cr
os
e 
+» 
o 
a. G
ly
ce
ro
l 
Sa
ll
cl
n 
Citrate +.021 +.184 •^.252 + .315 +.006 
Uric Acid + .021 -.048 •••.093 •^.249 "^.121 
Suorose + .184 -.04« • .858 •.932 -.058 
Dulcitol + .252 t093 -.858 "^.799 +.008 
Olyoerol "^.315 + .249 -.932 ^799 -.096 
Callcln •^.006 •^.121 -.058 t008 -.096 
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Ifc is aeon that sucrose^ dulcitol and j^lycorol each 
correlate highly with 2 other characters, vftiile the remain-
Ins 3 characters correlate poorly. 
Sucrose is solootod to fiirther subdivide the cellobiose + 
group because the average coefficient (averai^e of tiie 2 sig­
nificant correlation coefficients) is higher than tliat for 
either dulcitol or glycerol* The average coefficient 
(considering only the 2 significont coefficients) for 
sucrose, dulcitol and glycerol are, respectively, .895, 
•029, and .866. 
(a). Characteristies of the V.P. cellobiose 
sucrose + strains. The number and per cent of positive 
strains to 5 characters for both the sucrose + and sucrose -
strains are given in Table 24. For the presait only the 
sucrose strains will be considered. 
A consideration of Table 24 shows that all stiains, of 
the sucrose + section, are dulcitol -, and all but two strains 
are glycerol These two characters need not, then be fur­
ther considered. TJie only cliaracters which may be correlated 
are citrate and salicin, and perhaps (although all strains 
but 4 arc negative) uric acid. 
In Table 25a is presented the distribution of the 53 
sucrose + strains In respect to citrate, uric acid and sali­
cin. Table 26b gives the correlation coefficients calculated 
from the data of Table 25a. It is evident, from the data of 
Table 25b, that since none of the coefficlert; s is significant. 
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Tablo 24. Kuaber and Per cent Positive Reactiona Amorx^ 
the Sucrose Positive and Sucrose Negative 
Strains to Five Charactco's. 
Character 
Sucrose + 
(55 Sti'ains) 
Sucrose -
(19 Strains) 
No* Positive % Positive No. Positive % Positive 
Citrate 29 73.6 19 100 
Uric Acid 4 7.5 2 10.5 
Dulcitol 0 0.0 15 79 
alycerol 2 3.8 19 100 
Salloin 45 84.9 17 89.5 
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Table S5a* Correlation of Characters Among 
S3 V.P.-, Cellobiose-f , Sucrose + 
Strains from Chlorinated Waters. 
j Citrate Uric Acid Salicin 
1 + 
3 36 
1 13 
+ 
Citrate 39 14 
33 6 
12 2 
Uric Acid * 
3 1 
36 13 
4 
49 
4 0 
41 8 
+ 
ralicin 
33 12 
6 2 
4 41 
0 8 
45 
8 
Table 25b. Cox 
Pal 
•relation Coeffioionts Tor £ach 
.r of Characters in Table 2Sa. 
Citrate 
Citrate Uric Acid 
+.009 
Salicin 
-.014 
Urio Acid +.009 -.120 
Salicin -.014 -.120 
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the sucrose + group cannot be fxirther subdivided by the 
nebhod of correlation# 
(b)• CharacterIstlcs of the V>P» celloblose ^  
aucroao 2, strains. A glance at Table 24 (page 115) reveals 
tJmt the sucrose - strains cant>ot bo further subdivided, 
nslng the method of correlation. All strains are citrate 
and glycerol +; all but 2 strains are snlicin +, all but 
4 strains are dulcltol +; and all but 2 strains are uric 
acid -• 
Celloblose + strains, therefore, on tho basic of 
correlated chniacters, form two sharply differentiated 
troups^ (see Table 24, pa£;e 115) the sucrose + and sucrose -
groups• 
(2) • CharacterIstics of tlie V»F» celloblose -
strains* Considering Table 22 (page 112), it is seen tliat 
amonis the cellobioso - strains only one is uric acid -f, and 
only 2 are alpha-tnethyl-glucoside +, hence, those 2 characters 
need : ot bo further discussed in correlating the characteristics 
of tho celloblose « strains* 
In Table 26a Is i^lvon tho distribution of the 31 cello­
blose - strains with reopoct to 6 characters, while Table 
26b presents tho corresponding correlation coofflclents. 
It Is evident from Table 26b that since HgS correlates 
highly with 2 other characters, lAille citrate and salicin 
correlate highly with but one other character, H2S is tho 
logical character to use for subdividing the celloblose -
Table 26a» Cori^latioa of Characters Among 31 V»P,+ , 
Ce-llob.iQse - Strains f xom Chlorliiated Wjaters. 
Ci
tr
at
e 
05. 
» 
I
n
do
l 
Su
cr
os
e 
D
u
lc
lt
ol
 
Sa
ll
oi
n 
4. - + - + - + - 4- - * " 
Oltrate t. 
18 
13 
15 3 
4. 9 
11 7 
13 0 
4 14 
3 10 
4 14 
4 9 
3 15 
6 7 
m
 
to
 
CO
 
1
.+
 
15 k 
3 9 
19 
12 
13 6 
11 1 
4 15 
3 9 
2 17 
6 6 
1 18 
8 4 
+ 
Indol 
U 13 
7 0 
13 11 
6 1 
24 
7 
4 20 
3 4 
6 18 
2 5 
9 15 
0 7 
+ 
SuoTOse 
4 3 
14 10 
4 3 
15 9 
4 3 
20 4 
7 
24 
? 5 
6 18 
0 7 
9 15 
Duloitol t 4 4 14 9 
2 6 
17 6 
6 2 
18 5 
2 6 
5 18 
8 
23 
4 4 
5 18 
+ 
Salloin 3 6 15 7 
1 8 
18 4 
9 0 
15 7 
0 9 
7 15 
4 5 
4 18 
9 
22 

I.: 
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L Table 26b. CorrelatiLon Coeffloients tac each pair of 
ated Waters. % Gbaraoters on Table 26a. 
1 1 
1 1 
1 Se
UL
io
in
 
. • -
4 
9 
1 ^5 
6 7 
L7 
6 
1 18 
8 4 
18 
R 
9 15 
0 7 
5 
18 
0 7 
9 15 
23 
4 4 
5 18 
5 
18 
9 
22 
Ci
tr
at
e 
CO 
m 
r-l 
S e H Su
cr
os
e 
D
u
lo
it
ol
 
Sa
li
oi
n 
Citrate ^532 -.460 -.010 -.096 -.321 
H^S +.532 -.270 -.045 -.439 -.657 
Indol -.460 -.270 -.286 -.035 "^.346 
SUBrose -,010 -.045 -.286 + .034 -.344 
Duloitol -#096 -.439 -.035 +.034 +•272 
Salioin -.321 -.657 + .346 -.344 +.272 
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group* The remaining 3 oharaoters show no significant 
correlation. 
(a) • Gliaracterics of the V.P. -, celloblose 
i!2S + strains. Table 27 gives the number and per cent of 
positive reactions among tbo H2S and the H2S - strains. 
It is obvious from the data of Table 27 that the only 
chai'acters which may possibly be worthy of further analysis, 
among the H2S + group are citrate, indol, and sucrose. The 
distribution of the 19 strains with respect to the 3 fore-
i;oln(i characters is presented in Table 28a, vhile 28b pro-
sonts ttio correspondint; correlation coefficients. It may 
bo seen from Table 28b that none of the 3 characters 
correlotes to a significant degree with either of the other 
two charactctrs. Hence, on the basis of correlated characters, 
the IlgS -t- group is subdivided as far as is atatistically 
lq£;ioal. 
(b). Cliaracteristics of the V.P. celloblose 
H2S - strains. From Table 27 (page 120) it may bo seen 
that all characters except Indol may be worth correlating 
among the lIgS - group. The distribution of the 12 strains 
with respect to citrate, aesculln, sucrose, dulcitol and 
salicln is given in Table 28c while Table 28d presents the 
corresponding correlation coefficients. R?om Table 28d it 
may be seen that tho only significant coefficients are those 
between sucrose and sallcin, and between SQllcln and aesculln 
(-.814 and +.500, respectively). However, the fact that only 
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Table 27. I?uirber and Per cent of Positive Reactions 
Among the HgS Positive and HgS Negative 
Strains to 6 Characters. 
H2S+ (19 strains) HgS- (12 strains) 
Character No* Positive % Positive Ho.Positlvo % Positive 
Citrate 15 79 3 25 
Indol 13 68.4 11 91.7 
Aosoulin 0 0.0 4 33.3 
Sucrose 4 21 3 25.0 
Dulcitol 2 10.5 6 50 
Kfilicin 1 5.3 6 66.7 
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Table 28a. Oorrelation of Characters Table 28b. Cor] 
Among 19 V.B. Cellobiose HoS^. for Each PaiJ 
Strains firom Chlorinated Kfaters Tal 
o 
•p 
•p 
HL.n..?:. 
H 
•S 
S 
o 
o 
f ^  s. 
Citrate 
15 
h 
9 6 4 11 
0 
Indol 9 4 
6 0 
13 
6 
1 12 
Suorose 
4 0 
a 4 
1 3 
12 3 
4 
4 15 
Citrate 
Indol 
Suoroao 
Table 28o« Oorrelation of Cheraoters 
Among 12 V.P. Cellobiose H^S -
Strains' from Chlorinated ^ faters 
Table 28d« 
for Each 
*
 
Ci
tr
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e 
1 
5 
o 
« 
o 
• S
uc
ro
se
 
1 •
 
D
u
lo
lt
ol
 
1 
0 
. tI O 
Citrate ^ 
3 
9 
1 2 
3 6 
0 3-
3 6 
2 1 
4 5 
2 1 
6 3 
Aesoulin * 
1 3 
2 6 
4 
8 
0 4 
3 5 
3 1 
3 .5 
4 0 
4 4 
Suorose 0 3 
3 6 
0 3 
4 5 
3 
9 
2 1 
4 5 
0 3 
8 1 
Duloltol * 
2 4 
X 5 
3 3 
1 5 
2 4 
1 5 
6 
6 
4 2 
K 2 
Salioin 
2 6 
1 3 
4 4 
0 4 
0 8 
3 1 
4 4 
2 2 
8 
4 
Citrate 
Aesoulln 
Suoros a 
Duloltol 
Salioia 
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Latloa of Characters 
Sellohiose-*, 
tilorlnated Waters 
Table 28b. Correlation Coefficients 
for Each Fair of Characters in 
Table 28a. 
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L fl 
4 11 
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Citrate 
-•351 + .267 
f 4 
i 0 
13 
6 
1 12 
'i indol -.351 -.482 
• 0 1 3 
12 ? 
4 
4 15 Su(»ro3e • .267 -.482 
n of Characters 
biose HgS • 
nated \Taters 
Table 28d« Correlation Coefficients 
for Each Fair of Characters in 
* Table 28c. 
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•H 
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3 3-
3 6 
2 1 
4 5 
2 1 
6 3 
3 4 
3 5 
3 1 
3 5 
4 0 
4 4 
3 
9 
2 1 
4 5 
0 3 
8 1 
2 4 
I 5 
6 
6 
4 2 
4 2 
0 8 
3 1 
4 4 
2 2 
8 
4 
Ci
tr
at
e 
A
e
s
o
u
li
n 
c» 
n 
s 
o 
s Du
lo
lt
ol
 
S
a
ll
cl
n 
Citrate 0 
-.333-.192 0 
Aesoulin 0 
-.407 -.353 +.500 
Sucros e 
-.333 '1407 4-^73 -.814 
Duloltol !..192 -.353 •.273 0 
Salicin 0 ^500 *•814 0 
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throe of the twelve strains are sucrose + and only four 
salicin - militates against drawing any valid conclusions 
froir. such data# Uence the fl2£- strains are assumed not to 
bo divisible further, on the basis of correlated characters* 
(3). Classification of the V«P» - strains« Dergoy 
£t a^» (1939) comblnod the genus Cltrobaoter (Werkman and 
Glllcn - 1932) with the genus Escherichia, retaining the 
genus name Escherlohla for the new grouping* 
Werknan and Glllen (1932) in the diagnosis of their 
newly created genus, Gltrobactor. state, "Gram-negtitlve, 
non-sporulatlng short rods with rounded ends. Metl\yl-red + 
or Intemedia to • Aoetoln not ffoduoed from glycerol and 
rarely fron glucose and then only in traces* Citrate 
radical utllissed* Nitrates reduced to nitrites**••** 
iiltchell and Lovlne (1939) differentiated the genus 
Cltrobaoter from Escherichia and from Aerobactcr as followsi 
Genua 
Character Aerobacter Cltrobaoter Escherichia 
V.P. + -
m*r* — + 
Citrate 4 -f 
Colloblose -f +1 -
Yeast nucleic acid -f -
Uric Acid + -
Allantoln -f > > 
Kydantoln -
Uracil + -
Urea -f 
hgs - + . 
Indol • - + 
1« Of 131 Cltrobacter strains attacking oelloblose, 97 pro­
duced acid only, and but 34 produced acid and gas. 
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Kosor (1924) first found thit methyl red - strains were 
citrate +, while methyl red + strains were usually citrate -• 
He found, however^ certain anomalous strains which were 
methyl red * and also citrate -t-m Since that discovery of 
Koser*s, the methyl red +, citrate + strains have been the 
cause of much discussion both taxonomically and from the 
sanitary point of view* 
The literatvire shows no correlation of the Voges-Froskauer, 
methyl rod, and citrate reactions with other characters to 
juotlfy the division of the coli-aerogenoa group on the basis 
of tlie above 3 characters* Yet, apparently, for most 
practical purposes, the selection of the above 3 characters 
appears to subdivide the coli-aerogenes group into the 3 
well known sub-groups; namely, Aerobacter, Bsoherichla. and 
"intermediate*" However, it has been shown, in the present 
work, that Insofar as the 103 methyl rod -f strains Isolated 
from chlorinated waters are concerned, celloblose la, from a 
statistical analysis, the valid character for primary sub­
division of the methyl rod * group, and not citrate as has 
boon cottsnonly used. 
In connection with the use of celloblose for primary 
subdivision of the V.p. - section, tne following brief 
review of inveatigationa with celloblose la not Inappropriate. 
Jones (1925) and Jonos and Wiae (1026) found that 
Aerobacter strains were all celloblose -f, while Escherichia 
strains (except for 1 strain of E. neapolitane) wore negative* 
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Kosor (19S6) fotmd that all Aerobacter strains, regard-
loss of source, were coUoblose +, while Escherichia strains 
from faeces were negative. He stated that a majority of 
M»R» +, V.P. citrate - strains from soil wore cellobiose -
while M.R. +, V.P. citrate + forma from soil were nearly 
all cellobioso 
Eoser and Saunders (1932) stated that 4 per cent of 
M.R. +, V.P. - Eschorichla strains from faoces were cello­
biose 
Skinner and Brudnoy found a somovdiat higher percentage 
of "B. ooli" strains (10 per oont)of faecftl origin which 
fermented oelloblose, than did Koser and Saunders. 
Poo (1934) found that 20 per cent of Eacherichia strains 
from water were colloblose 
Tittsler and Sandholzer (1935) stated that 10 per cent 
of M.R. +, V.P. - Eschorichla strains, and all Aerobnctor 
strains isolated from human faoces and urine wore cellobiose 
positive. 
Sandholzer and Tittslor, In oorrolatln^ colloblose 
fermentation with several other characters, found that the 
V.P., M.R., citrate, and alpha-methyl-gluooslde reactions 
correlated perfectly with cellobiose. Indol, however, did 
not correlate. They found none of 211 strains of E. coll, 
cmd 100 strains of E. comnunlor foroiented cellobiose. 
However, 64 of 72 "Intermediate" strains wore found to be 
cellobiose positive. The followlnts quotation summarizes 
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the findings of the authors: "Fermentation of cellobiose 
will differentlnte Aerobacter from typical Escherichia 
strains, and can bo employed advantageously for distinguish­
ing speclos or types within the Escherichia - Aerobacter -
*intcrnodlato* group* On the contrary it will not indicate 
whether the source of Eacherichia - Aerobacter cultures is 
focal or non-fecal*" 
For pxirposes of comparison, the following 2 diohotomous 
keys show the grouping of the V.P. - strains using citrate 
and cellobiose, respectively for primary subdivisiont 
A* Key to the V.P* - Strains Using 
Citrate for Primary Subdivision 
Citrate 
(76 strains) ( 2 7  strains) 
hS + Indol 
i { 15  ^ (~1* 
I I strains) strains) 
{ 19 { 57 
strains) stralna) 
Indol 
C 3 
< 9  (10 
strains) strains) 
Suoiose 
I 1 
( "^ 5 ^ ^ ^ 
strains) strains) 
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B. Koy to the V«P« - Strains Using 
Celloblose for Priimry Subdivision 
+ Cellobioso 
(72 strains) f (SI strains) 
Suorose hgs 
f 
( 53 
strains) 
( 19 
strains) 
( 19 
strains) 
( 12 
strains) 
The taxonomy of tho 103 V.p. - strains will, therefore, 
be oonsidored using oellobioao as the basis for primary 
subdivision# However, in the appendix will be given a 
taxonomy of the 103 V*P* • strains using citrate as the 
basis for primary subdivision* 
It is the opinion of the writer, based both on a 
peraual of tho literature, and an analysis of tho data 
already presented, tliat the division of the coli-aerogonoa 
group (as done by Beraey et al>. 1939) into two genera, the 
genus Esoherlchla and the genus Aerobacter. is both con­
venient and logical* All of the V.p, -, citrate -, M.R. + 
strains are therefore placed in the genus Esoherlchla* The 
genua Eocherlchia is then defined as follows! 
Gram-negative short rods, non-spore forming, 
fermenting lactose with acid and gas prouuctlon. 
M*R. * and V.P* -• Citrate may or nay not be 
utilized as a sole carbon source. UgS may or may 
not be produced. Indol may or may not bo produced. 
1C7-
Aeroblc, nnd facultative as anaerobic# Ilitratoa 
reduced to nitrites. Tho typo apeciea is 
Escherichia coli* 
The 53 strains of the V.p, cellobiose +, sucrose + 
^roup are all indol negative. The foregoing characters are 
also those of Escherlchln anindolicn (lembke) Bergey £t al« 
(1930). However, K. anindolica, according to the key 
given by Bergey £t al», does not forcient salicin, while 
the 53 strains being discussed do ferment salicin* Since 
indol is today one of tho nxjst important reactions used in 
tho clDcrificntion of tho coli-aerotenes ^ ronp, and since 
salicin, althoutjli it is used, is relegated to minor imi^or-
tanco, it ic felt that fciio 53 strains bein^ discussod inay 
bo classified as membera of Eschcrichia anindolica. 
The 19 V.P. cellobioce + strains which are sucrose 
negative Jiave tho following cteracteristics in commn with 
the organism described by Workman and Gillen (1939) as 
Citrobnctor intermediura n. S£.; namely. 
They are citrnte +, gelatin -, indol -, glycerol •; 
they do not fernient sucx'ooe, aesculin or inositol. 
Workman and Gillen dercribed C, intormodlum as being 
starch + nnd salicin -. Only 2 of the 19 strains 
being discuBsed v/ore tested in starch, and they 
were found to be negative. All but 2 of the strains 
are eallcin+, and in this recpect differ from £. 
intormodiiim. Tho remarks made about salicin vhilo 
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discussing E» antndollca apply as well to the 19 
V.P cellobiose +, sucrose - strains* In view 
of the foregoing it is felt that tlie strains being 
discussed should be termed Escherichia intermedivun 
(Vierkman and Gillen) Nov» comb, strains. 
The 19 V.P. collobiose HgS + strains hav® the 
following char&cters in common witli the organism described 
as Bk Grunthnli by Morgan (1905). They are motile^ do not 
liquefy gelatin; they produce acid and iuaa from glucose, 
lactose, and n^nltol. Mcffgan described ^.runthall as 
indol nnd unable to produce acid and from sucrose 
and dulcltol. Tliirteen of the HgS + strains being dis­
cussed are indol -f, 2 strains produce acid end gas from 
sucrose and dulcltol, while 2 strains produce acid and gas 
from sucrose. As a group, however, these strains may be 
considered as indol sucrose and dulcltol -• 
I^acConkey (1909) described an organism ho termod B. 
Ortmtlial as gelatin -, indol +, motilH, and adonitol, 
inositol, and inulin The HgS • strains are similar, 
with respect to the foregoing characters, to I.!acConkey*s 
B. Oruntlialj except as noted above, but 13 of the 19 
strains are indol 
Bergey ^  ajL. (1930) described Escherichia Krunthali 
Gastellanl and Chalmers as followsi Indol * (in 7 days), 
acid and gas ijroduced in glucose, lactose and mannitol. 
-1C9-
Ko acid or gas in sucrose, salicin, duloitol or adonitol. 
The 19 + strains conform with the description of E. 
finmthali in all respects, except as noted above. In 
addition, 1 strain is salicin 
In view of the foregoing it is felt that the V.P, 
cellobiose HgS + strains nay bo termed Escherichia 
RTunthali (Morgan) Castellan! and Chalmers • 
The 12 V.P. cellobiose HgS > strains are all 
motile and produce indcl (except for 1 indol - strain.) It 
is difficult to assign a spocies designation to this ^ roup, 
for as may be seen from Table 29, those strains arc, as a 
(^roup, not as homogenous in their characteristics as the 
6 groups already discussed* 
Esolierich (1885) described Bakterium coli commune as a 
Gram-negative short rod, with roimded ends, appearing 
singly and in pairs| it was motile and did not produce spores; 
it fermented glucose, but did not liquefy gelatin. The HgS -
strains are similar to Bakteriim coli commune in the fore* 
going clmrncters. 
Bergey et al. (1930) characterized Escherichia coli. as 
being indol *»•, and fermenting glucose, lactose, salicin, 
mannitol and dulcitol, but not producing acid and gas in 
adonitol. As may be seen from Table 28 (page 121) 11 of 
the 12 HgS - strains are indol +, 6 are dulcitol +, and 8 
are salicin +. All strains are, as has been previously 
noted, mannitol, glucose, and lactose -f. 
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\^hilo Bergey jsi said nothintS of hydrogen sulphide 
production, the majority of investigators seen to agree that 
E* ooli is HgS as are the 12 strains under discussion* 
Weldin (1926) stated of Bacterium (Eschorichia) coll 
(Escherich) Lehnann and Neiunann ^as the use of physio­
logical ch£.racters for differentiation have come into use 
the species has become more restricted* However, the 
ocsontial oUaraotdrs used by Escherich have not been changed 
ord the organism may bo properly considered an the typo 
cpocies for tho t^up»" The irosont writer a^ees with 
Weldin* 
Lehmann and Neumann oonvortod Bakterium coll comnsune 
to a binomlcal, termini^ it Bactorium ooli> 
Castellani and Chalmers placed Bacteri\im ooli in the 
genua Escherichia, termin^^ Bacterium coli»Escherichia coll* 
Borgey jdt JiiL* (1939) considered Esoherlchia ooli to have 
the following oharacterietiosi H^S citrate -, uric acid 
M*R. +, V*P. -, and indol The following carbohydrates 
were reported (among others) to be fermented with acid and 
gaa pi'oductioni gluooso, lactose, and mannitol* Escherichia 
ooli was described as an organsim, strains of v/hlch may or 
May not ferment sucrose, raiiinoae, salicln, aesculin, 
duloibol and ^ycerol* Tlje II^S - strains confona to tho 
doscripuion of Eachorichia coll as given by Dorgey jot xlI* 
There are 3 citrate + strains in the IfgS - group v&iich may 
be regi rded as aberrant EscIb richia coli strains capable of 
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utXlizln^;; cifcrate as a sole carbon source. 
In view of the foregoing Alrctission of bho Hj^E-ptrains, 
it is recoraaondod that they be claESifiod as sti-ains of 
Escherictiia coli (EschcTich) Castellan! and Chalaiers* 
3* Sueanary. 
» 
The 195 ooll-aerogenee strains isolated from chlorin­
ated Waters have been classified on tho basis of correlated 
characters. The followinii key to the species proposed is 
prescn ted: 
A* V»P* positive 
B* Glycerol positive 
C. Indol positive—(6 strains) A. oxytocum 
CC« Indol negative—(7 strains) A. aeroaones 
BB« Olycorol neeative—(79 strains) A. cloacae 
AA* V.P. negative 
B. Celloblose positive 
C. Sucrose positive—(53 strairs) anindolica 
GC« Sucrose negative—(19 strains) £• intermedixun 
BB« Celloblose negative 
C. HgS positive—(19 strains) E. grunthali 
CC» HgS negative—(12 strains) E. coll. 
In Table 29 (p. 132) are i^lven the chai'acterIstlcs of 
the 7 statistical sub-groups. 
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Tabla 29* Charaoterlstios of tie 
Charaoter 
c 1 fti 
Aerobaoter H Aerobaoter i Aerobaober 
iio, 
Poaitiv* Positive Positive 
i «04 
Positive i Positive 
> 
Positive F< 
V*P. 6 100 7 100 1 79 100 
MtR. 1 17 0 0 1 5 6 
Citrate 5 83 7 100 75 95 
%io aoid 5 83 7 100 16 20 
Has 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Xndol •6 100 0 0 0 0 
Motility 1 17 2 29 77 33 
Oellobiose 6 100 7 100 79 100 
a-methyl 
ffluooside 6 100 7 100 76 96 
Suoroae 6 100 7 100 75 98 
Duloitol 4 67 1 14 2 3 
Qlyoerol 6 100 7 100 0 0 
Salioin 6 100 7 100 79 100 
Aesoulin 6 100 71 67 85 
Inositol 6 100 71 0 0 
Adonitol 6 100 1 1 5 71 2 3 
Staroh. adi 100 1 3^2) 50 2(3) 3 
Gelatin 0 0 t 0 0 ? 6 
'*'A11 peroenta to nearest whole nunbers. 
(1) 2 atraina tested (4) 2 strainB 1 
(2) 4 strains tested (5) 13 straiim t 
(3) 78 strains tested . (6) 9 strains 1 

32-
03 of tte Seven Statistical Sub-groups 
er 1 Esoheriohla 1 Eaoherlohla i J Ksohnrl nhiA 1 KlanhAiHnhln 
1 ftnlnrtnlinn iKatac 1 HolL 
sltive 
^0, 
Positive Positive 
MO* 
Positive Positive Positive 
7i> 
Positive 
•• 115. 
Positive Positive 
lOO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6 53 100 19 100 17 90 11 92 
, 
39 73 19 100 15 79 1 3. 25 
20 k 8 2 11 0 0 1 1 8 
0 2 4 2 11 19 100 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 13 68 11 92 
53 48 90 19 100 19 100 12 100 
100 53 100 19 100 0 0 0 0 
96 53 100 18 95 2 11 0 0 
98 53 100 0 0 4 21 3 25 
3 0 0 15 79 2 11 6 50 
0 2 4 19 100 19 100 10 83 
100 45 85 17 90 1 5 8 67 
85 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 33 
0 0 0 0 0 6 0 1 8 
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 17 
3 1 2 o(4) 0 0(5} 0 1(6 8 
6 4 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 
atralDB tested 
strains tested 
strains tested 
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VI, DISTRIBUnoII Oi' COLI-AEROQEJaS STRAIIiS 
ISOLATED ; no.: CrrLOriinATED iVATliRS AM0:<0 
TUE SUBDIVISIONS OF Sl.VERAI. SYSTEI^S 
OP CLA££IFICATIOKS 
Tables 30, 31, 32, 33, and 34 present the distribution 
of tho strains in the foregoing classification the 
MacConkey, the A.P.H.A*f the Kalcolm, the Stiiart jet al«, 
and the British Committee sub-groups* Table 35 presents 
the distribution of tho 195 strains among the sub-groups 
of the several investigators according to season of iso­
lation and rate of lactose fermentation* 
A* The MaoConkey (1905) Groups 
Strains of ^lacConkey group II (sucrose dulcitol +) 
and 4^roup III (sucrose +, dulcitol +) are considered most 
indicntivo of faecal pollution, while group I (sucrose -, 
dulcitol -) and group IV (sucrose *, dulcitol -) are con-
sldored primarily non-faecal in origin* From Table 30 it 
is noted that 30 (15*4 per cent) of tho 195 strains studied 
fall into the fclacConkey groups II and HI, w^ich might be 
conaidered indicative of Xlaeoal pollution. 
It is Interesting to note that of the 92 strains of 
the genus Aerobacter but 7 (7*6 per cent) are in the Uao-
Conkey groups II and III, while 30 (29*1 per cent) of tho 
Escherichia strains fall in these groups* None of the 
E* anindollca strains Is in groups 11 or III, while 15 (79 
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Table 30. Dlatribufcion of Kemhera of the Sub-Groups of 
the Statistical Classification kmons the 
MacConkey Groups. 
MacConkey Groupa I. II. III. IV. Total 
Ch
ar
­
a
c
t
e
r
 
Sucrose + + 
Ch
ar
­
a
c
t
e
r
 
Dulcitol — + + — 
Statis tical Sub-group Kucf bei* of Strains 
Aero, oxytooum 0 0 4 2 6 
Aero, aero^enea 0 0 1 6 7 
cloacae 2 2 0 75 79 
Each, anindolioa 0 0 0 53 53 
Kach. Intornediuin 4 15 0 0 19 
Each. Krfirtthall 13 2 0 4 19 
Each, coll 6 4 2 1 12 
Total 24 23 7 141 195 
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Table 31* Distil bution of Moabers of the Sub-^ups of the Statistical 
Classification Among the A*P«H«A«. Gtxjups 
A.P«fi«A« Oroup No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 10 Special Total 
Indol + + + + + _ 
1 Methjrl Rdd ..• + + - - + - mm . 
o Voges Proskaaer «• - «• + - • + -
o Citrate - •» > + + + + + + 
Sta' bistioal Sub-group Nun i}er of i. itraj ins 
Aero* oxytootua 0 0 0 0 1 0 4 0 0 0 1 6 
Aero* aerobenes 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 7 
Aero, oloaoae 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 70 0 4 79 
Ssdi. anindolioa 0 Ik 0 39 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 53 
Bach, intermedium 0 0 0 X9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 19 
Esoh* ^rOnthali 3 0 8 6 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 19 
Bsoh. ooli 9 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 12 
Total .2 14 9 65 1 2 4 5 77 0 6 L95 
-13 
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1 
Table 32* Diatrlbutionlf Meinb( 
of the Stati 
Malcolm Giou 
t)ioal C] 
Malools drottp No* 
and 
1. 
-B-ooli 
2. 
Intermsdiate 
3. 
^Intermediate 
k 
I iermedii 
Cl
ia
ra
ot
er
 
Voees.Frookauer - - -
Cl
ia
ra
ot
er
 
Oitrate - + + 
Cl
ia
ra
ot
er
 
Inositol «• - - + 
Cl
ia
ra
ot
er
 
Xndol •f + -
Sta tl St leal Sub'^groip Numb r of at 
Aero, oxytooum 0 0 0 0 
Aero, aero/^enes 0 0 0 0 
Aero* cloacae 0 0 0 0 
£8(^. anindolioa 0 0 39 0 
Esc^. intermedium 0 0 19 0 
Saoh* Kx^thall 4 9 6 0 
Each, coll 9 2 1 0 
Total 13 11 65 0 
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rlbutlomf Meaberfi of the Sub-groupa 
le Stati 
>lin Gxoiiu 
liloal ClasElfication Among the 
Bdlate 1 remediate B-.2l2aosS 
7. 18. 
B«>oxytootta B'»aerQgenea MSpaolal 
Mtunbr of Strains 
75 U 
14 
77 19 

7able 33^* Distribution of Membi 
of the Statistioal Olasslfloation Ami 
Group No. and Seotlon 1 Seotlon A Seotlon X 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 
' 1 .10 1 
Ihdol • - •• - - - m 
t* 
3 Ueth^l Red + • 
o 
Yoges Proskauer • • •f, • • • - - mm 
o Oltrate • • -f - m - • + + 
Oelloblose + A2 -3 • A - • A 
Statistioal Sub-group Numl 
Aerobaoter oxytooum 4 i 
• ^ 
•Aerobacter aero/rtenes 7 t 
r 
Aerobaoter oloaoae • H 70 4 
Es^herlohla anlndolioa .. 39 
Escherichia ihtenoedluia 19 
Saoherlohla rjAnthall 6 
Escherichia coll | • 1 
' Total I 1 ^ 77 4 5^ 7 
X, •(. « Aold and gas 
2, A • Aold oi:fl|E, 
3f -• w No aold OP gas 

I. 
mtioa of Members of the Sub-groups 
isifioatLon Among the Stuart ^  Groups 
Seotion B Seotion 0 Irre£ 
*Speoied Total 9 ao U 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 1 2 
-
«• • + • + + 
+ ' • • • • + • + + • + 
• 
+ • - - • + • m - - + -¥ 
A • m 
i 
+ A m • A m • A - + • 
Number of Strolx 
5. 
is 
* 
/ a 
1 1 6 
•tt' 
¥' 
* 7 
• 5 79 
I 
i u , 53 
j 19 
6 B 3 2 19 
1 1 • •• 9 1 12 
7 14 9 • ... U 1 5 4 195 
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Table 34. Deatrlbutlon of Members of the iub-
Olasslfloatlon Among the Bzitiah Jom 
British Conaoittee 
droup No* and 
i B. colli 
Typ6 I 
2 B» coll 
TypeTI 
3 Intermed­
iate 
Type I 
4 Inter­
mediate 
Type It 
n 
»4 
5 
o 
n 
n 
o 
Yoges Froskauer 
mm 
Methyl Red • • + •f " 
Citrate m • + 
Gelatin m • 
" ^ 
Indol • 
Mtimbe p 
Aerobaoter 
ox^tooum 
AeroDaoier 
aeroeenei 
Aerobaoter 1 
oloaoae 
£8( 
£8< 
iherlchia 
•ndolioa 14 ^ 36 
}heriohia 
19 
Escherichia 
3 6 
Escherichia 
Total 
9 1 1 
12 14 62 9 
Habitat(according to 
Brit* Comm* Report) 
Human and ] 
Animal 
ntestlne ] rimarily 
nteatlnal 
Mainly 
Soil 
Mainly 
, ' Sbil^ 1 
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ution of Uemtem of Ihe of the Statistloal 
atlon Among the Bsltlah^Clofimiitee Sut)<^xoups 
1 
I 
3 Intermed­
iate 
Type I 
4 Inter­
mediate • 
Type It 
7 i. tfarQg-< 
enes 
5555^ 
f B« aero«!-
enea 
TSreB 
7 B. 
oloaoae 
I 
Special Total 
-
+ • • 
. + •f 
• + - + • ' • • 
. . — ' 
m 
-
• 
-
litmdi'&r of Strains 
4 2 6 
7 7 
65 5 9 79 
^ 36 3 53 
19 19 
6 a 2 19 
1 1 
• 
1 12 
62 9 72 . 4 5 17 195 
r 
il 
Mainly 
Soil 
Mainly 
. . .^Soia? 
; Heinly 
Voeet&tion 
Mainly 
regetation 
Mainly 
Vegetati on 

I 
Table 35* Distribution of tie 19$ Straim 
Among the Sub-groups of SsveraJ 
of Isolation and Rate of Lacto! 
1 ' 
Investigators | MaoOonkey A, P. H. A. 
Investigator n j 
Sub-nouns 11. III, IV. 1. 2. 3. 4* 5. 6. 7. 84 9. 10. Sp« • 
£ieason of 
Isolation Strains 1 NOf of Straics 
Suomet 
(160 
strains) 
' B 
I. |6 17 4 48 1 2 2 0 31 1 2 4 2 JO 0 3 
II. 7 2 0 74 1 3 12 5 25 0 0 0 3 52 0 3 
Win 
(35 
St 
ter I. . 6 4 3 17 7 0 4 8 0 0 0 0 LI 0 0 1 
r&ijs) II. 3 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 1 
T
o
t
a
l 
Summer L5 19 4 122 5 14 5 56 1 2 4 5 S2 0 6 1 
T
o
t
a
l 
Winter 9 4 3 19 7 0 4 9 0 0 0 0 15 0 0 
1 All m 23 7 141 12 14 9 65 1 2 4 5 77 0 
1, For dxaraoteristios of ^ub-groups see 'X'ables ; 
2« lactose Group I . good gae production at 37°0. 
Lactose Group II poor gas production at 37^C. 
3, Sp.« •> Speoiali those strains not oonCorming in all 
respects to the criteria of the several invi 
1 
! 
i 
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195 St2*aiiis Isolated from Chloarinated Waters 
} cf 337eral Investigators Acoordlog to Season 
te of Lactose Feraentation. 
Investigators and Svb-groaps 
Haloolm Stuart et al 
8. 3p 
Ko* of' Strains No. of Strains 
12 
i-ables 29,' 30, 31, 32, 33* 
i 37°0. 
i 37°0. 
'ming in all 
several investiisators-. 

t-. 
t v7.-
i 3xitlah Goooilttee 
12. 13* 14.: [5. 16. 
{' 
Iff 184 1 
Irreg. br.g. Sp» 1. 1 1 3. \k. 1 5« 1 6« |7.- k-
^ m : 
< 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
• • 
2 0 0 0 0 0 d 0 2 0 .2 4 2 2 32 0 29 4 1 7 
2 0 0 0 0 5 
\' 
0 
i 
0 3 0 3 0 3 12 22 5 28 0 4 9 
0 0 0 0 0 4 0 • 0 7 1 0 0 7 0 7 4 11 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 d 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 4 0 0 0 
4 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 5 0 5 4 5 14 54 5 57 4 5 16 
0 0 0 0 0 4 ' 0 0 7 1 0 0 7 0 8 4 15 0 0 1 
4 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 12 0 5 4 12 14 62 9 72 4 5 17 
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Reforrli^g to Table 35, it Is noted that of the 30 
strains in MacConkey groups II and III 28 (93*3 per cent) 
ferment lactose well at 37®C» Of the 165 strains in groups 
1 and IV, only 79 (47.8 per cent) produce gas rapidly at 
37®C« 
The incidence of rapid (at 370C.) lactose fermenting 
strains is much higher among strains Isolated during the 
winter (85.7 per cent) than durin^ the avumnor (48 per cent). 
Strains of groups II and III are more coranon, pro­
portionately, in the winter than in the summer. Seven (30*4 
per cent) of the winter strains are in groups II and III, 
compared with but 23 (14.4 per cent) of the summer strains. 
Ba The A.P.H.A. (1936) Groups 
In Table 31 is presented the distribution of the members 
of the Eub-groups of the statistical cJasnlfic tlon among 
the a.r.U.A. groups, llie column marked "Special" contains 
thoso strains not confarming in all criteria to any of the 
A.P.H.A. groups. 
The reaction combinations, the possible intorprotation, 
and the oonr..on source of woniboro of the A.P.H.A. groui-s are 
presented In Table 3G« With the exception of groups 6 and 
8, members of all groups are considered, by the a.P.H.A., 
to bo of faecal or sewage origin. Strains of ^^r ups 1 and 
2 are considered to "prodoniinate" in faeces and sewage, hence 
such strains are highly significant from a sanitary stand-
TaULe 36. Table 24^ Coli-aerogenee Group. 
Beaotion Olassifioation 
i 
« 
R4 
Con 
saot 
ibln 
Iloi 
latj 
I 
FobBible Interpretation 
FroB Water by the Stan-> 
dard Method 
Common Source 
I
n
do
l 
* 
a 
•> 
a 
• 
a, 
• 
> 
«0 
•P 
•H 
U 
Ueuall f OccaBionally 
Applies to pure strain mem­
bers of C.-A. group only. 
1. • • - — 
Each. 
coli 
Predominate in feces about 
60 per cent of total group 
in sewage. 
2. - - . n « 
Mon^emberB 
of enroup Minority form in sewage 
» 
5. • • 
-
•  Mixture 
Intermediate 
Btrain Bometimes 
oonBidered non-
t^mioal Eeeh. -
ooxi 
Minority fons in soil and 
sewage-f mrely feces. 
4. 
-
• • 
-
Inter­
mediate 
Strain 
MizlureB or bIov 
secondary reacts 
inct A-^eroflrenea 
• 
Soil, minori^ty forms in 
sewage and feoea 
5; • .• • • Mixtm^ Atypical Soil^ sewage 
6a. • • 
Alwaye 
Mixture 
*r 

• 
s. • • 4> • " • Mixture 
Intermediate 
strain sometiaes 
considered non-
typical Eeeh. 
ooli 
Minority fom in soil and 
sewage-, z«Lrely feces. 
4. - • ^ • 
Inters 
•edlats 
Stzaln 
Mixtures or slow 
secondary reacts 
in* A-aeroflrenee 
• 
Soil, minority forms in 
sewage and feces 
5. • • • • Mixture Atypical Soil^ sewage 
• 
- -
• 
Always 
Mixture 
•t 
f 
7. • 
-
• • Mixture A>oloaoa« 
Soil, minority forms in 
sewage and feces 
a. 
-
• • • 
A.-
aeroeenei j Mixture 
Majority forms i|» soil and 
on •egetables. 
9; 
-
• 4> « « to 50 per cent of total group in sewage 
10. 
- - -
• 
ExtrBn«> 
eous 
fom 
A--
aeroeenes Minority forms in feces 
1 
1. Adapted from Standard Methods of Water Analysis 8th Ed. (1936) 
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polnt• 
Referring to l^blo 31, it is noted that no strains of 
Aerobaotor fall into the A.P.H.A. groups 1 and 2 while 26 
(25*2 per cent) strains of Kschoilchla are in those 2 groups. 
The strains of Aerobacter may then, by the A*P«H«A* criteria, 
be considered of but minor sanitary importance* 
Fourteen (35*9 per cent) of the £• anindolica strains 
are In the A*P.H«A« group 2, hence of sanitary significance* 
In contrast no strains of E. rmindolica were conalderotl of 
sanitary signlfloance, using tho criteria of fiSacConkey* 
Again, the strains of j;* Intermodium are considered of but 
minor sanitary signlflcnnce b the /i*P*H*A* crltoria, ^ hilo 
a large majority of those strains were conslderod of great 
sanitary oigniflcanoe ly tho criteria of MacConkey* Accord­
ing to the A*P*H*A* method, only 3 strains (15*8 per cent) 
of E* grunthal1 (In group 1} are of sanitary signlfloance 
while 9 (75 per cent) of tho E* coll strains are in group 1* 
Referring to Table 35, it is seen that among th& 26 
strains which are oonaldered of great sanitary significance 
(A*P*H.A* groups 1 and 2), there are no real differences 
with respoct to lactose fermentation* Eleven of the 26 
strains ferment lactose well at 37^0*, wMle 15 do not* 
However, on the basis oi season of isolation, it is noted 
that 7 (no per cent) of tho 35 winter strains are in group 1, 
in contrast to but 5 (3*1 por cent) of the 160 summer* strains* 
There are no other Important differences, either on the rate 
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of lactose ferioentatlon or season of isolation, with one 
exception; namely, that all 4 of the strains in the A.P«B»A« 
group 7 ferment lactose well at 37^C. and are of summer 
origin* 
C. The Malcolm (1938) Groups 
The distribution of the 195 strains with respect to 
the Malcolm groups is presented in Table 38* Malcolm 
considered the sanitary slgnificanco of his groves to be ns 
indicated in Table 37* He believed that strains of grou^^ 1 
were highly significant of faecal pollution whllo he stated 
of members of i^roup 2 to 8, inclusive, "—that if present 
thei'e is a probability — that faecal contamination has 
occurred, but not at a recent date*" By the criteria of 
Malcolm, then, strains of group 1 will bo considered of 
great sanitary importance, while the members of the other 
7 groups will be relegated to minor importance. From Table 
32 it may be seen that the only strains in group 1 are 4 
strains of £• Rnmthali and 9 strains of £• ooli> It is 
noted that of the 92 Aerobactor strains all but 7 fall into 
the groips of Malcolm which are similar to the sub-groups 
of the present study* i^ive of these 7 strains are in the 
Special group while 2 (strains of A* aerogenes) are classi­
fied, by the criteria of Malcolm, as strains of B* doacae* 
Other than the 13 strains of fischeriohla already 
mentioned, all but 25 of the Escherichia strains are in the 
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Table 37. The Habitat of Meobers 
of Malcolm's 8 Groups^ 
Qroup 
• 
• 
> C
it
ra
te
 
|
 
I
n
o
s
it
ol
 
I
n
do
l 
Habitat 
1. 
I* aaUL - - -
Most prevalent oollfom bacteria 
in inteetines and faeces; less 
oomnon In soil. 
2. 
Intex^-
mediate 
mm + - + 
Found frequently in soil and 
occasionally in faeces. 
3. 
Inter­
mediate 
- + - -
Found frequenlty in soil and 
occasionally in faeces 
4. 
Interae-
dlate 
-
+ + + Seldom found either in soil or 
faeces. 
6. 
- -
Found in upper resoiratory tract 
and to a limited extent in the 
Intestines and faeces. 
6. 
cloacae 
•f - - Found frequently in the intestines, faeces and soil, and on plants. 
7. B. 
ox.vtoouii 
• + + + Found occasionally in faeces. 
a, 
Sx + + + - Found frequently in the intestines, faeces and soil, and on plants 
I 
1. Uodlfied from Maloolm (1938) Table III. 
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Malcolm Intermediate group 3* Of the 25 exceptional strains 
14 are E. anindolica strains which are V.P. citrate 
inositol and indol - are placed in the Special group, 
wiiile 9 and 2 strains of f;runthali and E. coli< respec­
tively, are in the Malcolm Intermediate group 2« 
From Table 35, it may be seen tliat other then the 
previously mentioned greater frequency of lactose grovip I 
strains in the winter than in the summer, there are no 
groat differences between the summer and winter groups with 
respect to distribution of strains among the Malcolm groups 
and the rate of iBctoso fermentation. Of the 13 strains 
of group I (B. coli), 7 (20 per cent of all winter strains) 
are of winter origin, whereas but 6 (less than 4 per cent 
of all sunaner strains) are of siimmer origin* All of the 
19 Special strains are of suorer origin, 15 (79 per cent) 
being in lactose group II origin and 4 (21 per cent) strains 
are in lactose group !• 
D. The Stuart et al. Groups 
In Table 33 is presented the distribution of the 195 
strains aracng the 21 groups of the Stuart £t classification 
(included are 2 "Irregular" groups) ana the Special group. 
Stuart invootigated 278 strains isolated from human 
faeces and found them to be distributed among their groups 
as follows! A large majority (215 or 77.3 per cent) of all 
the strains were in group 19; 39 (14 per cent) were in group 
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2; while the renalnlng 24 strains were distributed among 
7 groins as follows: 
Group Ko« No> of Strains 
1 3 
8 5 
9 5 
13 2 
14 4 
15 2 
17. 3 
Ko strains were Ibund, by Stuart et al*, to fall into 
any of their othor 12 groups4 Kence, by their criteria, only 
strains of group 19, and perhaps group 2, slight bo considered 
as significant of faecal pollution, while strains of groups 
1, 8, 9, 13, 14, 15, and 17 may rarely be from faeces. 
Prom the data of Table 33, it may be observed that all 
of tho strains of A, aeroReneo and 70 of A« cloacae strains 
are in group 2, hence they might be considered as of minor 
sanitary importance* Of the strains of Eschoridiia. only 3 
strains of E. gmmthali and 9 of E. coll fall into group 19 
and therofore aro allotted great sanitary significance. 
It is observed, from Table 35, that tho 4 strains in 
each of the groups 1 and 5 were isolated during the summer. 
Fifty-five (34.4 per cent) of the summer strains are in group 
8 in contrast to but 3 (8.6 per cent) of the winter strains. 
In group 10 are 5 (14.3 per cent) of the winter strains in 
oontrost to but 2(1.3 per cent) of tho siunmer strains. The 
14 strains of group 11 are of summer origin. While only 5 
(3.1 per cent) of the strains isolated during tho summer are 
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In group 19, there are 7 (20 per cent) of the winter strains 
in that group. 
V^ith respect to the rate of lactose fermentation it is 
noted, from Table 35, that the group 1 strains are all in 
lactose group I. Twelve of the 14 group 11 strains are in 
lactose group II* The 5 summer 16 strains are in 
lactose group II, while the 4 strains of group 16 isolated 
during the M.ntor are in lactose group I* 
E. The British Committee (1939) Groups 
In Table 34 is presented the distribution of the 195 
isolated strains among the British Committee groups* 
Included Is the probably habitat of members of the ^oups 
(as suggested by tho British Committee)* 
It will be noted, from Table 34, that only strains of 
group 1 (B* oolij Type I, faocal strains) and of group 2 
^* oolij Type II strains) are of sanitary significance* No 
strains of Aerobacter fall into those 2 groups, while 14, 
3, ond 9 strains, respectively, of E* anindolica, E* gnm-
thttll, and £* coli fall into those 2 groups* 
The ^ glish Committee groups are, if the gelatin 
reaction is disregarded related to tho A*P.H*A* groups, as 
follows I in both systems groups 1 and 2 are the same; group 
3 of the English system is the same as group 4 of tlie A.P*H*A* 
system, while group 4 of tho English system is the same as 
group 9 of the A*F.II*A*; and the group 6 of tho English 
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systom and tbs A«P.H«A» group 7 are the same. Group 7 of 
the English system is the same as group 5 of the A.F.H.A* 
system (if gelatin liquefaction is not oonsiderod)* 
Tims, since tho same clxiraoters are used in both the 
English and the A*P»H*A. systems, tho discussion under the 
A*P.K>A. system regarding tho distribution of strains on tho 
basis of season of isolation and rate of lactoso fermen­
tation holds good for tho English oys torn* Tho foregoing is 
also true of the sanitary signiflcanoo of tho British groups* 
The only difference is that the English system has 
group If tho gelatin A* cloacae strains* Table 34 shows 
5 strains so classified. 
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VII. RESISTANCE OF ISOLATED ORGANICNS 
TO CHLORINE 
A* Review of tho Literature on Resistance of the 
Coli-Dysentery Oroup of Bacteria to Chlorine 
The efficacy of chlorine in rendering waters safe for 
drinkin^^ is nteasiired primarily on the basis of the ability 
of chlorine to destroy E« ooli» The assumption is made 
that if E» coli is killed tl^n, of necessity, the more 
"delicate" K* typhi and related patliogenio raanbers of the 
coli-dysentery group are also killed* Whether such an 
assumption Is valid is a much icooted question. It is true 
tlmt in the past 30 years there has been a tremendous 
decrease in tlie number of typhoid outbreaks (much of this 
reduction is undoubtedly due to tiie v»e'of chlorine and 
compounds of chlorine) yet tho fact thiit typhoid and other 
gastro-intestinal disturbances are still numerous leads one 
to question the vlett tl^at all strains of E. coli are more 
resistant to chlorination than.tho hardiest of pathogenic 
forms of the coli-dyoentery ^ ^roup. The literature, in fact, 
lacks adequate data regarding; the relative resistance of E* 
coli and Eberthella typhi to chlorine. The general attitude 
seems to be one of self-satisfied complacency with the 
statement of Prescott and Wine low (1904): "Altogether the 
evidence is quite conclusive that the absence of B. coli 
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deiaonatrates the harmlessness of a watei- as far aa bacteriology 
can prove it. That when present its niunbers from a reasonably 
closo inuex of the amount of pollution the authors above 
quoted have proved beyond reasonable cavil*" 
The earlier investigators, especially In Germany, tried 
for complete aterilisatlon of waters, regardless of tho fact 
that many spore formers found in v;ator arc of no sanitary 
significance* As a result of striving for such purity, the 
early literature abounds with conflicting^ reports as to the 
efficacy of chlorine* 
Bassen^e (1895) used an initial chlorine of 97*8 p*p*m* 
active chlorino in the form of calcium hypochlorite and 
found that both typhoid and coli ort,onlsins wore destroyed 
thereby in 10 minutes* 
Lode (1895} tested tho resistance of coli-dyscntery 
strains to chlorino and found th^t B. coli strains were 
usually more resistant than typhoid strains* However, in 
one instance a typhoid strain witlistood 0*8 p*p*m* chlorine 
for 2 minutes (but not for 5 minutoa) while the D, coli 
strain used was killed in less than 2 minutes* 
Phelps (1909) tested the relative reeiatance of B* 
typhi and B. coli to chlorine in the form of calcium hypo­
chlorite* Tap Water was used as the auspendinfc, medium, tho 
number of bacteria inoculated per cc* and the temperature 
of the tests were not given* 
Available chlorine ranged from 3*5 - 5*0 p.p.m* 
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Accordlng to tho data of Ihelps, the 13. coll strain ho used 
was sli£;htly leas roaistant to chlorine than the B. typhi 
strain. However tho differences in rosiatance between I?. 
coll and II. typhi were not significant. 
Wesbrook, Whlttaker, and Kohler (1911) studied the 
resistance of typhoid and coli strains to calcixun hypo­
chlorite using filtered Mississippi River water as tho 
suspending nediun. According to their results in 2 of 12 
orperlments, a greator concentration of chlorlno was needed 
to destroy tho typhoid strains than the coll strains, 'i'his 
would indicate that tho absence of E. coll from a chlorinated 
watoT supiAy is not infalliblo evidence tliat tho pathot.enlc 
rasmbora of the coli-dyaentery group are also abacmt. 
Tonney, Oreer and Danforth (1928) made an involved study 
of tho clilorine resistance of different genera of bacteria. 
They foimcl that of 47 strains of pathogenic nembors of the 
coil-dysentery ^roup all were destroyed in lS-30 seconds 
when exposed to 0.1 p.p.n. free chlorine. On the other hand, 
9 D. coll strains required 0.15 p*p.m.; 10 D. coli atrains, 
0.20 p.p.m.; and 9 B. coli strains, 0.25 p.p.m. free chlorine 
for complete destruction. The authors decided, ther.fore, 
that if B. coli were completely destroyed during chlorination 
of a water, ouch water could bo considered adequately 
chlorinated. 
Tonney, Oreer and Liebeg (1930) studied bho chlorine 
reBlsti>nco of spore forming bacteria in audition to further 
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studies with non-spore formin^i strains* They concludod 
that it is futilo to try to destroy spores bocauso of the 
oxcessive amounts of chlorine needed* The authors stated 
"probably a residual chlorino dosage of 0*25 p*p*a*» 
equivalent to the chlorine 'death point' of B» coll would 
be a safe margin to carry In water supplle s under ordinary 
circutnstanoes • In other words, the principle seems sound 
to require as a margin of safety, an excess of chlorine 
equivalent to the mlninal 'chlorine death point' of B* coll 
after tiie priniflry chlorine demand of the water la satisfiod*" 
Charlton (1933) stated thn t in perfoimin^ chlorine 
resistance tests, chlorine Is njore effective in dietilled 
water tlan in water havint, "small amounts of mineral and 
organic mtter" a swircming pool water. 
lieathman. Pierce and ICabler (1936) compared the relative 
resistance of typhoid and coll otin ins, botli old and freshly 
Ittolated otraine, to both chlorine and chloramlno. 
The authors found tliat at room temperature, U8in«^ 
chloramlno with an Initial available chlorine of about 0.1-U.4 
p.p.m., the time required to kill freshly isolated E. typhosa 
strains was. In the majority of cases (29 out 34), equal to 
or greater than the time needed to kill strains of the coll-
aerogeneB group undor similar conditions. Curiously, they 
found that at low temperafciires the reverse occurred, L>&., a 
longer time was needed to kill the coli-aerogenes group than 
• fcyphosa strains in more than half of the experiments 
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(18 of 31). The tine to kill any i^ivon orfcianlsm nt the low 
temperature (5®C.) wae much longer than at room temperature, 
often 3 to 5 times a a great. One Intoreatin^:; feature of the 
paper by Heathman ot al> Is that they worked with the actual 
water used by pea'aons for drinking,, not distilled water, 
hence v;hile some of their work cannot be repeated even by 
tlioRselves because of variations In the water supjjly, their 
work is of great inportanco in indicatin£; survival of patho­
gens and the so-called "Jjidex" oriianisms under actual con­
ditions, Very interesting^, also. Is the fact, shovm by the 
authors, that typhoid a trains can otirvive for as naich as 24 
hours or more under conditions hei-etofore concidered 
impossible, chlorine reciduals of more than 0.1 p.p.m. 
The temperature effect previously mentioned is also of 
Importnnce. The fact that low temperatures throatly prolong 
UiO death of pathogens when they are exposed to chlorine is 
of sitjiificance in determinin£, chlorine dosage of a water 
supply during different periods of the year. The paper 
raises disturbing thoughts on the si^inlfic nco of the coli-
aoroi^enes ^jroup ao index organisms of the safety of chlorin­
ated water supplies. 
B» Experimental 
It was decided to test the resistance of manbors of the 
coli-dysentory group (Isolated from both raw and treated 
watera) to chlorine. 
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1« Technique» 
A stock solution of approxlimtely 4,000 p.p.n* 
chlorine was irepared by bubbling; chlorine gas Into aonsonla 
Treo water at 20^C* The stock solution was kspt In a 
tightly stoppered carboy In the dark at about 5^C* to 
The strength of this stock solution was determined dally, 
when used, by moans of the starch-Iodide-sodium-thlosulfate 
titration method. The stock solution was used to prepare 
a chlorlno solution of 40 p»p«n* The strength of this 
latter solution was also determined by the starch-iodide 
titration method* 
Cells from 24-hoiir mtrlent ai^nr culttu'es (at 30®C) 
were exposed to an Initial concentration of 0.4 p*p»m. 
chlorine at pH 7.0 for 20 minutes at 15®0. At the end of 
the contact period, plate counts were made in duplicate 
usln^ 0.1 per cent glucose agar. 
The teclmlnue of the chlorine tests was as followst 
For suspending the bacteria, a water having the following 
composition was usedt 
1. Ammonia free water ••.•••••. 950 cc. 
2. KgHPO^ - KHgPO^ buffer solution • • 50 cc. 
The phosphate buffer usod was prepared as follows: Six 
hundi'od cc. of 1/15 M. KgllFO^ were added to 400 cc. of 1/15 
M. KHgPO^ (ammonia free water was used in the preparation of 
the buffer). The buffered water resulting from the addition 
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, of 50 CO* of the phosphate buffer to 950 cc« of anoronla 
free water had a pH of 7*0* Preliminary experiments showed 
that members of the ooli-dysentery group survived In such a 
btiffered water for several days and that the water did not 
exert a chlorine demand during the period of observation* 
About 103 cc. of the foregoing buffered water was dispensed 
in chemically clean, 6 ounce, screw-top bottles and auto-
claved at 15 potmds for 20 minutes. 
Standard nutrient agar alant cultures were washed off 
with 10 CO* of sterile phosphate water and tho resulting 
suspension diluted lilO with phosphate water* (Tho standard 
agar slants consistca of 10 cc* of nutrient agar in 10 inin. 
tubes sloped to give a slant of about 3*5 inches* Frevious 
experiments had shown that if coli-aerogenes strains were 
smeared over t:he entire surface of such slants, a 24 hour 
crop would be about 2,000,000,000 cells)* 
A plate count of the lilO suspension was made of cells 
present* One cc* of tho diluted suspension was then added 
to the s^terile 99 co* (approximately) of phosphate water in 
the blake bottle and the bottle shaken vigorously for 30 
seconds* (The contents of the bottle had been previously 
brotight to 15^0*) Next 1 cc* of a freshly prepared solution 
of chlorine (contalnlni^ 40 p*p*m* of available chlorine 
resulting in a concentration of 0*4 p.p.m. chlorine in the 
blake bottle) was added, the bottle re-stoppered, sJ^iaken 
vigorously for 30 seconds, and replaced in the wuter bath at 
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15°C« for 20 minutes. The number of surviving bacteria 
was then determined by plating in duplicate using 0*1 per 
cent i^lucose nutrimt agar. The plates were Incubated at 
37^G* for 48 hours* The residual chlorine at the end of 
the 20 minute contact period wae detormined using the ortho-
tolldlne method* In practically all cases, the residual 
chlorine was found to be 0*8 p.p*Tn* 
2* Results and discussIon* 
a* Results with ooll-aerogenes strains* 
(1)^ Results with coli'-'aerogenea strains 
Isolate^i from chlorinated waters* The results 
obtained with coll-aerogenes (182) cultures from 
chlorinated water supplies are presented in Table 
38* 
It will be noted from Table 38 that 29 (85 
per cent) of the winter strains were not resistant 
to chlorine as shown by the fact that over 99 per 
cent of the exposed bacteria were killed vmder the 
test conditions* The remaining 5 strains showed 
less than 99 per cent mortality, but in no inatance 
was tho mortality below 75 per cent* 
Of the summer series, 102 (69 per cent) of 
the 148 strains tested were not resistant, JL*4U, 
more than 99 per cent were killed, 35 (23 per cent) 
had a mortality of between 75 to 99 per cent, 7 
Table 38. Apparent Resistance of strains of Coll-aerogenes 
Qroup Isolated from Cblorlnated Waters to Chlorine 
Per cent^ 
Kill 
Less 
than 
6 
60-74 75-99 Over 99 Total 
Coll-aerogenes 
Group Kuaber of Strains 
Esoh^richla 1 6 
20 
( 3) 
85 
(15) 
82 
(18) 
Aerobaoter 1 15 
( 2) 
47 
(14) 
66 
(16) 
Total 7 
36 
( 6) 
102 
(29) 
148 
(34) 
Per oent2 3 5 
23 
(16) 
69 
(86) 
100 
(100) 
to. () winter series; others, sunder series. 
1. Per cent killed in 20 alnut'S at IS^C., pH 7.0 ; applied CI2 
0.4 p.p.m., residual CI9 0,2 p.p.a. 
2. Per cent to nearest whole number. 
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strains wore quite resistant to tlie conditions 
of the teat displaying a mortality of loss than 
75 per cent but ararc ihnn 50 por cent; and there 
were 4 apparently very resistrait strains which 
showed lees tlian 50 j^r cent njortality-
(2) • Results with coli''aerogeneB strains 
from raw waters• Of 11 cultures of the coll-
aorogenes group isolated from untreated waters, 
(including 7 winter strains and 4 sunsner strains) 
(see Table 39), 5 winter strains and the 4 
summer strains were not resletont to chlorine, 
under the tost conditions. One winter strain 
slxiwod a mortality of from 50 to 74 por cent 
end one winter strain had a mortality of between 
75 to 99 per ocnt* 
b• Results with miscellaneous Qram-negative non-
spore forming strains• 
• Rogulbs with strains isolated from 
treated waters. In Table 40 are presented the 
results obtained with 46 strains (27 of winter 
origin, and 19 of summer origin) of the coli-
dysentery group (other th<in coli-aero^enes strains) 
It is noted that of the 19 strains of winter 
orlfcln, only 1, a Pseudononas strain appeared 
particularly chlorine resistant* On the other 
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TalAe 39. Apparent Resistanoa of Menbara 
of the Coli-aerogenes Qroup Isolated 
from Untreated Waters to Chlorine 
Per oent Klll^ 
1 Less 
1 than 
5 
50-74 75-99 99* Total 
Oroup Number of Strains 
Eaoheriohia 0 (1) (1) 
S 
(5) 
3 
(7) 
0 0 0 1 1 
Total 0 (1) (1) 4 
(5) 
4 
( 7) 
No. 
1. 
( } winter series; others, summer series. 
Per oent killed In 20 minutes at 16^0., pH 7.0; 
applied OI2 0.4 p.p.m., residual Gig 0.2 p.p.m. 
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Table 40. Apparent Chlorine Resistance of 
Miscellaneous Orani-negative Non-spore Poroing 
Strains Isolated From Treated Waters 
- 1 Less 
Per cent Kill-*-1 tl^n 50-74 75-99 
99 
or 
mnvm 
Total 
Group 1 Number of Strains 
Pseudomonas | 1 (1) (13) 1 (14) 
4 10 14 
AlcallKenes 1 1 
Eberthella 4 2 
( 1) 
6 
( 1) 
9h?^Kel,la 1 2 1 
( 1) 
4 
( 1) 
1 
( 3) 
1 
( 3) 
Total 2 1 
(1) 
10 14 
(18) 
27 
(19) 
Per cent^ 1 ^ 2 
(2) 
22 31 
(39) 
69 
(41) 
Ko, ( ) winter BRriea; othors, summer series. 
1. Per oent killed In 20 minutes at 15®C., pH 7,0; 
applied OI2 0.4 p.p.m. residual GI2 0.2 p.p.m. 
2. Per oent to nearest whole numbnr. 
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hand, of the siinsnor strains, 13 (or nearly 50 
per cent) showed less than 99 per cent mortality. 
Special attention is called to the fact tl^.t of 
the 13 amnmor ai^parently resistant strains, 7 wore 
araon^ the £berthella~Shigella''SalmQnella groups* 
(2)• Results obtained with strains isolated 
froH untreated waters. In Table 41 are fresonted 
results obtained with 25 strains of the coll-
dysentery j^roup (other than coli-aeroj^enes strains) 
isolated fron untreated waters* Three of the strains 
are of sunaser origin while 20 of the strains were 
Isolated during the winter* 
It is evident that only 0 strains are api^arently 
chlorine resistant, indicate a mortolity of 
less than 99 per cent* Attention is called to the 
fact that of these 5 strains 3 wero classified as 
Ebertholla strains and 2 as ShlRolla strains* 
c« Observations on the effect of storsKO of coll" 
dysentery strains on their loslstnnoe to chlorine * After 
an interval of 8 months storage at 0OC. to 12^0* on nutrient 
agar slants, 43 of the 72 strains which had been found 
apparently to be relatively roc is tar. t to cblorlno were 
rotosted as to their chlorine rerlstance una or tiie same 
conditions a^ previously dc3crlbcd,_l0.4 p.p.m. 
available c^.lo^lne (0.2 p.p.m. residual) pH 7.0 in phosphate 
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Table 41. Apparent Chlorine Resistance of 
lilBcellaneous Orain-negatlve Non-epore 
Foraing Strains Isolated From 
Iftitreated Waters 
Per cent mil 
Less 
than 
6 
50-74 76-99 
Over 
99 Total 
Group Nunber of Stra Ins 
AI,qa],lKqn?g 0 0 0 1 1 
Pseufloraonas 0 0 0 1 1 
Eberthella 0 1 (2) (8) 
1 
(10) 
Total 
(1) 
(1) 
0 
(1) <8) (10) 
1 
(3) 
2 
(16) 
3 
(20) 
No. ( ) winter series; others, summer series. 
1. Per oent killed In 20 mlnutea at 16^0., pH 7.0; 
applied CI2 0.4 p.p.m., residual Clg 0.2 p.p.m. 
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water for 20 mimitos at 150C, The 43 strains chosen were 
those Tfliich orl£,inolly ebowed less than 99 per cent mortality 
to chlorlno. 
Of the 43 stralnr, all but 7 ehotrod little, if any 
roslstanco to chlorine upon rc-tect, (l.o*, more then 99 
I)er cent raortallty). Table 42 presents the comparative 
resiotance of the 7 strainr to both tecta* It is noted^ 
from the data of Table 42, that all but 1 strain diowed a 
lessmied degree of resistance to chlorine after the 0 months 
storaijo period. Attention is especially calloa to the fact 
that the excoptional strain is a strain of Shir.ella. 
That the rerlstance of a given strain of the coil-
dysentery group to chlorine under the conditions of the 
teat la somewhat: variable is further shown by the following 
results* 
Thirteen strains wore re-tested at intervals ranging 
from several days to several wenka after the first test* 
The dfta are presented in Table 43* It is noted from Table 
43 that 5 strains were consistently non-rucistent, i*o«, 
more than 99 per cent mortality* One strain was more 
resistant on the second test than on the first test* Five 
strains were less resistant on the second test, and 2 strains 
fluctuated in their chlorine roBlstance from test to test* 
The 8 strains which failed to check on the repeat tests 
will not bo considered in the discussion below* 
Tlie resistance of the 271 strains (other than the 8 
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Table 42» Resistance of 7 Strains of 
Coll-dysentery Organisas to Chlorine 
8 Months.After Initial Test 
Strain 
No. and Oroim 
Killed Iftnder Test Conditions! 
Test No. 1 
Test No.2 Inter­
val of 8 Mos. 
126 Aerobacter 43 77 
144 Bf}ph^riolU,ft 44 93 
173 Esoheriohla 69 83 
266 Esoheriohla 94 96 
267 94 98 
281 93 98.5 
427 87 80 
1. Per cent killed In 20 mln. at 15®C., pH 7.0; 
applied Clg 0.4 p.p.m., residual 01^ 0.2 p.p.m. 
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Table 43. Variations in Chlorine Resistance of 
Colon-aero^enos Organisms 
Strain No* 
and Oroup 
Per cent Kill^ 
Test Ho» 
1 2 3 
365 Escherichia 92 73 99+ 
296 Escherichia 99+ 93 99+ 
270 Pseudomonas 08 99+ 
347 r:Eohoi'Iclila 82 99+ 
348 Escherichia 52 99+ 
358 Escherichia 76 . 99+ 
231 Aerohacter 99+ 50 
259 Aerobacter 98 99+ 
156 Eberthella 99+ 99+ 
274 Froteiis 99+ 100 
291 Proteus 99+ 100 
128* Aorouacter 99+ 99+ 99+ 
317 Proteus 99+ 99+ 
» 
1* Per cent killed in 20 minutes at 15^ C», pH 7.0; 
applied C?.o 0.4 p«p*m» residual Cl^ 0*2 p»p*m* 
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nentlonod above) to chlorino Is recapitulated in Table 44* 
Omitted from Table 44 is smother strain. No* 31 which will 
be discussed separately* 
It la noted, from tho data of Table 44, that a marked 
contrast in relative rosistance to chlorine apiears to 
oxist between the siunmer and winter strains* Of a total 
of 53 strains isolatod durinti the winter from chlorinated 
water, only 6 or 11*3 per cent showed loss than 99 per cent 
kill in marked contrast to the fact that 59 out of 175 
summer strains (33.7 per cent) showed less than 99 per cent 
kill. 
The number of strains isolated from raw water in the 
summer hardly constitute a valid statistical group, there­
fore, a comparison of the rolntive chlorine resistance of 
tho or^^anlsms isolated from raw waters during the suitanor 
and winter is not juotifiablo* It will bo noted from 
Table 44 that of 27 strains isolated during, tho winter from 
raw water, 6 or 22 per cent showed 99 per cent or less 
reduction in numbers, while 1 out of 7 surawer strains (14 
per cent) showed siffiilar resistance* 
It la of interest to note that in tho Escheriohla-
Aerobacter group of organisms isolated from chlorinated 
water, 5 (15 per cent) of 34 winter strains are relatively 
chlorine resistant, whereas 46 (31 per cent) of the summer 
strains from chlorinated water are relatively chlorine 
re&l8ti>nt* The same general trend, L>£L># that organisms 
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Tablo 44• Resistance of Kenbers of the 
Coll-dyaentery Group to Chlorine^ 
Group 
.V Inter Stusmer 
Total 
Raw 
Por Cent 
Kill 
Chlorin­
ated Per 
Cent Kill 
R« 
Per Ki 
iw 
Cent 
111 
Chic 
ated 
Cent 
>rln-
l Per 
Kill 
^99 99+ /99 99-1- /99 99+ /99 99+ 
Escherlohia 2 5 5 15 3 27 55 110 
/kerobaoter 2 14 1 19 47 83 
Pseudomonas 1 13 1 1 16 
Proteus 4 10 14 
Ikloallgenoe 1 1 2 
Bberthella 2 8 1 1 4 2 18 
Shigella 2 8 1 3 1 15 
Salmonella | 3 1 4 
Total 6 21 6 47 1 6 59 116 262 
1« Per cent killed In 20 minutes at 15^ pK 7.01 
applied Gig 0«4 p«p«m* residual Clg 0.2 p.p.&i. 
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Isolated during the summer az^e more likely to be apparently 
more "chlorine resistant" than those isolated during the 
winter, nay be seen by observing th:.t of 14 winter strains 
of the Pseudomonas^Froteus-Aloaligenes group (In this case 
all 14 strains are Pseudomonas) only 1 (7 per oont) appears 
to be relatively chlorine resistant, whereas 8 (45 per cent) 
of the 18 suoaner strains appear to be relatively chlorine 
resistant• Again of 5 winter strains of tho Eberthella* 
Salmonella-Shigella group none was found to be relatively 
chlorine resistant, vdioreas 7 (64 per cent) of blie 11 
suiamer strains are relatively chlorine resistsnt. It would 
api-eor, thm, from the data presented in Sable 44 that the 
Bvuszner strains apparently tend to be uore rosistnnt to 
chlorine iinder the conditions of the chlorino tests* 
Attention is also called to tho fact tl^at of a total 
of 37 strains of tho Eberthella^Shigella t:,roup (as determined 
by morphological, physiological and staining reactions) 
isolated from both raw and chlorinated waters, regardless of 
season, 12 (32 per cent) fall into the relatively chlorine 
resistant group* 
From the foregoing results and discussion, one might 
make tlie following speculations in regurd to the resistance 
of members of the coli-dysentery group to chlorinei 
1* Members of the coli-dysentery group may, perhaps, 
be too sensitive for reliably reproducible chlorine tests* 
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2. It ml~ht "be that a glvon strain may glvo rise to 
individual colls whoso rncistanco to chlorine la not the 
same for all cells. 
3» The offset of stortx^o of cultures n»y be to weaken 
tho rcsistnncG of such cultures to chlorino. 
It should be bo me in mind Oxat the technique employed 
In determining the chlorine resietance of tho Isolated 
organisms is entirely arbitrary and artificial, especially 
in the fact that no organic matter other than the bacterial 
cells was presmt during the tests and apparently no dis* 
cemible ammonia was present* In nature it is unlikely 
that surface waters are entirely free of orgtinic matter 
and of free ammonia and such matexlal would tend to combine 
with the chlorine present in the water, thus slowing the 
rate of kill of bacteria. The pH of natural waters used as 
a source of water supply tends to bo nearer 8.0 than 7.0 
and consequently the detrimental effect of chlorine on 
bacteria in natural waters at pll 8*0 is probably less than 
in the phosphate water used in the tests described, all 
other conditions being equal* There are also present In 
natural waters ions, the effects of which on tho action of 
chlorine on bacteria have not been studied. Too, lb should 
be remembered that during the winter in many areas the 
temperature of surface waters may approach QOC., and at 
this low temperature the killing effect of chlorine, it has 
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boen shown, is rauch sloi7er than at IS^C. 
It appears, then, that in a fev; Instences pathogenic 
mombera of the coli-dyscn tory group apjarently survidod 0.2 
p.p.m. residual chlorino (under the conditions of the test) 
better thnn did members of the coli-aerogones group. If 
such is found actually to bo the case (by futiire exporiments) 
then a question may bo raised as to the value of £• coll 
as an indojc orgsnistn in trator analysis* 
d» Effect of tho suspending medium* A series of 
tests i*ns run comparine the resistance of members of the 
coli-dysent ry group to chlorine when they wore suspended 
in phosphate wat^r and in Lalce iSichigan water. 
The Lake Michigan water received at ti.is laboratory 
was markedly turbid aiKi had a pH of 7.8. In the first 
test, 4 strains were used. Before use the Lake Michigan 
water W'^s treated as follows t 
1. A portion was filtered through an E-K 
Siee 6, No. 5115G, Seitz filter pad. 
2. A portion was filtered throu^^h a coarco 
grade of filter ijaper. 
3. A third portion was used as received. 
A 37®C« and 30®C. plate count was made of tho raw Lake 
Michigan water prior to use. 'i'he 37®C. coxint was found to 
bo about 50 per cc. and tho 30®C. count about 200 per cc« 
Phosphate water was prepared as previ asly described. 
The results are presented in Table 45. 
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Table 45. Re8i8|anoe of 4 Coliodyaentery Strains To 
Chlorine^ In Lake iCiohlgan Water and 
Phospbate Buffer Water 
Strain No. and 
Group 
Type 
Water^ 
Initial 
No.Baot. 
Per 00. 
No.Sur­
vivors 
per 00. 
at end 
of test 
Per 
cent 
reduom 
tlon® 
Rea. 
cl2 
2 Aerobaoter A 1,800.000 760 99 + 0.18 
2 » B 1,800,000 34.000 98 oas 
2 « 0 1.800,000 1,200.000 33 oa8 
2 " D 1.800.000 1.500.000 17 0.0 
0.18 165 A 2.000,000 2 100 
156 •• B 2.000,000 350 99 -1- 0.19 
155 • C 2,000,000 650.000 68 0.17 
165 <• D 2.000.000 1.600.000 26 0.0 
179 f.BOherlohia A 260.000 2,400 99 + 0.12 
179 » B 260,000 16,000 94 0.16 
179 •• G 260,000 96,000 64 0.11 
179 " D 260,000 180,000 30 
99 + 
0.0 
413 Gacherichia A 640.000 33 0.13 
413 •• B 540.000 360 99 + 0.12 
413 •• C 540.000 190,000 66 0.13 
413 » 0 540.000 340.000 37 0.0 
1. Initial chlorine 0.4 p.pim., pH 7.0, 16® C. 20 min, 
2. A. Phoapl^te buffered; B. Ldce Mlohigan C. Filtered 
through coarse grade of filter paper; I). Belt* pixtered 
3. Per oent to nearest whole number; 99 ••repreaents more 
than 99 per cent reduction. 
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It will be note<^ from Table 4^ that when phosphate 
wator was tised, the 4 strains employed suffered over .99 per 
cent mortality. With unflltered Lake Michigan water, more 
than 99 per cent mortality was obtained with 2 strains 
while the remaining 2 strains suffered 98 ar^ 94 per cent 
reduction, respectively. 
The Lake Michigan water f lltei-ed through coarse filter 
paper was quite Inefficient Insofar as the killing power of 
chlorine Is concerned, for the reduction In numbers ranged 
only from 33 to 68 per cent. The reduction In numbers was 
poorest In the tests using Selts filtered Lake Michigan 
water. 
Closer Inspection of Table 45 shows that the Selts 
filtered wator had a chlorine demand sufficient so that at 
the end of the 20 minute tost period the o-tolidlne test 
showed no free chlorine present. On the other hand in the 
tliree other types of water the available chlorine at the 
end of the test period ranged from 0.11 - 0.18 p.p.m. 
Evidently in raw untreated Xake Michigan water there are 
present 8o.me substances which sliif^htly decrease the 
bactercidal action of chlorine, and upon filtration through 
coarse filter paper, i&ille some large particles may be 
removed, there are evidently added by the process of 
filtration substtmces which further decrease the bacter­
cidal activity of chlorine. The same is true, but to still 
a greater extent, when filtration Is effected by the Seltz 
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method* 
Ko analyses were made of the coarse fIltoi paper but 
a strong blue color developed on the addition of iodine 
solution to the paper,, indicating tne presence of starch* 
The Seitz filter pad was negative to the iodine test for 
starch* 
A group of 22 coli-dysentery etraina wore next tested 
for their resistance to chlorine, usin^^ the following types 
of water as suspending media: 
1* Phosphate water. 
2* Raw Lake Michigan v.ater* 
3* Lake Michigan water filtered through a coarse 
grade of filter paper* 
The technique used waa similar to that used in the 
preceding series of chlorination tests* 
The raw Lake Michigan water had a 37^C* count of 60 
per cc* and a 30°C* coimt of 540 per cc* The results of 
the chlorinotion tests are presented in Table 46* 
A striking fact is brought out by a study of Table 46t 
namely, that the bactericidal action of chlorine in the 
phosphate buffer water is invariably greater than In the 
Lake Michigan water (except in those few cases where 
reduction in ntunbers of bacteria per cc* wore approximately 
eqiwl). It will also be noted that almost invariably when 
the destruction of cells waa low the residvial chlorine 
dropped to 0*10 p.p*m* or less* It will also be noted that 
fable 46. Realfltanoe of 22 Coll->]3grMiit«r3r Organlane to Chlorine In 
Lake Hlohlgan Water and Phoai^te Buffer Water 
Strain No. and 
Oroup 
Tjpe 
Watex^ 
Initial 
No. Baot. 
Per CO. 
No. 8ur» 
vlTora 
per CC. 
end of teat 
Per oent 
reduc­
tion 
Res.: 
2 Aerobaoter A 6,000,000 4,600 99 •¥ 0.15 
2 « B 6,000,000 17,000 99 * 0.15 
2 4 C 6.000.000 5.000.000 13 0.15 
4 Eectaeriohla a 3,400,000 530 99 + 0.20 
4 « B 3,400,000 3,500 99 + Q.20 
4 H G 3.400.000 150.000 96 0.20 
29 Aerobaoter A 4,200,000 80 99 + 0.20 
29 N B 4,200,000 330 99 + 0.20 
29 N 0 4.200,000 70,000 98 0.20 
67 Pseudononaa A 170,000 2 5 0.000 7 0.08 
67 • B 170,000 250,000 ? 0.08 
67 * 0 170,000 . 250,000 ? 0.08 
154 Aez*obaoter A 2,600,000 0 100 0.20 
154 N B 2.600.000 0 100 0.20 
154 » C 2.600.000 0 100 0.20 
155 Eberthella A 3,100,000 520 99 • 0.10 
155 B 3.100.000 480 99 • 0.20 
155 M 0 3.100.000 60 99 • 0.20 
166 Aerobaoter A 3,500,000 420 99 + 0.18 
166 • B 3,500,000 3,000,000 14 0.08 
166 H C 3.500.000 6.100 ^9 •f 0.18 
172 Escherichia A 2,500,000 ? 0.08 
172 " B 1.800.000 3.000.000 ? 0.08 

W m WW f WWW WW WW w • fltafW 
166 Aerobaoter A 3,600,000 420 99 + 0.18 
166 B 3,600,000 3,000,000 14 0.08 
166 M C 3.500,000 e.loo + 0.18 
172 £eclierichla A 2,600,000 1 0.08 
172 • ' B 1,800,000 3,000,000 ? 0.08 
172 H 0 1.300.000 3.000.000 1 0.10 
177 Fscherlehla A 2.000.000 0 0.08 
177 M B 2,000,000 2,000,000* 0 0.08 
177 • C 2.000.000 2.000.000 0 0.08 
179 Esdheriohla A 2,600,000 2,000,000 20 0.07 
179 • B 2.600.000 1,800.000 SO 0.08 
179 « 0 2.600.000 2.000.000 20 0.08 
196 Escherichia A 210,000 140 99 • 0.18 
196 B 210,000 1,800 99 •f 0.20 
196 a C 210.000 40.000 81 0.20 
210 A«robact«r A 2,700,000 20 99 -f 0.20 
210 • B 2,700,000 900 99 0.20 
210 0 2,700.000 60 99 • 0.20 
211 Efcherlohia A 420,000 1,100 99 • 0.17 
211 • B 420,000 460,000 ? 0.17 
211 C 420.000 600,000 ? 0.17 
246 Aei^&tap A 7,600,000 600 99 0.19 
246 « B 7,600.000' 3,600 99 0.19 
246 H C 7.600.000 340.000 96 0.19 
252 Eberthella A 2.100.000 0 99 + 0.19 
262 • B 2,100,000 360 99 • 0.19 
252 • C 2.100.000 130 99 + 0.19 
S71 Aerobactar A 4,200,000 1,000 99 •¥ 0.18 
371 • B 4,200,000 5,000 99 • 0.19 
371 a 0 4.200.000 27.000 99 •f 0.19 
379 Aerobaotyr A 6,500,000 210 99 -f 0.17 
379 M B fi .fioo oim A 9nn oo + 

211 M C 420.000 600.000 ? 0.17 
246 Aerobacter A 7,600,000 600 99 + 0.19 
246 B 7,600,000' 3.600 99 0.19 
246 N C 7,600,000 340.000 96 0.19 
252 Eberthella A 2.100.000 0 99 + 0.19 
262 « B 2,100,000 360 99 • 0.19 
252 I C 2.100.000 130 99 • 0.19 
371 Aerobacter A 4,200,000 1,000 99 • 0.18 
371 • B 4,200,000 6,000 99 •f 0.19 
371 N C 4.200.000 27.000 99 •f 0.19 
379 Aerobacter A 6,600,000 210 99 • 0.17 
379 N B 6,600,000 4,200 99 0.17 
379 « C 6.600.000 76.000: 99 •f 0.17 
422 gb«rth9^.1f^ A 2,000,000 . 90 99 • 0.18 
422 B 2,000,000 1,000 d9 0.19 
422 N C £.000.000 4.800 99 •f 0.19 
437 A 2,100,000 1,000 99 • 0.16 
437 N B 2,100,000 11,000 99 4 0.17 
437 « C 3.100.000 4.000.000 1 0.06 
444 A 2,aoc,ooo 420 99 -¥ 0.18 
444 • B 2.200,000 7.aoo 99 -f 0.19 
444 « 0 2,200,000 ^,000 99 • 0.18 
447 A 600,000 110 99 • 0.13 
447 • B 500,000 390,000 22 0.10 
447 • 0 600.000 600.000 ? ^^0.10^^^,,,^ 
462 Eberthella A 640,000 70 99 • o.ie 
462 • B 640.000 370.000 42 0.10 
462 • 0 640,000 520,000 19 0.10 
1>« A. Phosphate buffer water; B. Raw Lake Michigan- water: C. Filtered 
Lake Mlohigan water. 
2. Per oent to nearest whole nuaber; 99 4-:^reeent8 more than 99 per cent 
reduction 
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usually the imflitered chlorinated Lake Michigan water is 
nore germicidal than tho similarily treated filtered Lake 
Michigan water althoujjh tho residual chlorines are in all 
cases the same* 
From the above results tho following may be concluded! 
la The phosphate buffer water contains, apparently, 
no substances which interfere with tho bactericidal efficiency 
of chlorine, hmce tho low dogreo of survivals in phosphato 
water* 
2* The Lake Michigan raw water contains substances 
interferint, with tho efficiency of chlorine as a bacteri­
cide, and while filtration throu^^ coarse filter paper 
reduces turbidity, the process of filtration in some manner 
brings about a further intei'ferance with chlorine efficiency. 
3* Usiially a drop of residual chlorine results in a 
decrease in chlorine efficiency, especially is this true 
when the residual ohlorino drops below 0*2 p.p*m« However, 
it will be noted that in 3 instances the residual chlorine 
in the phosphate water (see strains 155, 447, and 452} 
dropped to 0*1, 0.13, and 0.12 p*p.m>, respectively, with 
no apparent dlmunltion in chlorine efficiency as In all 3 
cases the per cent reduction of bacteria was well over 99 
per cent. 
e• The effect of Seitz filtration on the chlorine 
demand of lake Michigan water. The following experiment 
was performed to determine if any soluble substances were 
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present In the Seltz filter pad which nitilit interfere vdth 
tho action of chlorine. 
A chemically clean 1 liter auction flask was fitted 
for Seitz filtration vising tho same type of pad used in the 
chlorination studies* One hundred cc. of Lake i<llchlgan water 
was then filtered, the filtration stopped and the 100 cc* of 
filtrate placed into a chemically clean erlenmeyer flask* 
One cc* of stock solution of chlorine (to give an initial 
concentration of 0*4 p.p.m. chlorine) was added to the 
contents of tho erlenmeyer flask* Tho flask was then kept 
at 15^0* for 2U minutes^ at the end of vhlch period a 
rosidual chlorine tost was made usin^, tho ortho-tolidine 
method* The suction flask was then rinsed with conductivity 
water, and another 100 cc* of Lake Michigan water was filtered 
through the same pad and treated identically as tho first 
100 cc* In this manner, 1 liter of Lake Ulchl^,&n water was 
filtered and tested for its 20 minute chlorine demand* 
It was found that the first 100 cc* filtered had a 
chlorine demand of at least 0*4 p*p*m* since the ortho-
tolidine test was negative* The second 100 cc* showed a 
residual chlorine of 0*14 p*p.m| the next, two 100 cc* 
portions, a residixal chlorine of 0.18 p.p.m*, v/hile the 
remalnln,^ 6 100 cc* portions fluctuated from 0*19 - 0*20 
p*p*m* residual chlorine. 
It would appear then, on the basis of this experiment, 
that there are present in the Seitz filter pad substances 
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whlch have a definite dilorlne demand and are vrater soluble* 
These oubstancee are vashed out with the first several 
hundred cc. of xaaterinl being filtered. 
f• Observationa on an apparently resistant coll-llke 
or/;anlam (£31)» The characteristics of the orgonism Iso­
lated conform to tliose of the coli-aerogenea group as 
stipulated for t^ e detection of such strains in Standard 
Methods for the Examination of Water and SeWa^e (1936); 
namely, it is a Gramrnegative rod producing acid and ^as In 
standard lactose bi^oth; grows aeroblcally on standard 
nutrient media; and does not show ovldence of aporo formation 
on nutrient agar after 24 to 4B hours at 37^0• 
The organism to bo discussed (vfhlch will hereafter be 
referrod to as or^nlsm # 31) was Isol&ted from a surface 
water supply which had been treated with. 0.6 p.p.m. (NH^)gS04 
and 0.6 p.p.m. chlorine. The contact period was 15 hours at 
0°C« with a c})lorlno residual of 0*45 p.p.m* 
Organism # 31 reseoibles Aorobaclllua polymyaca as des­
cribed by Porter, KloCleskey, and Lavlne (1936), but differs 
from it in respect to morpholot^ and colony characteristics, 
heat resistance, end it apparently docs not produce sporec* 
The carbohydrate reactions of or4,anistn U 31 a^e identical 
with those of Aerobactlllus polymyxa, except that organism 
// 31 produces acid in rhamnose after several days while 
Aerobacillus polymyxa does not produce acid or gao In 
hramnose. On Loeffler's blood serum organism // 31 produces 
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no growth, idiereas, according to Porter, McCloskey, and 
Levlne, Aerobaclllua polyrayxa produces scanty effuse growth 
on that medium* 
When first Isolated, organism # 31 was able to grow 
only very poorly on nutrient agar (at either 30®C* or 37®C«), 
however, after many transfers it now grows quite well on 
nutrleant agar but not as vigorously as monbors of the coll-
aerogenes group. This change in ability to i^row on nutrient 
agar was accompanied, as will be shown later, by a loss In 
resistance to heat and chlorine* 
The addition of glucose to agar or broth results In 
more vigorous growth of organism § 31, ar. may be observed 
In Plato I* 
In Plato I, figures 1 and 2 show colonies of £• coll 
# 60 and organism # 31, respectively, growing on standard 
nutrient agar at 30®C* for 48 hours; figures 3 and 4 show 
colonies of £• coll U 60 and organism 31 growing on o*l 
per cent glucose agar at 30®C, for 48 hours; and figures 
5 and 6 depict colonies of E* coll 60 and organism # 31 
on 1*0 per cent glucose agar at 30^0. for 48 hours* It 
will bo noted thnt on standnrd nutrient agar the strain of 
3* coli pzxsduccs fair sised colonies, while orgunism # 31 
grows very poorly* With 0*1 per cent added glucose, the 
colonlos of E, coli are somowhat larger than on standard 
nutrient agar, whilo organism it 31 shows a decided gain in 
"lai-
Plato I. Thn effect of Olucooc on Colony 
Slzo of K. c oil # 60 and Ort;anlara jj 31 
(Koy to nuir.bors on Pinto la t^lven on Pa^jO IbO) 
Key to Plate Pago 181 
Fljjure 1. 
Fieuro 2. 
Figure 3« 
Figure 4« 
Figure 5. 
Figure 6< 
Colonlon of H. ooll f 60 grown on standard 
nutrient agar at 30®C« for 48 hours* 
Colonies of orgnninn 31 grown on standard 
nutrient agar at 30®C« for 48 hovirs. 
Colonies of E. coll it 60 grown on 0.1 per 
cent glucose agar at 30®C« for 48 liotirn* 
Colonies of orennlsr, § 31 grown on 0.1 per 
cent glucose agar at 300G. for 48 hours. 
Colonies of E. coll ^  60 grown on 1.0 per 
cent glucose agar at 30^C. for 48 hours. 
Colonies of organism # 31 grown on 1.0 per 
cent glucose agar at 30®C. for 48 hours. 
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vlgor of growth on 0*1 per cent gluoose agar compared with 
grovth on standard agar. I^hen 1.0 per cent glucose Is added 
to the agar, £• colt appears to be somewhat Inhibited, the 
colonies being, on the whole, smaller than ever on standard 
agar, whereas organism # 31 throws very vigorously on 1*0 per 
cent glucose agar* 
Other characteristics of organism # 31 are as follows: 
Morphology» When grown on nutrient agar for 24 hours 
at 370G*, the cells are abmt 0*5 by l»5-2*5 microns, with 
slightly rounded ends, appearing slxigly or in pairs* After 
96 hours at on nutrient a^jar, the cells are from 0*5 
by 2*0 microns to as much as 14 microns in length* Tlie 
longer cells often display a beaded appearance* The cells 
are motile by nveans of peritrichous flagella* Capsules 
have not been demonstrated* ^pore stains were mt^de of the 
organism using nutrient agar cultures varying from 24 hours 
to 14 days at both 30^0* and 37^0* The carbol fuchsin 
method and the malaohite green technique were both used* 
Spores could not be demonstrated* Several spore stains were 
made of strains of organism if 31 kept at 8^0* to lO^C* for 
several weeks, but a^ain spores were not found* 
StalninR reactions * The organism is Oram-negative. 
Cultural characteristics * Organisms # 31 on a nutrient 
agar slant grows moderately. The growth is effuse, flat, 
dull, smooth, slightly opaque, and pigment is not produced* 
On slants to which glucose huo been added (in amounts vary­
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ing from 0*1 to 1«0 per cent) the growth la abvuidant, 
filiform, glistening, smooth, translucent, and no color 
la produced* ^he addition of glucose even up to 10 per 
cent results in much better growth than on nutrient agar; 
the vigor of growth varies directly with amount of 
glucose added. It is noted that the growth is very adherent 
to the surface of tho agar, both glucose has been added 
to Uie agar, and without glucose* With glucose added to 
the agar the growth has a ''rubbery" texture, after several 
days incubation* 
On nutrient agar 24 hour colonies are variable in 
shape, being veily, translucent, and arborescent; while sub­
surface colonies arc coli-like* "ith glucose added to 
nutrient agar, growth, as noted above, becomes much more 
vigorous than on standard nutrient at^^ar* The surlace 
colonies on 1*0 per cent glucose agar grow to as much as 
15 mm* in diameter* After several days at 30°C*, they are 
lobed, nearly transparent and the surface has a terraced 
effect* 
E*K*B* colonies of organism 31 are loss than 1 mm* 
in diameter, have a sheen, and resemble, somewhat, coll 
colonies * 
Ko growth resulted on Simmon's citrate agar, or on 
Iioeffler*s blood serumi agar* 
On potato slants the growth is yellowish* Ultimately 
the potato is digested* After several days growth on potato 
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the organism produces a dLstlnobly fruity odor* 
Gelatin is liquefied. 
Acid is produced in litmus milk in 24 hours. After 
SGVoral days, there is complete reduction, and a hard curd 
is formed, with sotne gas production* About the 8th day 
yellow whey is produced with a fruity odor. After 3 weeks 
in litmus milk peptonization is very advanced. 
On starch agar plates very pale watery colonies are 
produced. Hydrolysis of the starch was shown by a clear 
area about the colonics when an iodine solution was poured 
over the surface of the plate. 
In nutrient broth growth is slow, cloudy, no pellicle 
or ritig is produoed* In nutrient broth to ^ ich glucoso 
has been added the growth exhibits a peculiar phenomenon; 
namely, when the tube is gently shaken a mass of coherent 
material rises in a spiral and retains that shape for as 
much as a minute before settling. 
Other cultural characteristics of organism /j/ 31 are as 
follows! Aerobic ond facultative anaerobic, V.p. -f, M.R. -, 
citrate -, indol -, uric acid -, nitrates reduced, and U2S -. 
Growth in presumptive test media. No growth occurred in 
the following presumptive media t brilliant green bile lactose 
(20 per cent), brilliant green bile lactose (5.0 per cent), 
crystal violet lactose, fuchsin lactose, MacConkey's broth, 
formate rlcinoleate broth, methylene blue - brom crosol 
purple lactose, and tryptose lauryl sulfate lactose broth. 
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Plate II. Organiam # 31. 24 hours; nutrient 
agar; 370c., Oram stain; Itag. X 1400* 
L '"1. J 
Plate III. Aerobaclllus ^ olTmyxa 1A2« 24 hours 
Kutrlont agar; 37^0.; Grain stain; Mag. X 1400. 
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Fermentation reactions. Acid and gas were produced in 
the followingi glucose, lactose, sucrose, glycerol, nannltol, 
celloblose, alpha-ir.etnyl glucoslde, inulln, sallcin, starch, 
aesculin, maltose, mannose, rafflnose, levulose, galactose, 
aroblnose, xylose, trehalose, sorbitol, amygdolin, dextrin, 
and mell2itose« No acid or gas was produced in dulcitol, 
inositol, adonitol, rhaamose, or erythrltol* 
Pathogen1city» Organism # 31 was found to be non­
pathogenic for guinea pigs idien inoculated IntrQ-perltonoally, 
and it Was also non-paithogenlo for rabbits when inoculated 
intravenously. 
In Plates II and III aro shown Gram stains of cells of 
24 hour nutrient o^ar (37^0•} cultures of organism ^  31 and 
Aoi'obacillus polymyxa lAg, respectively* The cells of 
organism # 31 are usually paired and about 0*5 by 1*5-2.5 
microns, while the cells of Aerobaoillus polymyxa lAg are 
somewhat larger, 0.6-2*0-4*0 microns, and usually appear 
singly* Ho spores are evident among the calls of organism 
# 31, whereas a few are noted among the cells of Aerobaoillus 
polymyxa lAg* Plates IV and V show carbol fuchsln stains 
of cells of 96 hour (37®C*) nutrient agar cultures of organ­
ism 31 and Aerobacillus polymyxa lAg, respectively. Many 
sporcc are noted among the cells of Aerobaoillus polymyxa lAg 
but none among the cells of organism ii 31* Attention is 
called to the presence of very long cells in the stain of 
organism H 31. Some of these cells shov/ distlnce granular 
bodies. 
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Plate XV. Organism 31. 96 hours; nutrimt 
agar; 37^C| oarbol fuchsln spore stGi:i; itog. X 1400 
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Plate V. Aorobacillus polymyxa IA2. 96 hours; 
nutrient agar; 370G«; oarbol Kichsln sxjore stain; 
Mag. X 1400. 
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Flate VI shows colonies of organism # 31 and Aerohacillua 
polymyxa lAg grown on 1.0 per cent glucose agar at 30®C. for 
7 days. Well isolated colonies of or^^nism # 31 are about 
15 nim., circular, raised, rough (terraced) with a lobed edge, 
transparent, and of a rxibbery texture, while those of 
Aerobacillus polymyxa lAg are about 15 mm., circuler, raised, 
smooth, with an entire edge, translucent (with a yellowish 
pigmentation) and slimy. 
Since organism # 31 originated from a water supply which 
had been well chlorinated, it wos thought particularly 
desirable to study its resistance to chlorine. 
Tlie technique used was generally that previously 
described. 
The intial bacterial counts varied from 200,000 to 
600,000 per ml. In all experiments the resistance of 
organism § 31 was conyjared with that of Escherichia ooli 
# 60. 
In some experiments i2ie time to kill all cellp. in the 
suspension was detamnined b^ withdrawing 1 ml. into glucose 
broth after various periods of exposure. The tubes of broth 
were then incubated for at least 96 hours, and observed for 
the appearance of turbidity. Use was also made of the plate 
counting technique. After varying periods of exposure 
1 ml. Wgs removed from the test suspension, and plated in 
duplicate, using 0.1 per cent glucose nutrient agar as the 
. plating medium. Platei counts were made after 48 hours 
i 
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Plato VI, 7 day old colonies of Organism ^  31 
and Aerobaclllua polymyxa lAo grown on 1.0 
por cent gluooao Qgiar at 308c. Hag. X 4. 
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incubation at 370c« 
The earliest clilorinc resistance test was mnde using 
the plate technique. The applied chlorine was 0*4 p.p.m. 
with a contact period of 20 minutes at 15®C« The residual 
chlorine (after 20 minutes contact and 10 minutes after the 
application of the ortho-tolidine solution) was 0.05 p.p.m* 
^ The original numbers of colls per ml* of test solution was 
120,000^ and, atlihe end of the experiment, the number, as 
ovidenced by the plate count, had not changed. The cells of 
the E. coli strain used were entirely destroyed* This 
experiment was performed February 4, 19S9* 'Within a period 
of a month, two more tests concerning the chlorine resistance 
of or^nism # 31 were run in identically the same manner as 
above, with similar results. 
The marked resistance of orc,anism H ol to chlorine 
continued to be shown by a series of experiments conducted 
over a period of 20 months, ^^s late as October 7, 1940, 
or^^anlsm ^ 31 showed a marked resistance to an applied 
chlorine of 0.6 p.p.m. This is shown in Table 47. It is 
noted from Table 47 that E. coli wns entirely dottroyod 
within 10 minutes, whereas it took between 120 and 180 
minutes to produce more than 99 per cent mortality of 
the cells of organism # 31. 
Attention is colled, in Table 47, to the fact that with 
organism # 31 the chlorine residuals are always les^j tlian 
with E. coli. This fact may have some bearing on the 
resistance of the cells of organism // 31. 
Table 47. Survival of Organiem #31a and Eeeherichia Coll #60 
To An Applied Chlorine of 0.6 p.p.m. 
Eiqposure 
Time 
(Minutes) 
Number and Per cent Survivors Chlorine Residuals p.p.m; 
Organism #31a E. Coli #60 20 Minutes 480 Mlt lutes 
^time 
Organ. 
#31a #60 
Organ. 
#31a Number % Number % 
0 640,000 100.0 1,000,000 100.0 10 0.19 0.35 0.18 0.30 
5 162,000 26 10 ilo.l 20 0.20 0.35 0.19 0.36 
10 120,000 19 0 0.0 60 0.26.0.30 0.40 0.22 0.35 
SO 86,000 12 0 0.0 120 0.30 0.40 0.20 0.40 
30 92,000 14 0 0.0 
60 31,000 4.9 0 0.0 
120 6,200 1.0 0 0.0 
180 100 10,1 0 0.0 
240 10 Z.0.1 0 0.0 
J 480 
• 
0 0.0 0 0.0 
I 
I 
1. Time in minutes that chlorine residuals were z^ad after 
the addition of ortho-tolidine 
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By November 4, 1940, and after about 30 transfers from 
the time the organism was first isolated, a marked decrease 
in chlorine resistance was noted. The organism was readily 
destroyed by as low as 0*4 p.p.m. applied chlorine in 5 
minutes. Tliis Iose^ in chlorine resis tat;ce was accompanied 
by a los£ in heat resistance. The organism was now fotmd to 
be readily killed in 5 minutes at 60°C. 
The loss in chlorino resistance of an is not 
unknown* Mailman (1930), in a personal comciunication to the 
writer said,: "It has been our feeling that organisms develop 
resistance by grachial adaption to chlorine, but if this 
organism io cultivated for a sltort time thereafter, its 
resistance is rapidly lost." 
A peculiar phenomenon was noted «hon orgAnlsm # 31 and 
£. coli # 60 were tested for their resistance to chlorino 
and chloramlne. The chlorino was used In a concentration of 
0*6 p.p.m. while chloramlne wes applied as follows: 0.6 p.p.m. 
chlorine plus 0.15 p.p.m. ammonia, as anunonium sulphate. 
coli was destroyed by both the chlorine and chloramlne within 
5 minutes. Organism # 31 was destroyed by the chloramlne 
within 5 minutes, but suffered only 90 per cent mortality in 
120 minutes wlxen exposed to the chlorine. The test was rtui 
September 23, 1939, arid repeated a week later, with sub­
stantially the same results. Time did not permit further 
inveotlgations. The peculiar, apparently higher killing power 
of chloramine for organism // 31, should be further studied. 
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Ifc waa thought that a bettor idea of the survival of 
organism # 31 and E. coli # 60 to chlorine could be obtained 
by planting 1 ml* of tho chlorinated suspension into double 
strength peptone (fortified by 0*1 per cent glucose) than by 
the plate technique* The technique was sitnllar to that of the 
plate technique^ except that-after each exposure period 1 cc* 
from tho chlorinated sxispension was planted into a tube of 
the glucose peptone broth and the tube incubatea at 37^0* 
for 48 hours* 
Several expoviments of the type Just described v;ero per-
formed (before organism # 31 lost its chlorine resistance)• 
The results of a typical experiment are presented In Table 
48* The applied chlorine wos 0.4, 0*&, 0*6, and 0*7 p*p«m* 
in the various test bottles^ and 1 cc. portions were plated 
at intervals from 0 to 240 minutes. That organism i} 51, at 
tho tino of this test, was much more resistant to chlorine 
tlian £* coli // 60 is self-evident. If one considers not the 
applied chlorine but the chlorine residual aftor a 20 minute 
contact period, it is noted that E. coli ^  60 survived a 
residual chlorine of 0*3 p.p.m. for only 10 minutes, wheroas 
organism />< 31 survived a similar chlorine residual for at 
least 60 minutes. 
In siunmation, it is noted that, though not a member of 
the coli-aerogenes group from which It can be readily dis­
tinguished, organism # 31 conforms to tho characterization 
of the coli-aerogenes group as given by Standard Methods for 
TaUe 48. Resistanoa of Organism #31 and Eg<A. ooH 
#60 to Chlorine^ 
AT,* 
Cl2 
added 
p.p.a. 
Chlorine Resi­
dual p. D. •. 
aftex^ 
Exposure Time in Minutes 
5 10 1 15 1 20 1 30 145 1 60 120 180 1 240 
Strain 
£0 
Min. 
240 
Hin. 
Orowth in Glucose Peptone Broth 
at 370 C, in 48 Hours 
0.4 0.25 0.20 + •f •¥ + + + - • 
E. coli 0.5 0.30 0.30 + 
#60 0.6 0.36 0.30 
0.7 0.40 0.30 
0.4 0.18 
Organism 0.5 0.20 0.16 .. 
#31 0.6 0.25 0.20 + + + + + + 
0.7 0.30 0.20 •f + + + •f •¥ * - - -
1. Chlorine applied 0,4 p.p.m.; pH 7,0{ agar slant cultures (37® C,, 24 hours) 
employed. Initial coiuit E, coli ^ 60 s 540,000 per nl,; Initial count Creaniam j}^31 
= 670,000 per ml. 
2. Chlorine residual readings taken 10 minutes after addition of ortho-tolidine• 
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tho Examination of Water and Sewage (1936) so that it might 
therefore be mistakenly included in the colon index of a 
water supply# Because of its relatively hi^h chlorine 
resis.tonce, its presence in water sliould not be considered 
of the same sanitary significance as that of £sch» coll. 
Since it does not produce gas in formate rlolnoleate broth, 
tryptose lauryl sulfate lactose, or brilliant green bile 
lactose media, organism # 31 my bo eliminated by employing 
such media for preliminary enrichment in routine water 
analysis* 
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VIII. SUMMARY AND CONGLUSIOME 
A study of 220 cultures submitted from 4 cities 
enploying surface water supplies.was made for identification* 
Of these cultures^ 163 came from 93 samples of chlorinated 
water* The remaining cultures wore from imtreated waters* 
Since all cultures represented initial fishings (no attempts 
wero made by the investigators sending the cultures to tMs 
laboratory to purify them) they were purified by repeated 
platings and 275 strains obtained from the cultures repre­
senting chlorinated water samples, and 82 strains from 
those cultures obtained from untreated waters* 
Of the 275 strains from chlorinated waters, 214 (77*8 
per cent) were Oram-negative non-spore forming rods ferment­
ing lactose; 33 (12*0 jper cent) were Oram-negativo non-spore 
forming rods which failed to ferment lactose; and the remain­
ing strains from chlorinated waters included 20 spore forming 
rods not fermenting lactose, 6 spore forming rods fermenting 
lactose, and 3 cocci* 
One hundred and ninety-five strains of the coli-aerogenes 
group were isolated from the 93 samples of water which had 
been chlorinated. Of these samples, 61 (65.6 per cent) were 
reported to have had a residvial chlorine content of at least 
0*4 p*p*m* after a contact period of a few minutes to 6 hours 
including 17 samples with a contact |»riod of more than 4 
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hours, and 32 saiq>les of at least 6 hours expostire* It 
would appear, therefore, that the determination of the 
presence of 0*2-0*3 p«p.m. residual chlorine after 10 to 20 
minutes of contact can not be relied upon as a safe index 
of the probable absence of members of the coli-aerogenes 
group* 
A rather striking phenomenon was the fact that a large 
proportion of the strains of the coli-aerogenes group iso­
lated from chlorinated waters during the summer (when the 
temperature of the water was 12®C. to 22®C«) fermented 
lactose broth very slowly at 37®C«, whereas they produced 
gas quite rapidly at 30^C« The occurrence of the aberrant 
lactose fermenters was relatively as common among strains 
allocated to the genus Escherichia as amoxig those allocated 
to the genus Aerobacter* 
Many of the coli-aerogenes strains which were found to 
ferment lactose broth slowly at S7®C« produced 10 per cent 
or more gas at that temperature in the newer presumptive 
test media, suoh as brilliant green bile or formate 
ricinoleate broth. 
The former practice of disregarding gas production in 
standard lactose broth if the quantity was less than 5 per 
cent in 48 hours, would result in the loss of a relatively 
large number of members of the coli-aerogenes ^ roup, for 
120 (61«5,per cent) of the 195 strains isolated from 
chlorinated waters were such slow lactose fermenters* 
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It waa observed that strains of the genus Proteus 
generally filled the Inner tubes with gas when employing 
the formate rlclnoleate medium, but left the medium perfectly 
clear (iftiich was In narked contrast bo the reaction observed 
with coll-aerogenes strains which produced generally less 
than 50 per cent gas, and rendered the medium highly turbid). 
A large portion of the strains of the ooli-aerogenes 
group Isolated from chlorinated waters, were atypical, not 
only with respect to rate of gas production from lactose, 
but also with respect to their appearance on ooslne methylene 
blue agar plates. Thus, only 32 (15»4 per cent) wore reported 
as having been considered as appearing to be typical colonies 
of Escheriohla or Aerobacter on eoslne methylene blue agar 
made from the presumptive test. 
It was observed that there was a rather distinct 
correlation between the rate of lactose fermentation and the 
season of isolation among the strains of the coll-aerogenes 
group Isolated from chlorinated waters. One group compris­
ing 107 strains produced 10 per cent or more gas from lactose 
at 37°C. in 48 hours, the other consisting of 88 strains 
produced less than 10 per cent gas at 37^C. but considerably 
moro than 10 per cent when incubated at a somewhat lower 
temperature (30®C.). These are referred to as the rapid 
(group I) and slow (group IX) lactose fermenters on the 
basis of the rate of gas production at 37°C. 
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It is particularly worthy of note that group II (slow) 
gas producers) were very rare among the winter samples (5 
or 14.3 per cent of strains isolated) but quite consnon (83 
or 51*9 per cent of strains isolated) during the stixmner. 
It was therefore thought that such strains mi^^ht represent 
soil washings coming in with the spring and early summer 
rains• 
All strains which fermented either adonitol or inositol 
were rapid lactose fermenters* Sucrose, glycerol and 
dulcltol were more frequently fermented and uric acid more 
frequently utlllEod by group I (rapid lactose fermenters) 
than by the group II slow lactose fermenters* The fermenta­
tion of cellobiose was more frequent among strains of summer 
origin than those of winter origin, while the production of 
HgS and indol, the fermentation of calicln and glycerol, 
and the utilization of uric acid was of more frequent oc­
currence among winter than among summer strains* Sallcin 
is often fermenbed but slowly by the coli-aorooenes strains 
studied* 
The sanitary significance of the slow lactose fermenters 
is not definitely established* If, they are to be considered 
significant (and it Is felt that they probably should be) 
and, if lb is desired to include them in the colon index, 
their detection might be facilitated by either lowering 
the temperature of Incubation for bhe presumptive test, or 
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substituting brilliant green bile or some of tho other 
selective media for the present stax»lard methods lactose 
broth* 
On the basis of a statistical study of the correlation 
of characters among tho 195 coli-aerogenea strains isolated 
from chlorinated waters^ 7 species are recognized, as 
indicated in tho following dichotomous key* 
Key to the ^eciea of the coli-aero£^enos strains 
isolated from chlorinated waters* 
A« V*P* positive 
B* Acid and gas produced in glycorol 
C* Indol positive—(6 strains) Aoro* oxytoouia 
CC* Indol negative——(7 strains) Aero* aerogenes 
DD* Acid and gas not produced 
in glycerol—(79 strains) Aero* cloacae 
AA* V.P* negative 
D* Acid and gas produced in cellobiose 
C* Acid and gas iroduced 
in sucrose—(53 strains) Esch* anlndolica 
CC* Acid and gas not produced 
in sucrose—(19 strains) Each* intermedium 
BB* Acid and gas not produced in cellobiose 
C* positive—(19 strains) Esch* grunthali 
CC* HgS negative—(12 strains) Esch* coli 
Among the V*P* negative strains, the utilization of 
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oitrate did not correlate well wltli any other characters* 
On the other hand« tho ferzaentatlon of celloblose correlated 
highly with 5 of the 10 characters studied, and was there­
fore used for primary subdivision of the V.P. negative group* 
For completeness, however, and because citrate has been tised 
so frequently, in tho past, a supplementary classification 
esiploylng citrate as a primary differential character is 
given in the appendix* 
Among the V.P. negative, citrate negative strains there 
exists a perfect negative correlation between tho production 
of indol and the fermentation of celloblose and a-methyl 
glucosido* 
Tables are presented showing the distribution of the 
strains of the species rocognized above among the groups 
suggested by the previous classifications of Mac Conkey, 
the American Public Health Association, Malcolm, Stuart 
et and the British CoDSsittee. 
Observations on the resistance to chlorine wei'e made 
on 271 strains. Strains of the coli^aerogenes group, 
which were apparently chlorine resistant, were more fre­
quently encountered during suriimer, but conaluorlng all of 
tho available data tho actual existence of chlorine 
rosiatant strains of tnc coll"*aorogenes group is not con­
sidered to have been denionstratod. 
One strain, however, organism #31 was found to be 
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extremely chlorine resistant* It can be differentiated 
from strains of the coli aero^^enes group but might be 
confvised with them, if one were not fairly familiar with 
the particular organism in question. This culture was 
studied in detail# It conformed to the definition of the 
coli-aero^enos ^ roup as given in Standard Methods of ilater 
Analysis (1936) in that it was a Gram negative rod for 
wlxlch spores could not be demonstrated, i^ew aorobically 
and fermented lactose with gas production* It was found, 
however, that the organism differed from those of the coli 
aerogenos group In tliat it failed to ^row in brilliant 
tireen bile, formate ricinoleate broth or tryptoselauryl 
sulphate lactose broth and produced very ssiall colonies 
on cosine methylene blue a^^ar* It further was noted that 
this organism wa& also more resistant to hoat than are the 
typical coli-aerooenea strains* However, on prolonged 
cultivation both ita hoat realstanca and olilorlne resia-
tance were lost* On glucooo a^ar organlsvi //31 producod 
lart^e transparent, rougli (terraced) colonies v/hlch had a 
rubbery texture# 
Organism reseuiblos strains of Aerobacillua in 
many characters, but differs morphologically and apparently 
does not form spores* 
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XI. APPENDIX 
Classifioation of tho V* P* Negative Strains 
of the Coli-aerogenes Group on Correlated 
Characters Employing Citrate Utilization 
for Primary Subdivision 
The following is a proposed classification for the 
V» P. negative strains of the coli-aorogenes group employing 
citrate utilization as tho primary character for differ­
entiation, tnd using the data of Tables 49 to 60, inclusive, 
as bases for subdivision. 
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A. 
A Proposed Ciasslfioatlon for the V, P. Negative 
of the Coll-aerogenes Group Employing Citrc 
Utilization for Primary Subdivision 
Charaoteriatlcs 
Citrate positive —— 
No. of 
Strains Speci 
79 
B* HqS positive, acid and gas 
' usually in salioin ————19 
C* Indol positive 
CC, Indol negative 
D, Aoid and gas in 
suoroae 
DD, No aoid or gas in 
suoroae 
9 
10 
5 
5 
—Esoh. alba—— 
—-Esoh. froundii-
—Esoh. astheniae 
BB, B9S negative, aoid and gas 
ul^ally in salioin —57 —— 
C. Aoid and «as in sucrose, but 
* Ul: * 
CC • 
not usua ly in duloitol or 
glycerol — 
No aoid or gas in sucrose, but 
usually in duloitol and 
glycerol ————————— 
37 —Esoh. glyoologoi 
comb.) ———. 
AA. Citrate negative — 
B. Indol positive 
BB» Indol negative 
20 
27 
13 
14 
—Esoh. intermodii 
comb.) —— 
—Esoh. coll—-— 
—Esoh. anindolici 
'''Numbers of Tables refer to those tables containing details of the 
various groups and aub-groups. 
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Bd Classification for the V. P. Negative Strains 
the Coli-aerogenes Group Employing Citrate 
Utilization for Primary Subdivision 
No* of 
Strains Species 
ci ^s 
in 
3 in 
d gas 
uorose, but 
loltol or 
sucrose» but 
ol and 
79 
10 
27 
Table 
Numbers* 
49, 50a, 50b, 51 
19-
9 —Esoh. alba-
- 51, 52a, 52b, 53 
- 53, 56 
- 53,54a, 54b, 56 
5 —Esoh. freundll— 
5 —Each, asthenlae-
- 56 
- 56 
- 51, 52c, 52d, 55 
37 —-Each» glyoologones (Nov. 
comb.) 55J 56 
20 —Esoh. intermodium (Nov, 
comb.) 55, 56 
13 —Each, coll——— 
14 —Each, anlndolica-
57, 58a, 58b 
59, 60 
59, 60 
ihose tables containing details of the 
•s. 
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Table 49, The Dietributlon of PositiTe Reactione 
of 76 V. P. - Citrate • Strains 
Reaction 
No. 
Positive 
Reactions 
Per oent 
Positive 
Reactions 
11. R. 1 1 97 
Urio Aoid I 1  ^ 8 
Hs® j 1 26 
Indol I 1 14 
Motility I 1 72 95 
Oellobioee 68 76 
a-Methyl Qlucoeide 69 78 
Inositol 1 1 
Adonitol 1  ^ 1 
aioroee 1 64 
Duloitol 1 S6 
Glycerol 38 60 
Salioin 63 70 
Aesoulin 1 X 1 
1. Per oent to nearest whole number 
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fable 50a« OorrelatLon of Characters Among 76 V,P, 
Oitrate ^  Strains from Ohlorimi»xl Waters. 
* 
1 
• 
« 
o 
o 
H "8 
11 
II 
• 
s 
u 
s Du
lo
it
ol
 
Gl
yc
er
ol
 
5 
o 
f 
-
• • - + •»> + - • - + 
^ • 
HgS 
19 
57 
9 10 
2 55 
4 15 
54 3 
5 14 
54 3 
6 13 
37 20 
4 15 
15 42 
19 0 
19 38 
1 18 
52 5 
• 
Indol 
9 2 
• 
10 55 
U 
65 
0 11 
58 7 
0 11 
59 6 
1 10 
42 23 
2 9 
17 48 
10 1 
28 37 
3 8 
50 15 
Oello- * 
biose 
4 54 
15 3 
0 58 
11 7 
58 
18 
57 1 
2 16 
59 19 
4 U 
15 43 
4 14 
21 37 
17 1 
50 8 
3 15 
a-methyl'*' 
Oluooside 1 ^ 
5 54 
U 3 
0 59 
11 6 
57 2 
1 16 
59 
17 
39 20 
4 13 
16 43 
3 U 
22 37 
16 1 
50 9 
3 14 
• 
Sucrose 
6 37 
13 20 
1 42 
10 23 
39 4 
19 U 
39 1 
20 1; 
43 
33 
0 43 
19 U 
6 37 
32 1 
33 10 
20 13 
+ 
Duloitol 
4 15 
15 42 
2 17 
9 48 
15 4 
43 lA 
16 3 
,43 li 
0 19 
43 14 
19 
57 
18 1 
20 37 
15 4 
38 19 
+ 
Olyoerol 
m 
19 19 
0 38 
10 28 
1 37 
21 17 
37 1 
22 16 
37 1 
6 32 
37 1 
18 20 
1 37 
38 
38 
19 19 
^ 34 4 
Salioin * 
I 52 
18 5 
3 50 
8 15^ 
50 3 
, 8 15 
50 3 
; 9 14 
33 20 
10 13 
15 38 
4 19 
19 34 
19 4 
53 
23 
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II 
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O 
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;2 
VAI 
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'if 
s 
• HgS 
1 
• • ^ 
w 
o 
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1 
• • ' ' 
w 
w 
VI 
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• 
o-
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Vl 
I.*-fW 
• >o 
jw 
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o 
t . 
va 
oa 
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CO 
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OS 
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00 
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>o 
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H 
On. 
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• , 
o 
1 
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Vl 
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• . 
00 
M 
O Salioin 
met 
P H §.• 
VI 
*tio 
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o o 
o tr 
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o S 
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p o 
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srs 
Vl 
0 H 
• 9 
I 
!-• 
a* 
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Table 63... The 01 atrl't»;rtion of Poaltlve Reaotlona 
Of 76 Intermediate Strains with Priaary 
Subdivision on HgS Produotion 
1 H2S + 19 Strains HgS 57 Strains 
Oharaoter No. Pos. % Pos. No. Pos. % Pos. 
Indol 9 47 4 
Cellobiose 4 96 
a-Methjl Oluooside 6 26 96 
Suorose 6 32 37 65 
Duloitol 4 81 16 26 
01yoet*ol 19 100 19 33 
Salioin 1 6 91 
1. Two strains li. B. • 
Six strains Uxdo aoid 
One strain positive in inositol, adomitol, and 
aeeoulin 
All inulin negative 
2. Per oent to nearest whole number. 
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Table 52a..: Correlatioxx of OIiaraota:s Among 19 y,P« - , Citrate^ 
V H2S'^ StrainaFrcai Chlfrlnatad. Waters 
: 0 H <§ 
& 5 Is 
V 08 *» 
•3 w • n W i § 1 1 
• 5 . 40 ^ + i S + 5 - . + R 
+ 9 0 9 0 9 1 6 0 
Indol 4 6 5 5 5 5 4 
• : 0 ^ 4 3 1 2 2 2 
Cellobioae 9 6 15 2 13 4 11 2 
• 0 5 3 2 5 2 3 3 
a-aetbyl 
Oluooaide.  9 5 1 13 14 4 10 1 
• 1 5 2 4 2 4 6 0 
Suoroae 
3 10 13 . 8 5 2 11 4 
i 0 4 2 2 3 1 0 4 4 
Duloltol 9 6 2 13 2 13 6 9 
Table 52o« Correlation of Oharaoters Among 57 Y«P. - , Oltrnte 
H2S - Strains ?rom Ohlorinate& Waters 
4, Suorose Duloitol ^ aiyoerol ^  
Suorose 0
 
CM 
0 37 
15 5 
0 37 
19 1 
• 
Duloltol 
0 15 
37 5 
,15 
42 
14 1 
5 37 
+ 
OlyoQTOl 
0 19 
37 . 1 
14 5 
• 1 37 
19 
38 

Table 52b. Correlation Coeffioients For Bach Fair' 
Of Characters in Table 52a 
In
do
l 
• 
a 
> o 
• 
o 
o 
P O 
<0 o 
id Su
cr
os
e 
•p 
•H O 
P 
-.400 -.570 r.429 -.400 
1 .
 
o
 
o
 
.^^ 569 .206 +.367 
-.570 +.569 4.108 +.529 
-.429 + .206 +.108 -.353 
»ik400 + .367 + .529 -.353 
Table 52d. Correlation Coefficients For l^ch Pair 
Of Characters in Table 52o 
Sucrose DUloitol Olyoerol 
Sucrose -.813 -»962 
Duloitol -.813 +.751 
Glycerol -.962 • ^761 
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Tabl« 53. The Distribution of Positive Reactions 
Of 19 H29 P« Citrate + Strains 
With Prinary SubdlTlsion on Indol Produotion 
Character 
Zndol Positive 
(9 Strains) 
Indol Negative 
(10 Strains) 
Mo« Pos. Pos. No* Pos* POS* 
Celloblose 0 0 4 40 
a-Methyl Olucosids 0 0 5 60 
Sucrose 1 11 5 60 
Dulcitol 0 0 4 40 
1. Per cent to nearest irtiole nuaber 
TalBle Aa. Correlation of 
Coeffioientfl Among 10 V.P. Ci­
trate + , HgS +, Indol-strains 
from Chlorinated Water 
I 
o • 
r-« • 
H C 
e .4 
^1 
Je o • 
•» 
« ;s«4 S 
o 
Cellobiose 
S 4 
S 2 
S 3 
a<4Iethyl 
aiucoeide 
3 2 
1 4 5 
2 3 
3 2 
Suorose 
2 5 
2 3 
2 
3 
5 
6 
IXilcitol 
2 2 
2 4 
3 
2 
0 4 
6 1 
Table Dtkb, Correlation 
Coefficiente for Each Pair Of 
Characters in Table 64a. 
1 
o « iH • 
H o 
C3 XI 
•P o<tf 
O 
• 
• 
2 
o 
S a 
Cellobiose I..407 0 <•.167 
a-Methyl 
dlasoside 
+.407 -.200 t..400 
Suorose 0 -.200 -^0 
Duloitol + »167 +.400 -.800 
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Tabl* 55. The dlftrlbutlon of PonltlY* H«aotioa« 
of 87 • Stralne »flth Prlaary 
Subdlvltloti on 3uoro89 Fernantatlon 
Character 
fluoroee Poeitlve 
(37 Strains) 
^oroee KiDflrfttlve 
(SO strftlnn) 
Mo. Poi. fC Poe.^ Ho. Pos. ^ POB.® 
Dulcitol 0 0 15 76 
(i^lyoerol 0 0 19 9» 
1. 
2. 
3 ttrAins ar« oelloblotft ^ , and a-aothyl gluoosidn ^ ; 
2 Btralns ar« Indol ^  ; and 6 atralna are aaXloln - . 
Per cent to neax*(»st whole number. 
'Of 
"S Cd •a 
6* » H 
f a 
1 r 
CK CD CO ffo. Strains 
H 
-0 H cn cn M 03 et TS 
a m 
si* 
•§S a 01 to C4 o o OI M M 
H H «0 
• + 
+ •f + 
H 00 
» • 
M. R. 
o 
s 
s o ct 9 >1 m 
? :  1 1 1 Urlo Aoid 
1 1 + + + HgS 
 ^ + 1 1 1 + Zndol 
+ 
01 
f ? + + + Motility 
H Cd -0 i • + M M » • W N ' + 1 Gello-bloso 
H Cil 
• + + . 
ro 01 
• 
U lO 
' + 1 a-Methyl aiuoofldfl 
H H 
? * 1 1 1 1 Inositol 
H 
f * 1 1 1 1 Adonltol H H 
f + 1 1 1 1 Aesoulin 
1 + 1 + 
0> 
• + Suorose 
H 1 : 1 1 Duloltol 
H 
r ? 1 4- + 
+ 
Olyoerol 
H 
f  ^
0) 
•  ^
1 1 Salloin 
"ZZZ 
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TalAe57% The Distribution of Posltlv* 
Reaction of 27 V.P. - , Cltrate-stralns 
Oharaoter 
No. + 
Reaotlons 
Per cent, 
Reaotione 
H. R. B6 96 
Urio Aoid 1 4 
Has 4 16 
Zndol 13 48 
Motility 26 96 
Cellobiose 14 62 
a-Uethyl 
Oluooaide 14 52 
Inositol 0 0 
Adonitol 1 4 
Aesoulin 9 11 
Suoroae 17 63 
Duloitol 4 16 
Olyoerol 12 44 
Salioin 18 67 
1. Per oent to nearest vi^ole number. 
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Table 58a* Correlation of Characters Among 27 Y.F. -
Citrate -> Strains Isolated from Chlorinated Waters 
I
n
do
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os
e 
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ld
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-
-JL- • - • 
+ 13 0 13 0 13 3 10 12 1 6 7 
Indol 14 14 0 14 0 14 0 0 14 12 2 
+ 0 14 14 14 0 14 0 0 14 12 2 
Celloblose 0 13 0 13 3 10 12 1 6 7 
a-mathyl + 0 14 14 0 14 U 0 0 14 12 2 
glucoslde 
-
13 0 0 13 13 3 10 12 1 6 7 
-¥ 3 14 14 3 14 3 17 3 14 12 5 
Sucrose 
m 10 0 0 10 0 10 10 9 1 6 4 
+ 12 0 0 12 0 12 3 9 12 5 7 
Glycerol 
- 1 14 14 1 14 1 14 1 15 13 2 
+ 6 12 12 6 12 6 ^2 6 5 13 18 
Sallein 
m 7 2 2 7 2 7 5 4 7 2 9 

Table 58b« Gcrrelatlon Ooeffloients Ibr £aoh Pair of 
Gharaoters in Table 58a. 
I
n
do
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ll
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bi
os
e 1 •§ $ 
o o 
Su
cr
os
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Gl
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ol
 
S
a
l
i
d
n
 
Indol -1.00 '1.00 
-.795 +•928 -.U9 
Oellobiose -1.00 + 1.00 +.795 -.928 •KU9 
a-msthyl 
gluooside 
-1,00 +1.00 +.795 -.928 •NU9 
Suorose 
-.795 4^795 -.795 -.703 4*108 
Glycerol +.928 -.928 -.928 -.703 
-.W 
Salioin 
-.a9 iiU9 4.108 -.v7ii 
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Table 69. Distrllmtlon of * Reaotions to ReTdal 
Charaoters Among the 27 V.P. •* , Citrate -
Strains with Primary SubdiTision 
On Indol Production 
Gharaoter 
Indol Strains 
<13) 
Indol •> Strains 
(14) 
1 No. Pos. Pos*^ No« Pos. 1 % Pos. 
Cellobioee | 0 0 14 100 
a-methyl 
Oluooside 0 0 14 100 
Sucrose 3 23 14 100 
Glycerol 12 92 0 0 
Salioin e 46 12 86 
1. Per oent to nearest whole number. 
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